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ANTHKOPOLOGT

CHAPTER I

itt.

ter,

•COPE OF ANTHROPOLOOr

In this chapter I propose to say -.
' .othing*

firstly, about the ideal scope of anthropology

;

secondly, about its ideal limitations; and,
thirdly and lastly, about its actual relations

to existing studies. In other words, I shall

examine the extent of its claim, and then go
on to examine how that claim, under modem
conditions of science and education, is to be
made good.

Firstly, then, what is the ideal scope of

anthropology ? Taken at its fullest and best,

what ought it to c prise ?

Anthropolofry is t ^ whole history of man
as fired and pervaded by the idea of evolution.

Man in evolu>:ion—^that is the subject in its

full ) 'i^h. Aiifliropology studies man as he
occurs at all known times. It studies him as he
occurs in all known parts of the world. It

studies him body and soul together—^as a
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bodily organism, subject to conditions operat-

ing in time and space, which bodily organism

is in intimate relation with a soul-life, also

subject to those same conditions. Having

an eye to such conditions from first to last,

it seeks to plot out the general series of the

changes, bodily and mental together, under-

gone by man in the course of his history. Its

business is simply to describe. But, vrithout

exceeding the limits of its scope, it can and
must proceed from the particular to the

general; aiming at nothing less than a de-

scriptive formula that shall sum up the whole

series of changes in which the evolution of

man consists.

That will do, perhaps, as a short accoiint of

the ideal scope of anthropology. Being short,

it is bound to be rather formal and colourless.

To put some body into it, however, it is neces-

sary to breathe but a single word. That word
is: Darwin.

Anthropology is the child of Darwin.

Darwinism makes it possible. Reject the

Darwinian point of view, and you must reject

anthropology also. What, then, is Darwin-

ism ? Not a cut-and-dried doctrine. Not a

dogma. Darwinism is a working hypothesis.

You suppose something to be true, and work
away to see whether, in the light of that

supposed truth, certtun facts fit together
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better than they do on any other supposition.

What is the truth that Darwinism supposes ?

Simply that all the forms of life in the world

are related together; and that the relations

manifested in time and space between the

different lives are sufficiently uniform to be

described under a general formula, or law of

evolution.

This means that man must, for certain

purposes of science, toe the line with the rest

of living things. And at first, naturally

enough, man did not like it. He was too

lordly. For a long time, therefore, he pre-

tended to be fighting for the Bible, when he

was really fighting for his own dignity. This

was rather hard on the Bible, which has

nothing to do with the Aristotelian theory

of the fixity of species ; though it might seem

possible to read back something of the kind

into the primitive creation-stories preserved

in Genesis. Now-a-days, however, we have

mostly got over the first shock to our family

pride. We are all Darwinians in a passive

kind of way. But we need to darwinize

actively. In the sciences that have to do with

plants, and with the rest of the animals

besides man, naturalists have been so active

in their darwinizing that the pre-Darwinian

stuff is once for all laid by on the shelf.

When man, however, engages on the subject
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of his noble self, the tendency still is to say

:

We accept Darwinism so long as it is not
allowed to count, so long as we may go on
believing the same old stuff in the same old
way.

How do we anthropologists propose to
combat this tendency ? By working away
at our subject, and persuading people to have
a look at our results. Once people take up
anthropology, they may be trusted not to drop
it again. It is like learning to sleep with your
window open. What could be more stupefy-
ing than to shut yourself up in a closet and
swallow your own gas ? But is it any less

stupefying to shut yourself up within the last
few thousand years of the history of your own
comer of the world, and suck in the stale
atmosphere of its own self-generated preju-
dices ? Or, to vary the metaphor, anthro-
pology is like travel. Every one starts by
thinking that there is nothing so perfect as
his own parish. But let a man go aboard
ship to visit foreign parts, and, when he returns
home, he will cause that parish to wake up.
With Darwin, then, we anthropologists

say : Let any and every portion of human
history be studied in the light of the whole
history of mankind, and against the back-
ground of the history of living things in
general. It is the Darwinian outlook that
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matters. None of Darwin*s particular doc-

trines will necessarily endure the test of time
and trial. Into the melting-pot must they
go a8 often as any man of science deems it

fitting. But Darwinism as the touch of nature

that makes the whole world kin can hardly

pass away. At any rate, anthropology stands

or falls with the working hjrpothesis, derived

from Darwinism, of a fundamental kinship

and continuity amid change between all the

forms of human life.

It remains to add that, hitherto, anthro-

pology has devoted most of its attention to

the peoples of rude—^that is to say, of simple

—culture, who are vulgarly known to us as
" savages." The main reason for this, I

suppose, is that nobody much minds so long

as the darwinizing kind of history confines

itself to outsiders. Only when it is applied

to self and friends is it resented as an im-

pertinence. But, although it has always up
to now pursued the line of least resistance,

anthropology does not abate one jot or tittle

of its claim to be the whole science, in the sense

of the whole history, of man. As regards the
word, call it science, or history, or anthro-

pology, or anything else—what does it

matter ? As regards the thing, however,

there can be no compromise. We anthro-

pologists are out to secure this : that there
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shall not be one kind of history for savages
and another kind for ourselves, but the same
kind of history, with the same evolutionary
principle running right through it, for all

men, civilized and savage, present and past.

So much for the ideal scope of anthropolog}-.
Now, in the second place, for its ideal limita-
tions. Here, I am afraid, we must touch for a
moment on very deep and difficult questions.
But it is well worth while to try at all costs
to get firm hold of the fact that anthropology,
though a big thing, is not everything.

It will be enough to insist briefly on the
following points : that anthropology is science
in whatever way history is science; that it is

not philosophy, though it must conform to
its needs ; and that it is not policy, though it

may subserve its designs.

Anthropology is science in the sense of
specialized research that aims at truth for
truth's sake. Knowing by parts is science,
knowing the whole as a whole is philosophy.
Each supports the other, and there is no
profit in asking which of the two should come
first. One is aware of the universe as the
whole universe, however much one may be
resolved to study its details one at a time.
The scientific mood, however, is uppermost
when one says : Here is a particular lot of
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things that saem to hang together in a parti-

cular way; let us try to get a general idea

of what that way is. Anthropology, then,

specializes on the particular group of human
beings, which itself is part of the larger par-

ticular group of living beings. Inasmuch as

it takes over the evolutionary principle from

the science dealing with the larger group,

namely biology, anthropology- may be re-

garded as a branch of biology. Let it be

added, however, that, of all the branches

of biology, it is the one that ^a likely to bring

us nearest to the true meaning of life ; because

the life of human beings must always be

nearer to human students of life than, say, the

life of plants.

But, you will perhaps object, anthropology

was previously identified with history, and
now it is identified with science, namely, with

a branch of biology ? Is history science ?

The answer is, Yes. I kuiow that a great

many people who call thems>elves historians

say that it is not, apparently on the ground

that, when it comes to writing history, truth

for truth's saki is apt to bring out the wrong
results. Well, the doctored sort of history

is not science, nor anthropology, I am ready

to admit. But now let us listen to another

and a more serious objection to tl laim of

history to be science. Science, it w be said
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by many earnest men of science, aims at
discovering laws that are clean out of time.
History, on the other hand, aims at no more
than the generalized lescription of one or
another phase of a time-process. To this
it may be replied that physics, and ph3rsic8
only, answers to this altogether too narrow
conception of science. The laws of matter
in motion are, or seem to bo, of the timeless
or mathematical kind. Directly we pass on
to biology, however, laws of this kind are
not to be discovered, or at any rate are not
discovered. Biology deals with life, or, if

you liiie, with matter as living. Matter
moves. Life evolves. We have entered a
new dimension of existence. The laws of
inatter in motion are not abrogated, for the
simple reason that in physics one makes
abstraction of life, or in other words leaves
its peculiar effects entirely out of account.
But they are transcended. They are multi-
plied by e, an unknown quantity. This
being so from the standpoint of pure
physics, biology takes up the tale afresh, and
devises means of its own for describing the
particular ways in which things hang together
m virtue of their bemg alive. And biology
finds that it cannot conveniently abstract
away the reference to time. It cannot treat
living things as machines. What does it do,
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then ? It takes the form of history. It

states that certain things haye changed in

certain ways, and goes on to show, so far as

it can, that the changes pre on the whole in

a certain direction. In short, it formulates

tendencies, and these are its only laws. Some
tendencies, of course, appear to be more en-

during than others, and thus may be thought

to approximate more closely to laws of the

timeless kind. But », the unknown quantity,

the something or other that is not physical,

runs through them all, however much or little

they may seem to endure. For science, at

any rate, which departmentalizes the world,

and studies it bit by bit, there is no getting

over the fact that living beings in general,

and human beings in particular, are subject

to an evolution which is simple matter of

history.

Asd now what about philosophy ? I am
not going mto philosophical questions here.

For that reason I am not going to describe

biology as natural history, or anthropol(^y

as the natural history of man. Let philoso-

phers discuss what ** nature " is going to mean
for them. In science the word is question-

begging; and the only sound rule in science

is to beg as few philosophical questions as you
possibly can. Everything in the world is

natural, of course, in the sense that things are
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somehow aUakin-^U of apiece. Wewcsimply

bound to take in the parts as parts of a whole,

and it is just this fact that makes phJosophy

not only possible but mevitable. All the

same, this fact does not prevent the parts

from having their own specific natures and

specific ways of behaving. The People ^o
identify the natural with the pl^> «cal .^e

putting all their money on one specific kind

of nature or behaviour that is to be found m
the world. In the case of man they are

backing the wrong horse. The horse to

back b the horse that goes. As a going

concern, however, anthropology, as part of

evolutionary biology, is a history of vital

tendencies which are not natural m the sense

of merely physical.

What are the functions of philosophy as

contrasted with science ? Two. Firstly, it

must be critical. It must police the city of

the sciences, preventing them from mterfenng

with each other's rights and free development.

Co-operation by all means, as for mstance.

between anthropology and biology. But no

jumping other folks' claims and laymg down

the law for all ; as. for instance, when physics

would impose the kind of method applicable

to machines on the sciences of evolvmg life.

Secondly, philosophy must be synthetic. It

must put all the ways of knowing together, and
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likewise put these in their entirety together
with all the ways of feeling and acting ; so that
there may result a theory of reality and of
the good life, in that organic interdependence
of the two which our very effort to put things
together presupposes as its object.

What, then, are to be the relations between
anthropology and philosophy ? On the one
hand, the question whether anthropology can
help philosophy need not concern us here.

That is for the philosopher to determine.
On the other hand, philosophy can help
anthropology in two ways : in its critical

capacity, by helping it to guard its own claim,
and develop freely without interference from
outsiders; and in its synthetic capacity,
perhaps, by suggesting the rule that, of two
types of explanation, for instance, the
physical and the biological, the more alratract

is likely to be farther away from the whole
truth, whereas, contrariwise, the more you
take in, the better your chance of really

understanding.

It remains to speak about policy. I use
this term to mean any and all practical
exploitation of the results of science. Some-
times, indeed, it is hard to say where science
ends and policy be^ns, as we saw in the case
of those gentlemen who would doctor their
history, because practically it pays to have

B
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a good conceit of ourselves, and believe that
our side always wins its battles. Anthro
pology, however, would borrow something
besides the evolutionary principle from
biology, namely, its disinterestcuness. It i^

not hard to be candid about bees and ants;
unless, indeed, one is making a parable of
them. But as anthropologists we must try,
what is so much harder, to be candid about
ourselves. Let us look at ourselves as if we
were so many bees and ants, not forgetting,

of course, to make use of the inside informa-
tion that in the case of the insects we so
conspicuously lack.

This does not mean that human history,

<mce constructed according to truth-regarding
principles, should and could not be used for

the practical advantage of mankind. The
anthropologist, however, is not, as such, con-
cerned with the practical employment to which
his discoveries are put. At most, he may, on
the strength of a conviction that truth is

mighty and will prevail for human good,
invite practical men to study his facts and
generalizations in the hope that, by knowing
mankind better, they may come to appreciate
and serve it better. For instance, the ad-
ministrator, who rules over savages, is almost
invariably quite well-meaning, but not seldcnn
utterly ignorant of native customs and beliefs.
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So^ in many cases, is the missionary, another
t3rpe of person in authority, whose intentions
are of the best, but whose methods too often
leave much to be desired. No amount
of seal will suffice, apart from scientific in-
sight into the conditions of the practical
problem. And the education is to be got by
paying for it. But governments and churches,
with some honourable exceptions, are still

wofully disinclined to provide their pro-
bationers with the necessary special training;
though it is ignorance that always proves most
costly in the long run. Poli?»y, however,
including bad policy, does not come within
the official cognizance of the anthropologist.
Yet it is legitimate for him to hope that, just
as for many years already physiological
science has indirectly subserved the art of
medicine, so anthropolo^cal science may
indirectly, though none the less effectively,
subserve an art of political and religious
healing in the days to come.

The third and last part of this chapter will
show how, under modem conditions of science
and education, anthropology is to realize its
programme. Hitherto, the trouble with an-
thropologists has been to see the wood for the
trees. Even whilst attending mainly to the
peoples of rude culture, they have heaped
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together facte enough to bewilder both them-
selves and their readers. The time has come
to do some sorting; or rather the sorting is

doing itself. All manner of groups of special
students, interested in some particular side
of human history, come now-a-days to the
anthropologist, asking leave to borrow from
his stock of facts the kind that they happem
to want. Thus he, as general ^rekeeper, is

beginning to acquire, almost unconsciously,
a sense of order corresponding to the demands
that are made upon him. The goods that he
will need to hand out in separate batches
are being gradually arranged by him on separ-
ate shelves. Our best way, then, of proceed-
ing with the present inquiry, is to take note
of these shelves. In ether words, we must
consider one by one the special studies that
claim to have a finger in the anthropological
pie.

Or, to avoid the disheartening task of re-
viewing an array of bloodless " -ologies," let
us put the question to ourselves thus : Be it

supposed that a young man or woman who
wants to take a course, of at least a year's
length, in the elements of anthropology, joina
some university which is thoroughly in touch
with the scientific activities of the day. A
university, as its very name implies, ought
to be an all-embracing assemblage of higher
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•tudies, to adjusted to each other that, in
combination, they provide beginners with
a good general education; whilst, severally,
they offer to more advanced students the
opportunity of doing this or that kirl of
specific research. In such a well-organized
Mniversity, then, how would our budding
anthropologist proceed to form a preliminary
acquaintance with the four comers of his
subject ? What departments must he attend
in turn T Let us draw him up a curriculum,
praying meanwhile that the multiplicity of the
demands made upon him will not take away
his breath altogether. Man is a many-sided
being ; so there is no help for it if anthropology
i^so is many-sided.
For one thing, he must sit at the feet of

those whose particular concern is with pre-
historic man. It is well to begin here, since
thus will the glamour of the subject sink into
his soul at the start. Let him, for instance,
travel back in thought to the Europe of many
thousands of years ag ;, shivering under the
effects of the great ice-age, yet populous with
human beings so far like ourselves that they
were alive to the advantage of a good fire,

made handy tools out of stone and wood
and bone, painted animals on the walls of
tiieir caves, or engraved them on manmioth-
ivory, far more skilfully than most of us could

LvJPt*
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do now, and buried their dead in a ceremonial
way that points to a belief in a future life.

Thus, too, he will learn betimes how to
blend the methods and mat^als of different

branches of science. A human skull, let us
say, and some bones of extinct animals, and
some chipped flints are all discovered side

by side some twenty feet below the level of

the soil. At least four separate authorities

must be called in before the parts of the
puzzle can be fitted together.

Again, he must be taught something about
race, or inherited breed, as it applies to man.
A dose of practical anatomy—^that is to say,
some actual handling and measuring of the
principal portions of the human frame in its

leading varieties—will enable our beginner to
appreciate the differences of outer form that
distinguish, say, the British colonist in
Australia from the native " black-fellow," or
the whites from the negroes, and redskins,
and yellow Asiatics in the United States. At
this point, he may profitably embark on the
details of the Darwinian hypothesis of the
descent of man. Let him search amongst the
manifold modern versions of the theory of
human evolution for the one that comes
nearest to explaining the degrees of physical
likeness and unlikeness shown by men in
general as compared with the animals, espe-
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cially the man-like apes; and again, those
sho^m by the men of divers ages and regions
as compared with each other. Nor is it enough
for him, when thus engaged, to take note
simply of physical features—the shape of the
skull, the colour of the skin, the tint and tex-
ture of the hair, and so on. There are likewise
mental characters that seem to be bound up
closely with the organism and to follow the
breed. Such are the so-called instincts, the
study of which should be helped out by
excursions into the mind-history of animals,
of children, and of the insane. Moreover, the
measuring and testing of mental- functions,
and, in particular, of the senses, is now-a-days
carried on by means of all sorts of ingenious
instruments ; and some experience of their use
will be all to the good, when problems of
descent are being tackled.

Further, our student must submit to a
thorough grounding in world-geography with
its physical and himian sides welded firmly
together. He must be able to pick out on
the map the headquarters of all the more
notable peoples, not merely as they are now,
but also as they were at various outstanding
moments of the past. His next business is

to master the main facts about the natural
conditions to which each people is subjected
—the climate, the conformation (rf land and
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sea, the animals and plants. From here it is

but a step to the economic life—the food-
supply, the clothing, the dwelling-places, the
principal occupations, the implements of
labour. A selected list of books of travel
must be consulted. No less important is it

to work steadily through the show-cases of
a good ethnological museum. Nor will it

suffice to have surveyed the world by regions.
The communications between regions—^the

migrations and conquests, the trading and the
borrowing of customs—^must be traced and
accounted for. Finally, on the basis of their
distribution, which the learner must chart
out for himself on blank maps of the world,
the chief varieties of the useful arts and
appliances of man can be followed from stage
to stage of their development.
Of the special studies concerned with man,

the next in order might seem to be that which
deals with the various forms of human society

;

since, in a sense, social organization must
depend directly on material circumstances.
In another and perhaps a deeper sense, how-
ever, the prime condition of true sociality is

something else, namely, the exclusively human
gift of articulate speech. To what extent,
then, must our novice pay attention to the
history of language ? Speculation about its

far-off origins is now-a-days rather out of
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fashion. Moreover, language is no longer
supposed to provide, by itself at any rate,

and apart from other clues, a key to the
endless riddles of racial descent. What is

most needed, then, is rather some elementary
instruction concerning the organic connection
between language and thought, and concerning
their joint development as viewed against
the background of the general development of
society. And, just as words and thoughts
are essentially symbols, so there are also
gesture-symbols and written symbols, whilst
again another set of symbols is in use for

counting. All these pre-requisites of human
intercourse may be conveniently taken
together.

Coming now to the analysis of the forms
of society, the beginner must first of all face
the problem :

" What makes a people one ?
"

Neither blood, nor territory, nor language,
but only the fact of being more or less com-
pactly organized in a political society, will be
found to yield the ur-fying principle required.
Once the primary constitution of the body
politic has been made out, a limit is set up,
inside of which a number of fairly definite

forms of grouping offer themselves for exami-
nation; whilst outside of it various social

relationships of a vaguer kind have also to
be <»nsidered. Thus, amongst institutions of
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r>/ the internal kind, the family by itself presents
a wide field of research; though in certain
cases it is liable to be overshadowed by some
other sort of organization, such as, notably,
the clan. Under the same rubric fall the many
forms of more or less voluntary association,
economic, religious, and so forth. On the
other hand, outside the circle of the body
politic there are, at all known stages of society,

mutual understandings that regulate war,
trade, travel, the celebration of common
rites, the interchange of ideas. Here, then, is

an abundance of types of human association,

to be first scrutinized separ»tely, and after-

wards considered in relation to each other.

Closely connected with the previous subject
is the history of law. Every type of associa-

tion, in a way, has its law, whereby its

members are constrained to fulfil a certain

set of obligations. Thus our student will

pass on straight from the forms of society to
the most essential of their functions. The
fact that, amongst the less civilized peoples,

the law is uncodified and merely customary,
whilst the machinery for enforcing it is,

though generally effective enough, yet often
highly indefinite and occasional, makes the
tracing of the growth of legal institutions

from their rudiments no less vitally important,
though it makes it none the easier. The
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history of authority is a strictly kindred topic.

Legislating and judging on the one hand, and
governing on the other, are different aspects

of the same general function. In accordance,

then, with the order already indicated, law

and government as administered by the

political society in the person of its repre-

sentatives, chiefs, elders, war-lords, priest-

kings, and so forth, must first be examined;
then the jurisdiction and discipline of sub-

ordinate bodies, such as the family and the

clan, or again the religious societies, trade

guilds, and the rest; then, lastly, the inter-

national conventions, with the available

means of ensuring their observance.

Again, the history of religion is an allied

theme of far-reaching interest. For the

understanding of the ruder forms of society

it may even be said to furnish the master-key.

At this stage, religion is the mainstay of law
and government. The constraining force of

custom makes itself felt largely through a
magnifying haze of mystic sanctions ; whilst,

again, the position of a leader of society rests

for the most part on the supernormal powers
imputed to him. Religion and magic, then,

must be carefully studied if we would under-
stand how the various persons and bodies

that exercise authority are assisted, or else

hindered, in their efforts to maintain social
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discipline. Apart from this fundamental in-
quiry, there is another, no less importantm Its way, to which the study of religion
and magic opens up a patb. This is the
problem how reflection manages as it were
to double human experience, by setting up
beside the outer world of sense an inner
world of thought-relations. Now constructive
imagination is the queen of those mental
functions which meet in what we loosely terra
thought"; and imagination is ever most

active where, on the outer fringe of the mind's
routine work, our inarticulate questionings
radiate into the unknown. When the genius
has his vision, almost invariably, among the
ruder peoples, it is accepted by himself and
his society as something supernormal and
sacred, whether its fruit be an act of leadership
or an edict, a practical invention or a work
of art, a story of the past or a prophecy, a
cure or a devastating curse. Moreover, social
tradition treasures the memory of these
revelations, and, blending them with the
contributions of humbler folk—for all of us
dream our dreams—provides in myth and
legend and tale, as well as in manifold other
art-forms, a stimulus to the inspiration of
future generations. For most purposes fine art,
at any rate during its more rudimentary stages,
may be studied in connection with religion.
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So far as law and religion will not account

for the varieties of social behaviour, the

novice may most conveniently consider them
under the head of morals. The forms of

social intercourse, the fashions, the festivities,

are imposed on us by our fellows from without,

and none the less effectively because as a
general rule we fall in with them as a matter
of course. The difference between manners
and morals of the higher order is due simply

to the more pressing need, in the case of our
most serious duties, of a reflective sanction,

a " moral sense," to break us in to the common
service. It is no easy task to keep legal and
religious penalties or rewards out of the

reckoning, when trying to frame an estimate

of what the notions of light and wrong, pre-

valent in a given society, amount to in them-
selves; nevertheless, it is worth doing, and
valuable collections of material exist to aid

the work. The facts about education, which
even amongst rude peoples is often carried

on far into manhood, throw much light on
this problem. So do the moralizings embodied
in the traditional lore of the folk—the proverbs,

the beast-fables, the stories of heroes.

There remains the individual to be studied

in himself. If the individual be ignored

by social science, as would sometimes appear
to be the case, so much the worse for social
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science, which, to a corresponding extent,
IWUs short of being truly anthropological.
Throughout the history of man, our beginner
should be on the look-out for the signs, and
the effects, of personal initiative. Freedom
of choice, of course, is limited by what there
is to choose from; so that the development of
what may be termed social opportunity should
be concurrently reviewed. Again, it is the
aim of every moral system so to educate
each man that his directive self may be as
far as possible identified with his social self.
Eyen suicide is not a man's own affair,
according to the voice of society which speaks
in the moral code. Nevertheless, lest the
important truth be overlooked that social
control implies a will that must meet the con-
trol half-way, it is well for the student of
man to pay separate and special attention
to the individual agent. The last word in
anthropology is : Know thyself.

CHAPTER II

ANTIQUITY OF MAN
History, in the narrower sense of the word,

depends on written records. As we follow
back history to the point it which our written
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records grow hazy, and the immediate ances-
tors or predecessors of the peoples who appear
in hist(»7 are disclosed in legend that needs
much eking (Hit by the help of the spade, we
pass into proto-hifitory. At the back of that,

again, beyond the point at which written
records are of any avail at all, comes pre-

history.

How, then, you may well inquire, does the
pre-historian get to work ? What is his

method of linking facts together ? And what
are the sources of his information ?

First, as to his method. Suppose a number
of boys are in a field playing football, whose
superfluous garments are lying about every-

where in heaps; and suppose you want, for

some reason, to find out in what order the boys
arrived on the ground. How would you set

about the business ? Surely you would go
* > (me of the heaps of discarded clothes, and
take note of the fact that this boy's jacket

lay under that boy's waistcoat. Moving on
to other heaps you might discover that in some
cases a boy had thrown down his hat on one
heap, his tie on another, and so on. This
would help you all the more to make out the
general series of arrivals. Yes, but what if

some of the heaps showed signs of having
been upset ? Well, you must make allow-

ances for these (iisturbances in your calcula-
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tions. Of course, if some onehad deliberately
made hay with the lot, you would be non-
plussed. The chances are, however, that,
given enough heaps of clothes, and bar
intentional and systematic wrecking of them,
you would be able to make out pretty well
which boy preceded which ; though you could
hardly go on to say with any precision whether
Tom preceded Dick by half a minute or half
an hour.

Such is the method of pre-history. It is

called the stratigraphical method, becauae it
is based on the description of strata, or
layers.

Let me give a simple example of how strata
tell their own tale. It is no very remarkable
instance, but happens to be one that I have
examined for myself. They were digging out
a place for a gas-holder in a meadow in the
town of St. Helier, Jersey, and carried their
borings down to bed rock at about thirty feet,
which roughly coincides with the present
mean sea-level. The modern meadow-soil
went down about five feet. Then came a bed
of moss-peat, one to three feet thick. There
had been a bog here at a time which, to judge
by similar finds in other places, was Just
before the beginning of the bronze-age.
Underneath the moss-peat came two or three
feet of silt with sea-shells in it. Clearly the
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kland of J^rtey underwent in those days tome
sort of submergence. Below this stratum
came a great peat-bed, five to seven feet thick,
with large tree-trunks in it, the remains of a
fine forest that must have needed more or less

elevated land on which to grow. In the peat
was a weapon of polished stone, and at the
bottom were two pieces of pottery, one of
them decorated with little pitted marks.
These fragments of evidence are enough to
show that the foresters belonged to the early
neolithic period, as it is called. Next occurred
about four feet oi silt with sea-shells, marking
another advance of the sea. Below that,
again, was a mass, six to eight feet deep, of
the characteristic yellow clay with far-carried
fragments of rock in it that is associated with
the great floods of the ice-age. The land must
h£- 'J been above the reach of the tide for the
glacial drift to settle on it. Finally, three or
four feet of blue clay resting immediately on
bed-rock were such as might be produced by
the sea, and thus probably betokened its

presence at this level in the still remoter past.
Here the strata aie mostly geological. Man

only comes in at one point. I might have
taken a far more striking case—the best I know—from St. Acheul, a suburb of Amiens in the
north of France. Here M. Comment found
himian implements of distinct types in about

c
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eight out of eleven or twelve succssive
geological layers. But the story would take
too long to tell. However, it is well to start
with an example that is primarily geological.
For it is the geologist who provides the pre-
historic chronometer. Pre-historians have to
reckon in geological time—that is to say, not
in years, but in ages of indefinite extent
corresponding to marked changes in the
condition of the earth's surface. It takes the
plain man a long time to find out that it
is no use asking the pre-historian, who is
proudly displaying a skull or a stone imple-
ment, " Please, how many years ago exactly
did its owner live?" I remember hearing
such a question put to the great savant,
M. Cartailhac, when he was lecturing upon the
pre-historic drawings found in the French and
Spanish caves; and he replied, " Perhaps not
less than 6,000 years ago and not more than
250,000." The backbone of our present
system of determining the series of pre-
historic epochs is the geological theory of an
ice-age comprising a succession of periods of
extreme glaciation punctuated by milder
intervals. It is for the geologists to settle in
their own way, unless, indeed, the astronomers
can help them, why there should have been
an ice-age at all; what was the number,
extent, and relative duration of its ups and

fi
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downs ; and at what time, roughly, it ceased
in favour of the temperate conditions that we
now enjoy. The pre-historians, for their part,
must be content to make what traces they
discover of early man fit in with this pre-
established scheme, uncertain as it is. Every
day, however, more agreement is being reached
both amongst themselves and between them
and the geologists; so that one day, I am
confident, if not exactly to-morrow, we shall
know with fair accuracy how the boys, who
left their clothes lying about, followed one
another into the field.

Sometimes, however, geology does not, on
the face of it, come into the reckoning. Thus
I might have asked the reader to assist at the
Egging out o^ a cave, say, one of the famous
group of caves near Mentone, on the Riviera,
just at the south-eastern comer of France.
These caves were inhabited by man during an
immense stretch of time, and, as you dig down,
you light upon one layer after another of his
leavings. But note in such a case as this how
easily you may be baffled by some one having
upset the heap of clothes, or, in a word, by
rearrangement. Thus the man whose leavings
ought to form the layer half-way up may have
seen fit to dig a deep hole in the cave-floor in
order to bury a deceased friend, and with him,
let us suppose, to bury also an assortment of
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articles likely to be useful in the life beyond the
grave. Consequently an implement of one
age will be found lying cheek by jowl with the
implement of a much earlier age, or even, it

may be, some feet below it. Thereupon the
pre-historian must fall back on the general run,
or type, in assigning the different implements
each to its own stratum. Luckily, in the old
days fashions tended to be rigid; so that
for the pre-historian two flints with slightly

different chipping may stand for separate ages
of culture as clearly as do a Greek vase and
a German beer-mug for the student of more
recent times.

Enough concerning the stratigraphical

method. A word, in the next place, about the
pre-historian's main sources of information.

Apart from geological facts, there are three
main classes of evidence that serve to dis-

tinguish one pre-historic epoch from another.
These are animal bones, human bones, and
human handiwork.
Again I illustrate by means of a case of

which I happen to have first-hand knowledge.
In Jersey, near the bay of St. Brelade, is a
cave, in which we dug down through some
t'.venty feet of accumulated clay and rock-
iubl>ish, presumably the effects of the Icwst

throes of the ice-age, and came upon a pre-

tl

'I
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historic hearth. There were the big stones that

had propped up the fire, and there were the

ashes. By the side were the remains of a heap
(K food-refuse. The pieces of decayed bone
were not nuch to look at ; yet, submitted to

an exper, they did a tale unfold. He showed
•oem to be the remains of the woolly rhino-

cercM, the mammoth's even more unwieldy

comrade, of the reindeer, of two kinds of horse,

one of them the pony-like wild horse still to

be found in the Mongolian deserts, of the wild

ox, and of the deer. Truly there was better

hunting to be got in Jersey in the days when
it formed part of a frozen continent.

Next, the food-heap yields thirteen of some-
body's teeth. Had they eaten him ? It boots

not to inquire ; though, as the owner was aged
between twenty and thirty, the teeth could

hardly have fallen out of their own accord.

Such grinders as they are too I A second
expert declares that the roots beat all records.

They are of the kind that goes with an im-
mensely powerful jaw, needing a massive
brow-ridge to counteract the strain of the

bite, and in general involving the type of

skull known as the Neanderthal, big-brained

enough in its way, but uncommonly ape-like

all the same.
Finally, the banqueters have left plenty of

their knives lying about. These good folk
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had their special and regular way of striking

off a broad flat flake from the flint core ; the
cores are lying about, too, and with luck you
can restore some of the flakes fo their original

position. Then, leaving one side of the flake

untouched, they trimmed the surface of the
remaining face, and, as the edges grew blunt
with use, kept touching them up with the
hammer-stone—^there it is also lying by the
hearth—^until, perhaps, the flake loses its oval
shape and becomes a pointed triangle. A
third expert is called in, and has no difficulty

in recognizing these knives as the characteristic

handiwork of the epoch known as the Mous-
terian. If one of these worked flints from
Jersey was placed side by side with another
from the cave of Le Moustier, near the right

bank of the Vez^re in south-central France,
whence the term Mousterian, you could hardly
tell which was which; whilst you would still

see the same family likeness if you compared
the Jersey specimens with some from Amiens,
or from Northfleet on the Thames, or from
Icklingham in Suffolk.

Putting all these kinds of evidence together,
then, we get a notion, doubtless rather
meagre, but as far as it goes well-grounded,
of a hunter of the ice-age, who was able to get
the better of a woolly rhinoceros, could cook
a lusty steak off him, had a sharp knife to
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carve it, and the teeth to chew it, and generally

knew how, under the very chilly circum-

stances, both to make himself comfortable

and to keep his race going.

There is one other class of evidence on which
the pre-historian may with due caution draw,

though the risks are certain and the profits

uncertain. The ruder peoples of to-day are

living a life that in its broad features cannot

be wholly unlike the life of the men of long

ago. Thus the pre-historian should study
Spencer and Gillen on the natives of Central

Australia, if only that he may take firm hold

of the fact that people with skulls inclining

towards the Neanderthal type, and using

stone knives, may nevertheless have very
active minds ; in short, that a rich enough life

in its way may leave behind it a poor rubbish-

heap. When it comes, however, to the

borrowing of details, to patch up the holes in

the pre-historic record with modem rags and
tatters makes better literature than science.

After ail, the Australians, or Tasmanians, or

Bushmen, or Eskimo, of whom so much is

beginning to be heard amongst pre-historians,

are our contemporaries—that is to say, have
just as long an ancestry as ourselves ; and in

the course of the last 100,000 years or so our
stock has seen so many changes, that their

stocks may possibly have seen a few also. Yet
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the real remedy, I take it, against the misuse
of analogy is that the student should make
himself sufficiently at home in both branches
of anthropology to know each of the two things

he compares for what it truly is.

Haying glanced at method and sources, I

pass on to results. Some text-book must be
consulted for the long list of pre-historic

periods required for western Europe, not to
mention the further complications caused by
bringing in the remaining portions of the
world. The stone-age, with its three great
divisions, the eolithic {eds, Greek for dawn,
and lithos, stone), the palaeolithic {palwos,

old), and the neolithic {neos, new), and their

numerous subdivisions, comes firet; then the
age of copper and bronze ; and then the early
iron-age, which is about the limit of proto-
history. Here I shall confine my remarks to
Europe. I am not going far afield into such
questions as: Who were the mound-builders
of North America ? And are the Calaveras
skull and other remains found in the gold-

bearing gravels of California to be reckoned
amongst the earliest traces of man in the
globe ? Nor, again, must I pause to specu-
late whether the dark-stained lustrous flint

implements discovered by Mr. Henry Balfour
at a high level below the Victoria Falls, and
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possibly depoated there by the river Zambezi
before it had carved the present gorge in the

solid basalt, prove that likewise in South
Africa man was alive and busy untold

thousands of years ago. Also, I shall here

confine myself to the stone-age, because my
object is chiefly to illustrate the long pedigree

of the species from which we are all sprung.

The antiquity of man being my immediate

theme, I can hardly avoid saying something

about eoliths ; though the subject is one that

invariably sets pre-historians at each other's

throats. There are eoliths and eoliths, how-
ever ; and some of M. Rutot'sBelgian examples

are now-a-days almost reckoned respect-

able. Let us, nevertheless, inquire whether
eoliths are not to be found nearer home.
I can wish the reader no more delightful

experience than to run down to Ightham in

Kent, and pay a call on Mr. Benjamin Harri-

son. In the room above what used to be Mr.

Harrison's grocery-store, ecJiths beyond all

count are on view, which he has managed to

amass in his rare moments of leisure. As he
lovingly cons the stones over, and shows off

their points, his enthusiasm is likely to prove
catching. But the visitor, we shall suppose,

is sceptical. Very good ; it is not far, though
a stiffish pull, to Ash on the top of the North
Downs. Hereabouts are Mr. Harrison's
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hunting-grounds. Over these stony tracts he
has conducted Sir Joseph Prestwich and Sir
John Evans, to convince the one authority,
but not the other. Mark this pebbly drift

of rusty-red colour spread irregularly along
the fields, as if the relics of some ancient
stream or flood. On the surface, if you are
lucky, you may pick up an unquestionable
paleeolith of early type, with the rusty-red
stain of the gravel over it to show that it has
lain there for ages. But both on and below
the surface, the gravel being perhaps from five

to seven feet deep, another type of stone
occurs, the so-called eolith. It is picked out
from amongst ordinary stones partly because
of its shape, and partly because of rough and
much-worn chippings that suggest the hand of
art or of nature, according to your turn of

mind. Take one by itself, ex, ains Mr.
Harrison, and you will be sure \. rank it

as ordinary road-metal. But take a series

together, and then, he urges, the sight of the
same forms over and over again will persuade
you in the end that human design, not aimless
chance, has been at work here.

Well, I must leave Mr. Harrison to convert
you into the friend or foe of his eoliths, and
will merely add a word in regard to the
probable age of these eolith-bearing gravels.

Sir Joseph Prestwich has tried to work the
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problem out. Now-a-days Kent and Sussex

run eastwards in five more or less parallel

ridges, not far short of 1,000 feet high, with

deep valleys between. Formerly, however,

no such valleys existed, and a great dome of

chalk, some 2,500 feet high at its crown,

perhaps, though others would say less, covered

the whole country. That is why rivers like

the Darenth and Medway cut clean through

the North Downs and fall into the Thames,
instead of flowing eastwards down the later

valleys. They started to carve their channels

in the soft chalk in the days gone by, when the

watershed went north and south down the

slopes of the great dome. And the red gravels

with the eoliths in them, concludes Frestwich,

must have come down the north slope whilst

the dome was still intact; for they contain

fragments of stone that hail from right across

the present valleys. But, if the eoliths are

man-made, then man presumably killed game
and cut it up on top of the Wealden dome,
how many jears ago one trembles to thirk.

Let us next proceed to the subject of

palseoliths. There is, at any rate, no doubt
about them. Yet, rather more than half a
century ago, when Boucher de Perthes

found palseoliths in the gsavels of the Somme
at Abbeville, and was among the first to
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recognize them for what they are, there was
no small scandal. Now-a-days, however, the
world takes it as a matter of cou-se that those
lumpish, discoloured, and much- rolled stones,
shaped something like a pear, which come
from the high terraces deposited by the
Ancient Thames, were once upon a time
the weapons or tools of somebody who had
plenty of muscle in his arm. Plenty of skill
he had in his fingers, too; for to chip a flint-
pebble along both faces, till it takes a more
or less symmetrical and standard shape, is not
so easy as it sounds. Hanuner away your-
self at such a pebble, and see what a mess
you make of it. To go back for one moment
to the subject of eoliths, we may fairly argue
that experimental forms still ruder than the
much-trunmed palaeoliths of tlje early river-
drift must exist somewhere, whether Mr.
Harrison's eoliths are to be dassed amongst
them or not. Indeed, the Tasmanians of
modern days carved their simple tools so
roughly, tliat any one ignorant of their
history might easily mistake the greater
number for c mmon pieces of stone. On the
other hand, as we move on from the earlier
to the later types of river-drift implements,
we note how by degrees practice makes
perfect. The forms grow ever more regular
and refined, up to the point of time which has
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been chosen as the limit for the first of the

three main stages into which the vast paleeo-

lithic epoch has to be broken up. The man
of the late St. Acheul period, as it is termed,

was truly a great artist in his way. If you
stare vacantly at his handiwork in a museum,
you are likely to remain cold to its charm.

But probe about in a gravel-bed till you have
the good fortune to Kght on ii masterpiece;

tenderly smooth away with your fillers the

dirt sticking to its surface, and bring to view

the tapering or oval outline, the straight edge,

the even and delicate chipping over bo*-h

faces; then, wrapping it carefully in your

handkerchief, take it home to wash, and feast

till bedtime on the clean feel and shining

mellow colour of what is hardly more an
implement than a gem. They took a pride

in their work, did the men of old ; and, until

you can learn to sympathize, you are no
anthropologist.

During the succeeding main stage of the

palaeolithic epoch there was a decided set-back

in the culture, as judged by the quality of the

workmanship in flint. Those were the days

of the Mousterians who dined off woolly

rhinoceros in Jersey. Their stone implements,

worked only on one face, are poor things by
comparison with those of late St. Acheul days,

th(High for a time degenerated forms of the
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latter seem to have remained in use. What
had happened? We can only guess. Prob-
ably something to do with the climate was
at the bottom of this change for the worse.
Thus M. Rutot believes that during the ice-age
each big freeze was followed by an equally
big flood, preceding each fresh return of milder
weather. One of these floods, he thinks,
must have drowned out the neat-fingered race
of St. Acheul, and left the coast clear for the
Mousterians with their coarser type of culture.
Perhaps they were coarser in their physical
type as well.^

To the credit of the Mousterians, however,
must be set down the fact that they are
associated with the habit of living in caves
and perhaps may even have started it;
though some implements of the drift type
occur in Le Moustier itself, as well as in other
caves, such as the famous Kent's Cavern near
Torquay. Climate, once more, has very
possibly to answer for having thus driven man
underground. Anyway, whether because they

k -iP®!!? ^'^ certainly the rather ape-like Neanderthal

V ii fl :
ho*«ver, the skuU found at Galley HUl, near

Worthfleet in Kent, amongst the gravels laid down U therhames when it was about ninety feet above its prkent
e\el, IS of early paleolithic date, as some good authorities
believe, there iros a kind of man away back in the drift-penod who had a fairly high forehead and moderate
brow-ndges, and in general was a less brutal specimen ofhumanity than our Mooaterian friend of the larg« grinders.

ft'
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must, or because they liked it, the Mo.isterians

went on with their cave life during an immense
space of time, making little progress ; unless

it we'^e to Icam gradually how to sharpen
bones into implements. But caves and bones
alike were to play a far more striking part in

the days immediately to follow.

The third and last main stage of the palseo-

lithic epoch developed by degrees into a
golden age of art. But I cannot dwell on all

its glories. I must pass by the beautiful work
in flint ; such as the thin blades of laurel-leaf

pattern, fairly common in France but rare in

England, belonging to the stage or type of

culture known as the Solutrian (from Solutr6

in the department of Sadne-et-Loire). I

must also pass by the exquisite French
examples of the carvings or engravings of

bone and ivory; a single engraving of a
horse's head, from the cave at Creswell Crags
in Derbyshire, being all that England has to

offer in this line. Any good museum ca"
show you specimens or models of these delight-

ful objects ; whereas the things about which
I am going to speak must remain hidden away
for ever where their makers left them—I mean
the paintings and engravings on the walls of

the French and Spanish caves.

I invite you to accompany me in the spirit

firstof all tothecave of Gargas nearAventignan,

il
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under the shadow of the Pie du Midi in the
High Pyrenees. Half-way up a hill, in the
midst of a wilderness o* rocky fragments, the
relics of the ice-age, is a smallish hole, down
which we clamber into a spacious but low-
roofed grotto, stretching back five hundred
feet or so into infinite darkness. Hard by
the mouth, where the light of day freely
enters, are the remains of a hearth, with bone-
refuse and discarded implements mingling
with the ashes to a considerable depth. A
glance at these implements, for instance the
small fiint scraper with narrow high back and
perpendicular chipping along the sides, is
enough to show that the men who once
warmed their fingers here were of the so-called
Aurignacian type (Aurignac in the department
of Haute Garonne, in southern France), that
is to say, lived somewhere about the dawn of
the third stage of the palaeolithic epoch.
Directly after their disappearance nature
would seem to have sealed up the cave again
until our time, so that we can study them here
all by themselves.

Now let us take our lamps and explore the
secrets of the interior. The icy torrents that
hollowed it in the limestone have eaten away
rounded alcoves along the sides. On the
white surface of these, gljazed over with a
preserving film of stalactite^ we at once notice

kb-'l-^
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the outlines of many hands. Most of them
are left hands, showing that the Aurignacians
tended to be right-handed, like ourselves, and
dusted on the paint, black manganese or red
ochre, between the outspread fingers in just
the way that we, too, would find convenient.
Curiously enough, this practice of stencillmg
hands upon the walls of caves is in vogue
amongst the Australian natives; though,
unfortunately, they keep the reason, if there is
any deeper one than mere amusement, strictly
to themselves. Like the Australians, again,
and other rude peoples, these Aurignacians
would appear to have been given to lopping
off an occasional rirrer—from some religious
motive, we ma> ^ j tss—to judge from the
mutilated look of a good many of the hand-
prints.

The use of paint is here limited to this class
of wall-decoration. But a sharp flint makes an
excellent graving tool ; and the Aurignacian
hunter is bent on reproducing by this means
the forms of th(»se game-animals about which
he doubtless dreams night and day. His
efforts in this direction, however, rather
remind us of those of our infant-schools.
Look at this bison. His snout is dr^wn
sideways, but the horns branch out right and
left as if in a full-face view. Again, our friend
scamps details such as the legs. Sheer want
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of skill, we may suspect, leads him to construct

what is more like the symbol of something
thought than the portrait of something seen.

And so we wander farther and farther into

the gloomy depths, adding ever new specimens
to our pre-historic menagerie, including the
rare find of a bird that looks uncommonly like

the Great Auk. Mind, by the way, that you
do not fall into that round hole in the floor.

It is enormously deep; and more than forty

cave-bears have left their skeletons at the

bottom, amongst which your skeleton would
be a little out of place.

Next day let us move off eastwards to the
Little Pyrenees to see another cave, ^laux,
high up in a valley scarred nearly up to the

top by former glaciers. This cave is about a
mile deep ; and it will take you half a mile

of awkward groping amongst boulders and
stalactites, not to mention a choke in one pai-t

of the passage such as must puzzle a fat man,
before the cavern becomes spacious, and you
find yourself in the vast underground cathedral

that pre-historicman has chosen for his picture-

gallery. This was a later stock, that had in

the meantime learnt how to draw to perfec-

tion. Consider the bold black and white of

that portrait of a wild pony, with flowing

mane and tail, glossy barrel, and jolly snub-
nosed face. It is four or five feet across, and

lit
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not an inch of the work is out of scale. The
same is true of nearly every one of the other
fifty or more figures of game-animals. These
artists could paint what they saw.
Yet they could paint up on the walls what

they thought, too. There are likewise whole
screeds of symbols waiting, perhaps waiting
for ever, to be interpreted. The dots and
lines and pothooks clearly belong to a system
of picture-writing. Can we make out their
meaning at all ? Once in a way, perhaps.
Note these marks looking like two different
kinds of throwing-club ; at any rate, there are
Australian weapons not unlike them. To the
left of them are a lot of dots in what look like

patterns, amongst which we get twice over the
scheme of one dot in the centre of a circle
of others. Then, farther still to the left,

comes the painted figure of a bison; or, to
be more accurate, the front half is painted, the
back being a piece of protruding rock that
gives the effect of low rehef. The bison is

rearing back on its haunches, and there is a
patch of red paint, like an open wound, just
over the region of its heart. Let us try to
read the riddle. It may well embody a charm
that ran somewhat thus : " With these
weapons, and by these encircling tactics, may
we slay a fat bison, O ye powers of the dark I

'*

Depend upon it, the men who went half a mile

..
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into the bowels of a mountain, to paint things
up on the walls, did not do so merely for fun.

This is a very eerie place, and I daresay most
of us would not like to spend the night there
alone ; though I know a pre-historian who did.

In AustraHa, as we shcJl see later on, rock-

paintings of game-animals, not so lifelike as

these of the old days, but symbolic almost
beyond all recognizing, form part of solenm
ceremonies whereby good hunting is held to
be secured. Something of the sort, then, we
may suppose, took place ages ago in the cave
of Niaux. So, indeed, it was a cathedral after

a fashion; and, having in mind the carven
pillars of stalactite, the curving alcoves and
side-chapels, the shining white walls, and the
dim ceiling that held in scorn our powerful
lamps, I venture to question whether man
has ever lifted up his heart in a grander
one.

Space would fail me if I now sought to
carry you off to the cave of Altamira, near
Santander, in the north-west of Spain. Here
you might see at its best a still later style of

rock-painting, which deserts mere black and
white for colour-shading of the ir free

description. Indeed, it is almost t ;, in

my Judgment; for, though the cont v * the
artist over his rude material is Cv/ixiplete,

he is inclined to turn his back on real life.
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forcing the animal fonns into attitudes more
striking than natural, and endowing their

faces sometimes, as it seems to me, with
almost human expressions. Whatever may
be thought of the likelihood of these beasts

being portrayed to look like men, certain it is

that in the painted caves of this period the

men almost invariably have animal heads, as

if they were mythological beings, half animal
and half human ; or else—as perhaps is more
probable—masked dancers. At one place,

however—namely, in the rock shelter of Cogul
near Lerida, on the Spanish side of the Pyre-
nees, we have a picture of a group of women
dancers who are no' masked, but attired in

the style of the hour. They wear high hats or

chignons, tight waists, and bell-shaped skirts.

Really, considering that we thus have a
contemporary fashion-plate, so to say, whilst

there are likewise the numerous stencilled

hands elsewhere on view, and even, as I have
seen with my own eyes at Niaux in the sandy
floor, hardened over with stalagmite, the
actual print of a foot, we are brought very
near to our palaeolithic forerunners; though
indefinite ages part them from us if we reckon
by sheer time.

Before ending this chapter, I have still to
make good a promise to say something about
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the neolithic men of western Europe. These
people often, though not always, polished
their stone; the palaeolithic folk did not.
That is the distinguishing mark by which
the world is pleased to go. It would be fatal

to forget, however, that, with this trifling

difference, go many others which testify more
clearly to the contrast between the older
and newer types of culture. Thus it has
still to be proved that the palaeolithic races
ever used pottery, or that they domesticated
animals—for instance, the fat ponies which
they were so fond of eating; or that the>
planted crops. All these things did the
neolithic peoples sooner or later; so that it

would not be strange if palaeolithic man with-
drew in their favour, because he could not
compete. Pre-history is at present almost
silent concerning the manner of his passing.
In a damp and draughty tunnel, however,
called Mas d'Azil, in the south of France,
where the river Arize still bores its way
through a mountain, some palaeolithic folk
seem to have lingered on in a sad state of
decay. The old sureness of touch in the
matter of carving bone had left them. Again,
their painting was confined to the adorning of
certain pebbles with spots and lines, curious
objects, that perhaps are not without analogy
in Australia, whilst something like them crops

»l
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up again in the north of Scotland in what
seems to be a very early period. Had the rest

of the palaeolithic men already followed the

reindeer and other arctic animals towards the

north-east ? Or did the neolithic invasion,

which came from the south, wipe out the lot ?

Or was there a commingling of stocks, and may
some of us have a little dose of palaeolithic

blood, as we certainly have a large dose of

neolithic ? To all these questions it can only

be replied that we do not yet know.
No more do we know half as much as wc

should like about fifty things relating to the
small, dark, long-headed neolithic folk, with a
language that has possibly left traces in the
modem Basque, who spread over the west
till they reached Great Britun—^it probably
was an island by this time—and erected the
well-known long barrows and other monu-
ments of a megalithic (great-stone) type;
though not the round barrows, which are the
work of a subsequent round-headed race of

the bronze-age. Every day, however, the
spade is adding to our knowledge. Besides,

most of the ruder peoples of the modem
world were at the neolithic stage of culture

at the time of their discovery by Europeans.
Hence the weapons, the household utensils,

the pottery, the pile-dwellings, and so on,

can be compared closely; and we have a

is
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fresh instance r j' the vfuy in which one branch
of anthropology can Md another.

In pursuance ol my plun, however, of merely
pitching here and there on an illustrative

point, I shall conclude by an excursion to
Brandon, just on the Suffolk side of the border
between that county and Norfolk. Here we
can stand, as it were, with one foot in neolithic

times and the other in the life of to-day.

When Canon Greenwell, in 1870, explored in

this neighbourhood one of the neolithic flint-

mines known as Grime's Graves, he had to dig
out the rubbish from a former funnel-shaped
pit some forty feet deep. Down at this level,

it appeared, the neolithic worker had found
the layer of the best flint. This he quarried
by means of narrow galleries in all directions.

For a pick he used a red-deer's antler. In the
British Museum is to be seen one of these with
the miner's thumb-mark stamped on a piece of

clay sticking to the handle. His lamp was a
cup of chalk. His ladder was probably a
series of rough steps cut in the sides of the
pit. As regards the use to which the material
was put, a neolithic workshop was found just

to the south of Grime's Graves. Here,
scattered about on all sides, were the cores, the
hammer-stones that broke them up, and knives,
scrapers, borers, spear-heads and arrow-heads
galore, in all stages of manufacture.
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Well, now let us hie to Lingheath, not far

off, and what do we find ? A family of the

name of Dyer carry on to-day exactly the

same 6Ld method oi mining. Their pits are of

squarer shape than the neolithic ones, but
otherwise similar. Their one-pronged pick

retains the shape of the deer's antler. Their

light is a candle stuck in a cup of chalk. And
the ladder is just a series of ledges or, as they
call them, ** toes " in the wall, five feet apart

and connected by foot-holes. The miner
simply jerks his load, several hundredweight
of flints, from ledge to ledge by the aid of his

head, which he protects with something that

neolithic man was probably without, namely,

an old bowler hat. He even talks a language

of his own. " Bubber-hutching on the sosh
"

is the term for sinking a pit on the slant, and,

f<N' all we can tell, may have a very ancient

pedigree. And what becomes of the miner's

output ? It is sold by the '* jag "—a jag being

a pile just so high that when you stand on any
side you can see the bottom flint on the other

—to the knappers of Brandon. Any one of

these—for instance, my friend Mr. Fred Snare—^will, while you wait, break up a lump with a
short round hammer into manageable pieces.

Then, placing a " quarter " with his left hand
on the leather pad that covers his knee, he will,

with an oblong hammer, strike off flake after
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flake, perhaps 1,500 in a morning; and finally

will work these up into sharp-edged squares
to serve as g -flints for the trade with native
Africa. Alas ! the palmy days of knapping gun-
flints for the British Army will never return

to Brandon. Still, there must have been trade
depression in those parts at any time from
the bronze-age up to the times of Brown Bess

;

for the strike-a-Iights, still to be got at a penny
each, can have barely kept the wolf from the
door. And Mr. Snare is not merely an artisan

but an artist. He has chipped out a flint

ring, a feat which taxed the powers of the
clever neolithic knappers of pre-dynastic
Egypt ; whilst with one of his own flint fish-

hooks he has taken a fine trout from the Little

Ouse that runs by the town.
Thus there are things in old England that

are older even than some of our friends wot.
In that one county of Suffdk, for instance, the
good flint—so rich in colour as it is, and so
responsive to the hammer, at any rate if you
get down to the lower layers or " sases," for
instance, the floorstone, or the black smooth-
stone that is generally below water-level—^has

served the needs of all the palaeolithic periods,

and of the neolithic age as well, and likewise

of the modern Englishmen who fought with
flintlocks at Waterloo, or still more recently

took out tinder-boxes with them to the war

li

u
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in South Africa. And what does this stand
for in terms of the antiquity of man ?

Thousands of years ? We do not know
exactly; but say rather hundreds of thou-
sands of years.

CHAPTER III

RACE

There is a story about the British sailor

who was asked to state what he understood by
a Dago. " Dagoes," he replied, " is anything
wot isn't our sort of chaps." In exactly the
same way would an ancient Greek have
explained what he meant by a " barbarian."
When it takes this wholesale form we speak,
not without reason, of race-prejudice. We
may well wonder in the meantime how far this

prejudice answers to something real. Race
would certainly seem to be a fact that stares

one in the face.

Stroll down any London street : you cannot
go wrong about that Hindu student with
features rather like ours but of a darker shade.
The short dapper man with eyes a little aslant
is no less unmistakably a Japanese. It takes
but a slightly more practised eye to pick out

M
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tb., (German waiter, the French chauffeur, and
the Italian vendor of ices. Lastly, when you
have made yourself really good at the game,
you will be scarcely more likely to confuse
a small dark Welshman with a broad florid
Yorkshireman thpn a retriever with a mastiff.

Yes, but remember that you are judging by
the gross impression, not by the element of
race or breed as distinguished from the rest.
Here, you say, come a couple of our American
cousins. Perhaps it is their speech that
bewrayeth them ; or perhaps it is the general
cut of their jib. If you were to go into their
actual pedigrees, you would find that the one
had a Scotch father and a mother from out of
Dorset ; whilst the other was partly Scan(ti-
navian and partly Spanish with a tincture of
Jew. Yet to all intents and purposes they
form one type. And, the more deeply you go
into it, the more mixed we all of us turn out
to be, when breed, and breed aioiie, is the
subject of inquiry. Yet race, in the only
sense that the word has for an anthropologist,
means inherited breed, and nothing more or
less—^inherited breed, and all that it covers,
whether bodily or mental features.

For race, let it not be forgotten, presimiably
extends to mind as well as to body. It is not
merely skin-deep. Contrast the stoical Red
Indian with the vivacious Negro ; or the phleg-

I I
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matic Dutchman with the passionate Italian.

True, you say, but what about the influence
of their various climates, or again of their
different ideals of behaviour ? Quite so. It

is immensely difficult to separate the effects

of the various factors. Yet tiiirely the race-

factor counts for something in the mental
constitution. Any breeder of horses will tell

you that neither the climate of Newmarket,
nor careful training, nor any quantity of oats,

nor anything else, will put racing mettle into
cart-horse stock.

In what follows, then, T shall try to show
just what the problem about the race-factor
is, even if I have to trespass a little way into
general biology in order to do so.* And I
shall not attempt to conceal the difficulties

relating to the race-problem. I know that
the ordinary reader is supposed to prefer that
all the thinking should be done beforehand,
and merely the results submitted to him. But
I cannot believe that he would find it edifying
to look at half-a-dozen books upon the races
of mankind, and find half-a-dozen accounts
of their relationships, having scarcely a single
statement in common. Far better face the
fact that race still baffles us almost completely.

' The reader is adrised to consalt also the more compre-
henf^ve stadv on Evolution by Professors Geddes and
1 -.son in tnis series.
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Yet, breed is there ; and, in its own time and in
its own way, breed will out.

Race or breed was a moment ago described
as a factor in human nature. But to break
up human nature into factors is something
that we can do, or try to do, in thought only.
In practice we can never succeed in d€nag any-
thing of the kind. A machine such as a watch
we can take to bits and then put together
again. Even a chemical compound such as
water we can resolve in' > oxygen and hydrogen
and then reproduce out of its elements. But
to dissect a living thing is to kill it once and
for all. Life, as was s.iid in the first chapter,
is something unique, with the unique property
of being able to evolve. As life evolves, th it

is to say changes, by being handed on frc
certam forms to certain other forms, a part. ;

rigidity marks the process together with a
partial plasticity There is a stiffening, so
to speak, that keeps the life-force up a a
point true to its old direction ; though, short of
that limit, it is free to take a new line of its

own. Race, then, stands for the stiffening
in the evolutionary process. Just ip to what
point it goes in any given
can never quite tell. Yet,
our way anywhere near to th
to man, I doubt not that we

-AhC Ifc probably
we cm id think
poi 5 regard
CNiid entuaiiy

succeed in for,nng a fresh i atrumei. for csm
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trolling the destinies of our species, ^n instru-
ment perhaps more powerful than education
itself—I mean, eugenics, ^he art of improving
the human breed.

T« sec what race meai <) when considered
apart, let liS first of all take >our individual
self, and ask how you would proceed to
separate your inl rited n. itur^^ from the nature
whi -h ou have acquired in ti^e course of living
your life. 1.. » not easy. Suppose, however,
hat

'
I,

anoti*

lia.s c&

; clerk

. 01

ft . to

u \d a twin brother bom, i f indeed that
-sihl as like you as ( pea is like

A ccideT t in childh< !, however,
''^ to e a leg. So he becomes

a sc ntary life in an office.

ae other h. .d, with your two lusty
elp you, become a postman, always

a the run. Well, the two of you are now very
fferent men in looks and habits He is pale

and you are brown. You pin football and
he sits at home reading. \ -theless, any
friend who knows you boti. ately will
disrover fifty little things that ik in you
th( ^ame underlying nature an it. You
are both, for instance, slightly cuiuur-blind,
and both inclined to fly into violent passions
on occasion. That is your common inherit-
ance peeping out—if, at least, your friend has
really managed to make allowance for your
common bringing-up, which might mainly
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account for the passionateness, though hardly
for the colour-blindness.

But now comes the great difficulty. Let
us further suppose that you two twins marry
wives who are also twins bom as like as two
peas; and each pair of you has a family.
Which of the two batches of children will tend
on the whole to have the stronger legs ? Your
legs are strong by use ; your brother's are weak
by disuse. But do use and disuse make any
difference to the race ? That is the theoretical
question which, above all others, complicates
and hampers our present-day attempts to
understand heredity.

In technical language, this is the problem
of use-inheritance, otherwise known as the
inheritance of acquired characters. It is apt
to seem obvious to the plain man that the
effects of use and disuse are transmitted to
offspring. So, too, thought Lamarck, who
half a century before Darwin propounded a
theory of the origin of species that was equally
evolutionary in its way. Why docs the
giraffe have so long a neck? Lamarck
thought it was because the giraffe had acquired
a habit of stretching his neck out. Every
time there was a bad season, the giraffes must
all stretch up as high as ever they could
towards the leafy tops of the trees; and the
one that stretched up farthest survived, and

'i
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handed on the capacity for a like feat to hisfortunate descendants. Now Darwin himselfwas ready to allow that use and disuseShave some influence on the offspring's inherit-ance; but he thought that this influence w^small as compared with the influence of what,
f r want of a better term, he called spontaneous
vanat,on Certain of his follower?. howeveTwho call themselves Neo-Darwinians.^

h^oJ^ ^w^" ^'^\ ^ ^y *^« German
biologist. Weismann. they would thrust the
Lamarckians, with their hypothesis of use-in-

vS"*'"' fu^""
^"* ^* *^^ «^^'*- Spontaneous

vanation they assert, is all that is needed toprepare the way for the selection of the tall
giraffe. It happened to be bom that wav

hreeH^f "^^^^fc-^*?
P"^"*^ ^^^ i* ^^ them tobreed it so. This is not a theory that tells oneanything positive. It is merely a caution ?olook away from use and disuse to another

explanation of variation that is not yet forth-coming. ^ "

thTfL^^ ?^ ?"" ""^^ "^""'^ remember
that the effects of use and disuse, which heseems to see everywhere about him. are mixedup with plenty of apparent instances to the

wS*W^' "^^ ''"""' r'^^P-' ^^*^" I tellhim that Weismann cut off the tails of endlessmice, and, breeding them together, found that
tails mvanably decorated the race as bcfow.

mm
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I remember hearing Mr. Bernard Shaw com-
ment on this experiment. He was defending

the Lamarckianism of Samuel Butler, who
declared that our heredity was a kind of race-

memory, a lapsed intelligence. " Why," said

Mr. Shaw, " did the mice continue to grow
tails ? Because they never wanted to have
them cut off.'* But men-folk are wont to

shave off their beards because they want to

have them off; and, amongst people more
conservative in their habits than ourselves,

such a custom may persist through numberless
generations. Yet who ever observed the

slightest signs of beardlessness being produced

in this way ? On the other hand, there are

beardless as well as bearded races in the world

;

and, by crossing them, you could, doubtless,

soon produce ups and downs in the razor-trade.

Only, as Weismann's school would say, the

required variation is in this case spontaneous,

that is, comes entirely of its own accord.

Leaving the question of use-inheritance

open, I pass on to say a word about variation

as considered in itself and apart from this

doubtful influence. Weismann holds that

organisms resulting from the union of two
cells art" more variable than those produced

out of a single one. On this view, variation

depends largely on the laws of the inter-

action of the dissimilar characters brought
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together in cell-union. But what ^.e these
laws ? The best that can be said is that
we are getting to know a little more about
theni every day. Amongst other lines of
mqmry, the so-called Mendelian experi-
ments promise to dear up much that is at
present dark.

The development of the individual that
results from such cell-union is no mere mix-
ture or addition, but a process of selective
orgamzation. To put it very absurdlv. one
does not find a pair of two-legged parentshavmg a child with legs as big as the t^vo sets
of legs together, or with four legs, two of them
of one shape and two of another. In other
words, of the possibilities contributed by the
father and mother, some are taken and some
are left m the case of any one child. Further,
different children will represent different
selections from amongst the germinal elements.
Mendehsm, by the way, is especiaUy concerned
to find out the law according to which the
different types of organization are distributed
between the offspring. Each child, mean-
while, IS a unique individual, a living whole
with an organization of its very own. This
means that its constituent elements form a
system. They stand to each other in relations
of mutual support. In short, life is possible
because there is balance.
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This general state of balance, however, is

able to go along with a lot of special balancings

that seem largely independent of each other.

It is important to remember this when we
come a little later on to consider the instincts.

All sorts of lesser systems prevail within the

larger system represented by the individual

organism. It is just as if within the state with
its central government there were a number
of county councils, municipal corporations,

and so on, each of them enjoying a certain

measure of self-government on its own account.

Thus we can see in a very general way how
it is that so much variation is possible. The
selective organization, which from amongst
the germinal elements precipitates ever so

many and different forms of fresh life, is so

loose and elastic that a working arrangement
between the parts can be reached in all sorts

of directions. The lesser systems are so far

self-governing thnt they can be trusted

to get along in almost any combination;

though of course some combinations are

naturally stronger and more stable than the

rest, and hence tend to outlast them, or,

as the phrase goes, to be preserved by natural

selection.

It is time to take account of the principle

of natural selection. We have done with the

subject of variation. Whether use and disuse
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have helped to shape the fresh forma of life,
or whether these are purely spontaneous com-
binations that have come into being on what
we arc pleased to call their own account, at
any rate let us take them as given. What
happens now ? At this point begins the work
of natural selection. Darwin's great achieve-
ment was to formulate this law; though it is
only fair to add that it was discovered by
A. R. Wallace at the same moment. Both of
them got the first hint of it from Malthus.
This English clergyman, writing about half
a century earlier, had shown that the growth
of population is apt very considerably to out-
strip the development of food-supply; where-
upon natural checks such as famine or war
must, he argued, ruthlessly intervene so as
to redress the balance. Applying these con-
siderations to the plant and animal kingdoms
at large, Darwin and Wallace perceived that,
of the multitudinous forms of life thrust out
upon the world to get a livelihood as best they
could, a vast quantity must be weeded out.
Moreover, since they vary exceedingly in their
type of organization, it seemed reasonable to
suppose that, of the competitors, those who
were innately fitted to make the best of the
ever-changing circumstances would outlive
the rest. An appeal to the facts fully bore
out this hypothesis. It must not, indeed, be
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thought that all the weeding out which goes on

favours the fittest. Accidents will always

happen. On the whole, however, the type

that is most at home under the surrounding

conditions, it may be because it is more com-

plex, or it may be because it is of simpler

organization, survives the rest.

Now to survive is to survive to breed. If

you live to eighty, and have no children, you
do not survive in the biological sense ; whereas

your neighbour who died at forty may survive

in a numerous progeny. Natural selection

is always in the last resort between individuals

;

because individuals are alone competent to

breed. At the same time, the reason for the

individual's survival may lie very largely out-

side him. Amongst the bees, for instance, a
non-working type of insect survives to breed

because the sterile workers do their duty by
the hive. So, too, that other social animal,

man, carries on the race by means of some
whom others die childless in order to preserve.

Nevertheless, breeding being a strictly individ-

ual and personal affair, there is always a risk

lest a society, through spending its best too

freely, end by recruiting its numbers from

those in whom the engrained capacity to

render social service is weakly developed. To
rear a goodly family must always be the first

duty of unselfish people; for otherwise the
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spirit of unselfishness can hardly be kept alive
in the worlc?.

Enough about heredity as a condition of
evolution . We return, with a better chance of
distinguishingthem, to the consideration of the
special effects that it brings abov' t was
said just now that heredity is the st ing in
human nature, a stiffening bound up ;nth a
more or less considerable offset of plasticity.

Now clearly it is in some sense true that the
child's whole nature, its modicum of plasticity

included, is handed on from its parents. Our
business in this chapter, however, is on the
whole to put out of our thoughts this plastie

side of the inherited life-force. The more or
less rigid, definite, systematized characters

—

these form the hereditary factor, the race.

Now none of these are ever quite fixed. A
certain measure of plasticity has to be counted
in as part of their very nature. Even in the
bee, with its highly definite instincts, there is

a certain flexibility bound up with each of
these ; so that, for instance, the inborn faculty
of building up the comb regularly is modified
if the hive happens to be of an awkward shape.
Yet, as compared with what remains over, the
characters that we are able to distinguish
as racial must show fixity. Unfortunately,
habits show fixity too. Yet habits belong to
the plastic side of our nature ; for, in forming a
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liabit, we are plastic at the start, though
hardly so once we have let ourselves go.
Habits, then, must be discounted in our search
for the hereditary bias in our lives. It is no
use trying to disguise the difficulties attending
an inquiry into race.

These difficulties notwithstanding, in the
rest of this chapter let us consider a few of
what are usually taken to be racial features of
man. As before, the treatment must be
illustrative ; we cannot work through the list.

Further, we must be content with a very rough
division into bodily and mental features.
Just at this point we shall find it very hard to
say what is to be reckoned bodily and what
mental. Leaving these niceties to the philo-
sophers, however, let us go ahead as best we
can.

Oh for an external race-mark about which
there could be no mistake ! That has always
been a dream of the anthropologist ; but it is

a dream that shows no signs of coining true.
All sorts of tests of this kind have been sug-
gested. Cranium, cranial sutures, frontal
process, nasal bones, eye, chin, jaws, wisdom
teeth, hair, humerus, pelvis, the heart-line
across the hand, calf, tibia, heel, colour, and
even smell—^all these external signs, as well as
many more, have been thought, separately
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or together, to afford the crucial test of a man's
pedigree. Clearly I cannot here cross-examine
the entire crowd of claimants, were I even
competent to do so. I shall, therefore, say a
few words about two, and two only, namely,
head-form and colour.

I believe that, if the plain man were to ask
himself how, in walking down a London street,

he distinguished one racial type from another,
he would find that he chiefly went by colour.
In a general way he knows how to make
allowance for sunburn and get down to the
native complexion underneath. But, if he
went off presently to a museum and tried to
apply his test to the pre-historic men on view
there, it would fail for the simple reason that
long ago they left their skins behind them.
He would have to get to work, therefore, on
their bony parts, and doubtless would attack
the skulls for choice. By considering head-
form and colour, then, we may help to cover a
certain amount of the ground, vast as it is.

For remember that anthropology in this
department draws no line between ancient and
modem, or between savage and civilized, but
tries to tackle every sort of man that comes
within its reach.

Head-shape is really a far more complicated
thing to arrive at for purposes of comparison
thnn one might suppose. Since no part of
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the skull maintains a stable position in regard
to the rest, there can be no fixed standard of
measurement, but at most a judgment of like-
ness or unlikeness founded on an averaging of
the total proportions. Thus it comes about
that, in the last resort, the impression of a good
expert is worth in these matters a great deal
more than rows of figures. Moreover, rows
of figures in their turn take a lot of under-
standing. Besides, they are not always easy
to get. This is especially the case if you
are measuring a live subject. Perhaps he is
armed with a club, and may take amiss the
use of an instrument that has to be poked
into his ears, or what not. So, for one reason
or another, we have often to put up with that
very unsatisfactory single-figure description
of the head-form which is known as the cranial
index. You take the greatest length and
greatest breadth of the skull, and write down
the result obtained by dividing the former
into the latter when multiplied by 100.
Medium-headed people have an in^x of
anything between 75 and 80. Below that
figure men rank as long-headed, above it as
round-headed. This test, however, as I have
hinted, will not by itself carry us far. On
the other hand, I believe that a good judge
of head-form in all its aspects taken together
will generally be able to make a pretty shrewd
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guess as to ^he people amongst whom the
owner of a given skull is to be placed.

Unfortunately, to say people is not to 8*.y

race. It may be that a given people tend to
have a characteristic head-form, not so much
because they are of common breed, as because
they are subjected after birth, or at any rate
after conception, to one and the same environ-
ment. Thus some careful obiServations made
recently by Professor Boas on American immi-
grants from various parts of Europe seem to
show that the new environment does in some
unexplained way noodify the head-form to a
remarkable extent. For example, amongst
the East European Jews the head of the
European-bom is shorter and wider than that
of the American-bom, the difference being
even more marked in the second generation
of the American-bom. At the same time,
other European nationalities exhibit changes
of other kinc j, all these changes, however,
being in the direction of a convergence towards
one and the same American type. How are
we to explain these facts, supposing them to be
corroborated by more extensive studies ? It
would seem that we must at any rate allow for
a considerable plasticity in the head-form,
whereby it is capable of undergoing decisive
alteration under the influences of environment

;

not, of course, at any moment during life, but
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during those early days when the growth of
the head is especially rapid. The further
question whether such an acquired character
can h' ! ansmitted we need not raise again.
Before passing on, however, let this one word
to the wise be uttered. If the skull can be so
affected, then what about the brain inside
it ? If the hereditarily long-headed can change
under suitable conditions, then what about
the hereditarily short-witted ?

It remains to say a word about the types
of pre-historic men as judged by their bony
remains and especially by their skulls. Natur-
ally the subject bristles with uncertainties.
By itself stands the so-called Pithecanthro-

pus (Ape-man) of Java, a regular ** missing
link." The top of the skull, several teeth, and
a thigh-bone, found at a certain distance from
each other, are all that we have of it or him.
Dr. Dubois, their discoverer, has made out a
fairly strong case for supposing that the geo-
logical stratum in which the remains occurred
is Pliocene—that is to say, belongs to the
Tertiary epoch, to which man has not yet
been traced back with any strong probability.
It must remain, however, highly doubtful
whether this is a proto-human being, ur merely
an ape of a type related to the gibbon. The
intermediate character is shown especially

in the head form. If an ape, Pittiecanthropus
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had an enonnous brain; if a man, le must
have verged on what we should insider
idiocy.

Also standing somewhat by itself u the
Heidelberg man. All that we have of him is

a well-preserved lower jaw with its teeth. It

was found more than eighty feet below the
surface of the soil, in company with uiimal
rem ais that make it possible tx> fix its position
in the scale of pre-historic periods with some
accuracy. Judged by this test, it is as old as
the oldest of the unmistakable drift imple-
ments, the so-called Chellean (from Chelles
in the department of Seine-et-Mame in
France). The jaw by itself would suggest a
gorilla, being both chinless and inmiensely
powerful. The teeth, however, are human
beycmd question, and can be matched, or
perb .<>s even in respect to certain marks of
primitivene."? out-match d, amongst ancient
skulls of J., Xeandertli^! order, if not also
amongst m^ aern ci-es from Australia.

We may TiC^it consider the Neanderthal
group of skuiL, kj /lamed after the first of that
type found in 1856 in the Neandi ithf.! valley
dose to Diisseldorf in the Rhine basin. A
narrow head, with low and retreating forehead,
and a thick proje**Mrg brow-ridge, yet mth at
least twice the hmnx capacity of any gorilla,

set the learned world disputing whether this
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was an ape, a nonnal man, or an idiot. It

was unfortunate that there were no proofs to

hand of the age of these relics. After a while,

however, similar specimens began to come in.

Thus in 1866 the jaw of a woman, displaying a
tendency to chinlessness combined with great

strength, was found in the Cave of La Nau-
lette in Belgium, associated with more or less

dateable remains of the mammoth, woolly

rhinoceros and reindeer. A few years earlier,

though its importance was not appreciated

at the moment, there had been discovered,

near Forbes' quarry at Gibraltar, the famous
Gibraltar skull, now to be seen in the Museum
of the Royal College of Surgeons in London.

Any visitor will notice at the first glance that

this is no man of to-day. There are the narrow

head, low crown, and prominent brow-ridge

as before, supplemented by the most extra-

ordinary eye-holes that were ever seen, vast

circles widely separated from each other. And
other peculiar features will reveal themselves

on a close inspection ; for instaiM^, the horse-

shoe form in which, ape-fashion, the teeth are

arranged, and the muzzle-like shape of the

face due to the absence of the depressions that

in our own case run down on each side from
just outside the nostrils towards the comers
of the mouth.
And now at the present time we have twenty
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or more individuals of this Neanderthal type

to compare. The latest discoveries are per-

hiqM the most interesting, because in two and

perhaps other cases the man has been properly

buried. Thus at La Chapelle-aux-Saints, in

the French department of Corr^ze, a skeleton,

which in its head-form closely recalls the

Gibraltar example, was found in a pit dug in

the floor of a low grotto. It lay on its back,

head to the west, with one arm bent towards

the head, the other outstretched, and the legs

drawn up. Some bison bones lay in the grave

as if a food-offering had been made. Hard
by were fUnt implements of a well-marked

Mousterian type. In the shelter of Le Mou-
stier itself a similar burial was discovered.

The body lay on its right side, Mrith the right

arm bent so as to support the head upon a
carefully arranged pillow of flints ; whilst the

left arm was stretched out, so that the hand
might be near a magnificent oval stone-weapon

chipped on both faces, evidently laid there by
design. So much for these men of the Nean-
derthal type, denizens of the mid-palseolithic

world at the very latest. Ape-like they

doubtless are in their head-form up to a certain

point, though almost all their separate fea-

tures occur here and there amongst modem
Australian natives. And yet they were men
enough, had brains enough, to believe in a
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life after death. There is something to think

about in that.

Without going outside Europe, we have,

however, to reckon with at least two other

types of very early head-form.

In one of the caves of Mentone known as

La Grotte des Enfants two skeletons from a
low stratum were of a primitive type, but
unlike the Neanderthal, and have been
thought to show affinities to the modem
negro. As, however, no other Proto-Negroes

are indisputably forthcoming either from

Europe or from any other part of the

world, there is little at present to be made
out about this interesting racial type.

In the layer inunediately above the negroid

remains, however, as well as in other caves at

Mentone, were the bones of individuals of

quite another order, one being positively a
giant. They are known as the Cro-Magnon
race, after a group of them discovered in a rock

shelter of that name on the banks of the

Vez^re. These particular people can be

shown to be Aurignacian—^that is to say, to

have lived just after the Mousterian men of

the Neanderthal head-form. If, however,

;is has been already suggested, the Galley

llill individual, who shows affinities to the

Cro-Mf^pion type, really goes back to the drift-

period, then we can believe that from very
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early times there co-existed in Europe at least
two varieties ; and these so distinct, that some
authorities would trace the original diveigence
between them right back to the times before
man and the apes had parted company, link-
ing the Neanderthal race with the gorilla and
the Cro-Magnon race with the orang. The
Cro-Magnon head-form is refined and highly
developed. The 'orehead is high, and the
chin shapely, whilst neither the brow-ridge
nor the lower jaw protrudes as in the Neander-
thal type. Whether this race survives in
modern Europe is, as was said in tlie last
chapter, highly uncerUin. In certain respects—for instance, in a certain shortness of face
these people present exceptional features;
though some think they can still find men of
this type in the Dordogne district. Perhaps
the chances are, however, considering how
skulls of the neolithic period prove to be any-
thing but -miform, and suggest crossings
between different stocks, that we may claim
kinship to some extent with the more good-
lookii^ of the two main types of palaeolithic
nmn—always supposing that head-form can
be taken as a guide. But can it? The
Pygmies of the Congo region have medium
heads

; the Bushmen of South Africa, usually
regarded as akin in race, have long heads.
The American Indians, generally supposed to
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be all, or nearly all, of one racial type, show

considerable differences of head-form; and so

on. It need not be repeated that any race-

mark is liable to deceive.

We have sufficiently considered the use to

which the particular race-mark of head-form

has been put in the attempted classification of

the very early men who have left their bones

behind them. Let us now turn to another

race-mark, namely colour; because, though it

may really be less satisfactory than others,

for instance hair, that is the one to which

ordinary people naturally turn when they

seek to classify by races the present inhabit-

ants of the earth.

When Linnttus in pre-Darwinian days

distinguished four varieties of man, the white

European, the red American, the yellow

Asiatic, and the black African, he did not

dream of providing the basis of anything more

than an artificial classification. He probably

would have agreed with Buffon in saying that

in every case it was one and the same kind of

man, only dyed differently by the different

cUmates. But the Darwinian is searching for

a natural classification. He wants to dis-

tinguish men according to their actual descent.

Now race and descent mean for him the same

thing. Hence a race-mark, if one is to be
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found, must stand for, by co-existing with,
the whole mass of properties that form the
inheritance. Can colour serve for a race-mark
in this profound sense ? That is the only
question here.

First of all, what is the use of being
coloured one way or the other ? Does it make
any difference ? Is it something, like the
heart-line of the hand, that may go along with
useful qualities, but in itself seems to be a
meaningless accident ? Well, as some un-
fortunate people will be able to tell you,
colour is still a formidable handicap in the
struggle for existence. Not to consider the
colour-prejudice in other aspects, there is no
gainsaying the part it plays in sexual selection
at this hour. The lower animals appear to
be guided in the choice of a mate by externals
of a striking and obvious sort. And men and
women to this day marry more with their eyes
than with their heads.

The coloration of man, however, though it
may have come to subserve the purposes of
mating, does not seem in its origin to have
been hke the bright cdoration of the male bird.
It was not something wholly useless save as a
means of sexual attraction, though in such a
capacity useful because a mark of vital vigour.
Colour almost certainly developed in strict
relation to climate. Right away in the back
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ages we must place ^^atBagehothaj called

the race-making epoch, when the chief bodily

differences, including differences of colour

arose amongst men. In those days, we may

suppose, natural selection acted largely on the

body, because mind had not yet become the

prim; condition of survival. The rest is a

Question of prehistoric geography. Witlun

the tropics, the habitat of the man-like apes,

and presumably of the earliest men a black

gkin protects against sunlight. A white skin,

on the other hand—though this is more

doubtful—perhaps economizes sun-heat m
colder latitudes. Brown, yellow and the so-

called red are intermediate tints smtable to

intermediate regions. It is not hard to plot

out in the pre-historic map of the world geo-

ffraphical provinces, or " areas of characteriza-

tion." where races of different shades corre-

sponding to differences in the climate might

develop, in an isolation more or less complete,

such as must tend to reinforce the process of

differentiation. ^. * • j:

Let it not be forgotten, however, that indi-

vidual plasticity plays its part too in the deter-

mination of human colour. The Anglo-Indian

planter is apt to return from a long sojourn

in the East with his skin charged with a dark

pigment which no application of soap wiU

remove during the rest of his life. It would be
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interestinpr to conduct experiments, on the
lines of those of Professor Boas already men-
tioned, with the object of discovering in what
degree the same capacity for amassing pro-
tective pigment declares itself in children of
European parentage bom in the tropics or
transplanted thither during infancy. Corre-
spondingly, the tendency of dark stocks to
bleach in cold countries needs to be studied.
In the background, too, lurks the question
whether such effects of individual plasticity
can be transmitted to offspring, and become
part of the inheritance.

One more remark upon the subject of colour.
Now-a-days civilized peoples, as well as many
of the ruder races that the former govern, wear
clothes. In other words they have dodged
the sun, by developing, with the aid of mind,
a complex society that includes the makers
of white drill suits and solar I^elmets. But,
under such conditions, the colour of one's skin
becomes more or less of a luxury. Protective
pigment, at any rate now-a-days, counts for
little as compared with capacity for social
service. Colour, in short, is rapidly losing its
vital function. Will it therefore tend to
disappear ? In the long run, it would seem
—perhaps only in the very long run—it will
become dissociated from that general fitness
to survive under particular climatic conditions
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of which it was once the innate mark. Be this

as it may, race-prejudice, that is so largely

founded on sheer considerations of colour, is

bound to decay, if and when the races of

darker colour succeed in displaymg, on the

average, such qualities of mind as wUl enable

them to compete with the whites on equ^

terms, in a world which is coming more and

more to include all climates.

Thus we are led on to discuss race in its

mental aspect. Here, more than ever, vj^are

all at sea, for want of a proper criterion. What

is to be the test of mind ? Indeed, mind and

plasticity are almost the same thing. Race,

therefore, as being the stiffening m the evolu-

tion of life, might seem by its very nature

opposed to mind as a limiting or obstructing

force. Are we, then, going to return to the

old pre-scientific notion of soul as something

alien to body, and thereby simply clogged,

thwarted and dragged down ? That would

never do. Body and soul are, for the workmg

purposes of science, to be conceived as m
^rfect accord, as co-helpers m the work of

life and as such subject to a common develop-

ment. Heredity, then, must be assumed to

apply to both equally. In proportion as there

is plastic mind there will be i)lastic body.

Unfort,unately, the most plastic part of body
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is likewise the hairdest to observe, at any rale
whilst it is alive, namely, the brain. No cer-

tain criterion of heredity, then, is likely to be
available from this quarter. You will see it

stated, for instance, that the size of the brain
cavity will serve to mark off one race from
another. This is extremely doubtful, to put
it mildly. No doubt the average European
shows some advantage in this respect as com-
pared, say, with the Bushman. But then you
have to write off so much for their respective

types of body, a bigger body going in general
with a bigger head, that in the end you find

yourself comparing mere abstractions. Again,
the European may be the first to cry off w*
the ground that comparisons are odious; for

some specimens of Neimderthal man in sheer
size of the brain cavity are said to give points
to any of our modem poets and politicians.

Clearly, then, something is wrong with this

test. Nor, if the brain itself be examined after

death, and the form and number of its con-
volutions compared, is this criterion of heredi-
tary brain-power any more satisfactory. It

might be possible in this way to detect the
difference between an idiot and a person of
normal intelligence, but not the difference
between a fool and a genius.

We cross the uncertain line that divides the
bodily from the mental when we subject the
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same problem of hereditary mental endow-
ment to the methods of what is known as

experimental psychology. Thus acuteness of

sight, hearing, taste, smell and feeling are
measured by various ingenious devices. See-
ing what stories travellers bring back with
them about the hawk-like vision of hunting
races, one might suppose that such compari-
sons would be all in their favour. The
Cambridge Expedition to Torres Straits, how-
ever, of which Dr. Haddon was the leader,

included several well-trained psychologists,
who devoted special attention to this subject

;

and their results show that the sensory powers
of these rude folk were on the average much
the same as those of Europeans. It is the
hunter's experience only that enables him
to sight the game at an immense distance.
There are a great many more complicated
tests of the same type designed to estimate
the force of memory, attention, association,

reasoning and other faculties that most people
would regard as purely mental ; whilst another
set of such tests deals with reaction to
stimulus, co-ordination between hand and eye,
fatigue, tremor, and, most ingenious perhaps
of all, emotional excitement as shown through
the respiration—phenomena which are, as it

were, mental and bodily at once and together.
Unfortunately, psychology cannot distinguish

I
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in tuch cases between the effects of heredity
and those of individual experience, whether
it take the form of high culture or of a dissi*
pated life. Indeed, the purely temporary
condition of body and mind is apt to influence
the results. A man has been up late, let us
say, or has been for a long walk, or has missed
a meal; obviously his reaction-times, his
record for memory, and so on, will show a
difference for the worse. Or, again, the sub-
ject may confront the experiment in very
various moods. At one moment he may be
full of vanity, anxious to show what superior
qualities he possesses ; whilst at another time
he will be bored. Not to labour the point
further, these methods, whatever they may
become in the future, are at present unable to
afford any criterion whatever of the mental
ability that goes with race. They are fertile
in statistics; but an interpretation of these
statistics that furthers our purpose is still to
seek.

But surely, it will be said, we can tell an
instinct when we come across it, so uniform as
it is, and so independent of the rest of the
system. Not at all. For one thing, the idea
that an instinct is a piece of mechanism, as
fixed as fate, is quite out of fashion. It is
now known to be highly plastic in many cases,
to vary considerably in individuals, and to
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involve conscious processes, thought, feeling

and will, at any rate of an elementary kind ?

Again, how are you going to isolate an instinct?

Those few automatic responses to stimulation
that appear shortly after birth, as, for in-

f^ance, sucking, may perhaps be recognized,

since parental training and experience m
general are out of the question here. But
what about the instinct or group of instincts

answering to sex ? This is latent until a
stage of life when experience is already in full

swing. Indeed, psychologists are still busy
discussing whether man has very few instincte

or whether, on the contrary, he appears to
have few because he really has so many that,

in practice, they keep interfering with one
another all the time. In support of the latter

view, it has been recently suggested by Mr.
McDougall that the best test of the instincts

that we have is to be found in the specific

emotions. He believes that every instinctive

process consists of an afferent part or message,
a central part, and an efferent part or dis-

charge. At its two ends the process is highly
plastic. Message and discharge, to which
thought and will correspond, are modified
in their type as experience matures. The
central part, on the other hand, to which emo-
tion answers on the side of consciousness,

remains for ever much the same. To fear, to

m i-
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wonder, to be angry, or disgusted, to be puffed
up, or cast down, or to be affected with tender-
ness—all these feelings, argues Mr. McDougall,
and various more complicated emotions arising
out of their combinations with each other, are
common to all men, and bespeak in them deep-
seated tendencies to react on stimulation in
relatively particular and definite ways. And
there is much, I think, to be said in favour of
this contention.

Yet, granting this, do we thus reach a
criterion whereby the different races of men
are to be distinguished ? Far from it. Nay,
on the contrary, as judged simply by his
emotions, man is very much alike everywhere,
from China to Peru. They are all there in
germ, though different customs and grades
of culture tend to bring special types of feeling
to the fore.

Indeed, a certain paradox is to be noted
here. The Negro, one would naturally say,
is in general more emotional than the white
man. Yet some experiments conducted by
Miss Kelk)r of Chicago on negresses and white
women, by means of the test of the effects
of emotion on respiration, brought out the
former as decidedly the more stolid of the two.
And, whatever be thought of the value of
such methods of proof, certain it is that the
observers of rude races incline to put down
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most of them as apathetic, when not tuned
up to concert-pitch by a dance or other social
event. It may well be, then, that it is not
the hereditary temperament of the Negro, so
much as the habit, which he shares with other
peoples at the same level of culture, of living
and acting in a crowd, that accounts for his
apparent excitability. But after all, " maffick-
mg" is not unknown in civilized countries.
Thus the quest for a race-mark of a mental
kind is barren once more.

What, then, you exclaim, is the outcome of
this chapter of negatives ? Is it driving at
the universal equality and brotherhood of
man ? Or, on the contrary, does it hint at
the need of a stem system of eugenics ? I
offer nothing in the way of a practical sugges-
tion. I am merely trying to show that, con-
sidered anthropologically—that is to say, in
terms of pure theory—race or breed remains
something which we cannot at present isolate,
though we believe it to be there. Practice,*
meanwhile, must wait on theory; mere pre-
judices, bad as they are, are hardly worse
guides to action than premature exploitations
of science.

As regards the universal brotherhood of
man, the most that can be said is this : The
old ideas about race as something hard and

^
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fast for all time are fl'stinctly on the decline.

Plasticity, or, in other words, the power of

adaptation to environment, has to be admitted
to a greater share in the moulding of mind,
and even of body, than ever before. But hov
plasticity is related to race we do not yet know.
It may be that use-inheritance somehow incor-

porates its effects in the offspring of the plastic

parents. Or it may be simply that plasticity

increases with inter-breeding on a wider basis.

These problems have still to be solved.

As regards eugenics, there is no doubt that
a vast and persistent elimination of lives goes
on even in civilized countries. It has been
calculated that, of every hundred English
bom alive, fifty do not survive to breed, and,
of the remainder, half produce three-quarters
of the next generation. But is the elimination
selective ? We can hardly doubt that it is

to some extent. But what its results are

—

whether it mainly favours immunity from
certain diseases, or the capacity for a sedentary
life in a town atmosphere, or intelligence and
capacity for social service—^is laigely matter of
guesswork. How, then, can we say what is

the type to breed from, even if we confine our
attention to one country ? If, on the other
hand, we look farther afield, and study the
results of race-mixture or "miscegenation,"
we but encounter fresh puzzles. That the half-
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breed ia an .nsatisfactory person may be true;
and yet, uniil the conditions of his upbringing
are somehow discounted, the race problem
remains exactly where it wa«. Or, again, it
may be true that miscegenation increases
human fertility, as some hold; but, until it is
shown that the increase of fertility does not
merely result in flooding the world with
inferior types, we are no nearer to a solution.

If, then, there is a practical moral to this
chapter, it is merely this: to encourage
anthropologists to press forward with their
study of race; and in the meantime to do
nothing rash.

IV
CHAPTER IV

ENVIRONMENT

When a child is bom it has been subjected
for some three-quarters of a year already to
the influences of environment. Its race,
indeed, was fix.-d once for all at the moment
of conception. V, ^ that superadded measure
of plasticity, which has to be treated as some-
thing apart from the racial factor, enables it
to respond for good or for evil to the pre-
natal—that is to say, maternal—environment.
Thus we may easily fall into the mistake of
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supposing our race to be degenerate, when
poor feeding and exposure to unhealthy sur-
roundings on the part of the mothers are really
responsible for the crop of weaklings that we
deplore. And, in so far as it turns c at to be
so, social reformers ought to heave a sij^ of
relief. Why ? Because to improve the race
by way of eugeijTs, though doubtless feasible
within limits, i^^ains an unrealized possibility
through our want of knowledge. On the
other hand, to improve the physical environ-
ment is fairly straight-ahead work, once wc
can awake the public conscience to the need
of undertaking this task for the benefit of
all classes of the community alike. If civi-
lized man wishes to boast of being clearly
superior to the rest of his kind, it must be
mainly iii respect to his control over the
physical environment. Whatever may have
been the case in the pa^, it seems as true
now-a-days to say thatman makes his physical
environment as that his physical environment
makes him.

Even if this be granted, however, it remains
the fact that our material circumstances in
the widest sense of the term play a very
decisive part in the shaping of our lives.
%nce the imp^tance of geographical studies
as they bear on the subject of man. From the
moment that a child is conceived, it is sub-
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jected to what it is now the fashion to call a

"geographic control." Take the case of

the child of English parents bom in India.

Cleariy several factors will conspire to deter-

mine whether it lives or dies. For sim-

plicity's sake let us treat them as three.

First* of all, there is the fact that the child

belongs to a particular cultural group; in

other words, that it has been bom with a

piece of paper in its mouth representing one

share in the British Empire. Secondly, there

is its race, involving, let us say, blue eyes

and light hair, and a corresponding consti-

tution. Thirdly, there is the climate and all

that goes with it. Though in the first of these

respects the white child is likely to be superior

to the native, inasmuch as it will be tended

with more careful regard to the laws of health

;

yet such disharmony prevails between the

other two factors of race and climate, that it

will almost certainly die, if it is not removed

at a certain age from the country. Possibly

the .1/ V ** could acclimatize themselves in

Ind^

"

price of an immense toll of infant

lives; af it is a price which they show no

signs of being willing to pay.

What, then, are the limits of the geographic

control ? Where does its influence begin and

end ? Situation, race, and culture—-to reduce

it to a problem of three terms only—which

i

'
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of the three, if any. in the long run oontrola
the rest ? Remember that the anthropologist
IS trymg to be the historian of long perspective.
IBstory which counts by years, proto-history
which counts by centuries, pre-history which
counts by millenniums—he seeks to embrace
them all. He sees the English in India, on
the one hand, and in Australia on the other.
Will the one invasion prove an incident, he
asks, and the other an event, as judged by a
history of long perspective ? Or, again, there
are whites and blacks and redskins in the
southern portion of the United States of
Amenca, having at present little in common
save acommon climate. Different races, differ-
ent cultures, a common geographical situation
—what net result will these yield for the
historian of patient, far-seeing anthropological
outlook? Clearly there is here something
worth the puzzling out. But we cannot expect
to puzzle it out all at once.

In these days geography, in the form known
as anthropo-geography, is putting forth claims
to be the leading branch of anthropology
And, doubtless, a thorough grounding in geo-
graphy must henceforth be part of the anthro-
pologist's equipment.1 The schools of Ratael

tn'atS^ ?® 'l^"^ "^ the present work should not &Uto study »lso Dr. M«non Newbigin's Oeograpku in ^
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in Germany and Le Play in France are, how-
ever, fertile in generalizations that are far too

pretty to be true. Like other specialists, they

exaggerate the importance of their particular

brand of work. The full meaning of life can

never be expressed in tenn<^ of its material

conditions. I confess that I am not deeply

moved when Ratzel announces that man is a
piece of the earth. Or when his admirers,

anxious to improve on this, after distinguishing

the atmosphere or air, the hydrosphere or

water, the lithosphere or crust, and the centro-

sphere or interior mass, proceed to add that

man is the most active portion of an intet'

mittent biosphere, or living envelope of ouy

planet, I cannot feel that the last word has

been said about him.

Or, again, listen for a moment to M. Demo-
1ms, author of a very suggestive book, Comment
la route crie le type social (" How the road

creates the social type "). " There exists,'*

he says in liis preface, ** on the surface of the

terrestrial globe an infinite variety of peoples.

What is the cause that has created this

variety ? In general the reply is. Race. But
race explains nothing; for it remains to dis-

cover what has produced the diversity of

races. Race is not a cause; it is a con-

sequence. The first and decisive cause of the

diversity of peoples and of the diversity of

\
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raoea is the road that the peoples have followed.
It IS the road that creates tLe race, and that
creates the social type." And he goes further

:

II the history of humanity v-'a to recom-
mence, and the surface of the (,. .« had notbeen transformed, this history would repeat
Itself in Its mam lines. There might well be
secondary differences, for example, in certain
manifestations of public life, in political rcvo^
lutions. to which we assign far too great an
importance; but the same roads would repro-
duce the same social types, and would impose
on them the same essential characters "
There is no contending with a pious opinion,

especialiy when it takes the form of an un'
verifiable prophecy. Let the level-headed
anthropologist beware, however, lest he put
all his eggs into one basket. Let him seek
to give each factor in the problem its due
Race must count for something, or why do
not the other animals take a leaf out of our
book andbuild up rival civilizations on suitable

fl *^i u ^Z*" ™^° ^^^ *^"^^' instead of
the cattle herding the .nen ? We ar- rational
tMJings, in other word's, because wt mrt it in
us to be rational beings. Again, cu.cure, with
the intelligence and choice it m\oivmk ecu *s
for something too. It is easy to me that
since there were the Asiatic stepp the
wild horses ready to hand in thep. m was
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bound sooner or later to tame the howc

and develop the characteristic culture rf the

nomad type. Yes. but why did man tame the

horse later rather than sooner? And why did

the American redskins never tame the bison,

and adopt a pastoral lifem their vast pramea ?

Or why do modem black folk and white folk

alike in Africa fail to utilize the elephant ?

Is it because these things cannot be done, or

because man has not found out how to do

them ? J
When all allowances, however, are made

for the exaggerations almost pardonable in

a branch of science still engaged in pushing

its way to the front, anthropo-gcography

remains a far-reaching method of histoncal

study which the anthropologist has to learn

how to use. To put it crudely, he must learn

how to work all the time with a map of the

earth at his elbow.

First of all, let him imagine his world of

man stationary. Let him plot out in turn

the distribution of heat, of moisture, of dis-

eases, of vegetation, of food-animals, of the

physical types of man, of density of popu-

lation, of industries, of forms of tvemnK ut,

of religions, of languages, and so on Mid so

forth. How far do these different distri-

butions bear each other out ? He will find

a number of things that go together in what
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will strike him as a natural way. For inatanc;,
all along the equator, whether in Africa or
South America or Borneo, he will find them
knocking off work in the middle of the day
in order to take a siesta. On the other hand,
other things will not agree so well. Thus,
though all will be dark-skinned, the South
Americans will be coppery, the Africans black,
and th^ - er* of Borneo yellow.

Led such discrepancies, perhaps, he
will 1^ - t next to set his world of mbn in
movement. He will thereupon perceive a
circulation, so to speak, amongst the various
peoples, suggestive of interrelations of a new
type. Now so long as he is dealing in de-
scriptions of a detaehed kind, couceming not
merely the physical environment, but likewise
the social adjustments more immediately
corresponding thereto, he will be working at
the geographical level. Directly it comes, how-
ever, to a generalized description or historical

explanation, as when he seeks to show that
here rather than there a civilization is likely
to arise, geographical considerations proper
will not suffice. Distribution is merely one
aspect of evolution. Yet that it is a very
impcHtant aspect will now be shown by a
hasty survey of the world according to
geographical regions.
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Let us begin with Europe, so as to proceed
gradually from the more known to the less

known. Lecky has spoken of " the European
epoch of the human mind." What is the
geographical and physical theatre of that
epoch ? We may distinguish—I borrow the
suggestion from R-ofessor Myres—^three stages
in its development. Firstly, there was the
river-phase; next, the Mediterranean phase;
lastly, the present-day Atlantic phase. Thus,
to begin with, the valleys of the Nile and
Euphrates were each the home of civilizations

both magnificent and enduring. They did
not spring up spontaneously, however. If

the rivers helped man, man also helped the
rivers by inventing systems of irrigation.

Next, from Minoan days right on to the end
of the Middle Ages, the Mediterranean basin
was the focus of all the higher life in the world,
if we put out of sight the civilizations of India
and China, together with the lesser cultures of
Peru and Mexico. I will consider this second
phase especially, because it is particularly

instructive from the geographical standpoint.
Finally, since the time of the discovery of
America, the sea-trade, first called into exist-

ence as a civilizing agent by Mediterranean
conditions, has shifted its base to the Atlantic
coast, and especially to that land of natural
harbours, the British Isles. We must give
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up thinking in terms of an Eastern and Western
Hemisphere. The true distinction, as applic-

able to modem times, is between a land-

hemisphere, with the Atlantic coast of Europe
as its centre, and a sea-hemisphere, roughly

coinciding with the Pacific. The Pacific is

truly an ocean ; but the Atlantic is becoming
more of a " herring-pond *' every day.

Fixing our eyes, then, on the Mediterranean

basin, with its Black Sea extension, it is easy

to perceive that we have here a well-defined

geographical province, capable of acting as an
area of characterization as perhaps no other

in the world, once its various peoples had the

taste and ingenuity to intermingle freely by
way of the sea. The first fact to note is the

completeness of the ring-fence that shuts it in.

From the Pyrenees right along to Ararat runs

the great Alpine fold, like a ridge in a crumpled
table-cloth ; the Spanish Sierras and the Atlas

continue the circle to the south-west; and
the rest is desert. Next, the configuration

of the coasts makes for intercourse by sea,

especially on the northern side with its penin-

sulas and islands, the mnains of a foundered

and drowned mountain-country. This same
configuration, considered in connection with

the flora and fauna that are favoured by the

climate, goes far to explain that discontinuity

of the political life which encouraged inde-
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pendence whilst it prevented self-sufficiency.
The forest-belt, owing to the dry summer,
lay towards the snow-line, and below it a
scrub-belt, yielding poor hunting, drove men
to grow their com and olives and vines in the
least swampy of the lowlands, scattered like
mere oases amongst the hills and promon-
tories.

For a long time, then, man along the
north coasts must have been oppressed rather
than assisted by his environment. It made
mass-movements impossible. Great waves of
migration from the steppe-land to the north-
east, or from the forest-land to the north-west,
would thunder on the long moimtain barrier,
only to trickle across in riv^ets and fwm little
pools of humanity here and there. Petty feuds
between ].lain, shore, and mountain, as in
ancient Attica, would but accentuate the pre-
vailing division. Contrariwise, on the southern
side of the Mediterranean, where there was
open, if largely desert, country, there would
be room under primitive conditions for a homo-
geneous race to multiply. It is in North Africa
that we must probably place the original hot-
bed of that Mediterranean race, slight and
dark with oval heads and faces, who during
the neolithic period colonized the opposite
side of the Mediterranean, and threw out a
wing along the warm Atlantic coast as far
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north as Scotland, as well as eastwards to the
Upper Danube; whilst by way of south and
east they certainly overran Egypt, Arabia, and
Somaliland, with probable ramifications still

farther in both directions. At last, however,
in the eastern Mediterranean was learnt the
lesson of the profits attending the sea-going
life, and there began the true Mediterranean
phase, which is essentially an era of sea-borne
commerce. Then was the chance for the
northern shore with its peninsular configura-
tion. Carthage on the south shore must be
regarded as a bold experiment that did not
answer. The moral, then, would seem to be
that the Mediterranean basin proved an ideal

nursery for seamen ; but only as soon as men
were brave and clever enough to take to the
sea. The geographical factor is at least partly
consequence as well as cause.

Now let us proceed farther north into what
was for the earlier Mediterranean folk the
breeding-ground of barbarous outlanders,
forming the chief menace to their circuit of
settled civic life. It is necessary to regard
northern Europe and northern Asia as forming
one geographic province. Asia Minor, together
with the Euphrates valley luid with Arabia
in a lesser degree, belongs to the Mediterranean
area. India and China, with the south-eastern
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comer of Asia that lies between them, fonn
another system that will be considered separ-
ately later on.

The Eurasian northland consists natur&Uy,
that is to say, where cultivation has not
introduced changes, of four belts. First, to
the southward, come the mountain ranges
passing eastwards into high plateau. Then,
north of i^iis line, from the Lower Danube
as far as China, str*»^.ches a belt of grassland
or steppe-country at a lower level, a belt which
during the milder periods of he ice-age and
immediately after it must have reached as
far as the Atlantic. Then we find, still farther
to the north, a forest belt, well developed in
the Siberia of to-day. Lastly, on the verge
of the Arctic sea stretches the tundra, the
frozen soil of which is fertile in little else than
a crop of reindeer moss, whilst to the west,
as, for instance, in our islands, moors ani.1

bogs represent this zone of barren lands in
a milder form.

The mountain belt is throughout its entire
length the home of round-headed peoples, the
so-called Alpine race, which is generally
supposed to have originally come from the
high plateau country of Asia. These round-
headed men in western Europe appear where-
ever there are hills, throwing out offshoots by
way of the highlands of central France into
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Brittany, and also reaching the British Isles.

Here they introduced the use of bronze (an
invention possibly acquired by contact with
Egyptians in the near East), though without
leaving any marked traces of themselves
amongst the permanent population. At the
other end of Europe they affected Greece by
way ol a steady though limited infiltration;
whilst in AsiaMinor they issued forth from their
hills la the formidable Hittites, the people,
by the way, to whom the Jews are said to
ow' their characteristic, yet non-Semitic,
noses. But are these round-heads all of one
race? Professor Ridgeway has put forward a
rather paradoxical theory to the effect that,
just as the long-faced Boer horse soon
evolved in the mountains of Basutoland into
a round-headed pony, so it is in a few genera-
tions with human mountaineers, irrespective
of their breed. This is almost certainly to
overrate the effects of environment. At the
sam(i time, in the present state of our know-
ledge, it would be premature either to afTirm
or deny that in the very long run round-
headedness goes with a mountain life.

The grassland next claims our attention.
Here is the paradise of the horse, and conse-
quently of the horse-breaker. Hence, there-
fore, came he charging multitudes of Asiatic
marauder no, aft.ir many repulses, broke
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through the Mediterranean cordon, and estab-
lished themselves as the modem Turks ; whilst
at the other end of their beat they poured into
China, which no great wall could avail to save,
and established the Mt.ichu domination.
Given the steppe-country and a horse-taming
people, we might seek, with the anthropo-
geographers of the bolder sort, to deduce the
If* hole way of life, the nomadism, the ample
food, including the milk-diet infants need and
find so hard to obtain farther south, the
commumil system, the patriarchal type of
authority, the caravan-system that can set
the whole horde moving along like a swarm
of locusls, and so on. But, as has been already
pointed out, the horse had to be tamed first.

Palaeolithic man in western Europe had horse-
meat in abundance. At Solutr^, a little north
of Lyons, a heap of food-refuse 100 yards
long and 10 feet high largely consists '>f the
bones of horses, most of them young a. id
tender. This shows that the old hunters
knew how to enjoy the passing hour in their
improvident way, like the equally reckless
Bushmen, who have left .imilar Golgotbas
behind them in South Africa. Yet apparently
palaeolithic man did not tame the horse.
Environment, in facfc, can only give the hint;
and man may not be ready to take it.

The forest-land of the north affords fair
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hunting in its way, but it is doubtful if it is

fitted to rear a copious brood of men, at any
rate so long as stone weapons are alone avail-

able wherewith to master the vegetation and
effect clearings, whilst burning the brushwood

down is precluded by the damp. Where the

original home may have been of the so-called

Nordic race, the large-limbed fair men of the

Teutonic world, remains something of a

mystery; though it is now the fashion to

place it in the north-east of Europe rather

than in Asia, and to suppose it to have been

more or less isolated from the rest of the world

by formerly existing sheets of water. Where-

ever it was, there must have been grai^sland

enough to permit of pastoral habits, modified,

perhaps, by some hunting on the one hand, si

by some primitive agriculture on the oiiier.

The Mediterranean men, coming from North

Africa, an excellent country for the horse,

may have vied with the Asiatics of the steppes

in introducing a varied culture to the north.

At any rate, when the Germans of Tacitus

emerge into the light of history, they are not

mere foresters, but rather woodlanders, men of

the glades, witiimany sides to their life ; includ-

ing an acquaintance with the sea and its ways,

surpassing by far that of those early beach-

combers whose miserable kitchen-middens are

to be found along the coast of Denmark.
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Of the tundra it is enough to say that all
depends on the reindeer. This animal is the
be-all and end-all of Lapp existence. When
Nanscn, after crossing Greenland, sailed home
with his two Lapps, he called their attention
to the crowds of people assembled to welcome
them at the harbour. " Ah," said the elder
and more thoughtful of the pair, "

if they were
only reindeer !

" When domesticated, the
reindeer yields milk as well as food, though
large numoers are needed to keep the com-
munity in comfort. Otherwise hunting and
fishing must serve to eke out the larder.
Miserable indeed are the tribes or rather
remnants of tribes along the Siberian tundra
who have no reindeer. On the other hand, if
.here are p enty of wild reindeer, as amongst
the Koryaks and some of the Chukchis
hunting by itself suffices.

Let us now pass on from the Eurasian
northland to what is, zoologically, almost
its annexe. North America; its tundra, for
example, where the Eskimo live, being strictlv
contmuous with the Asiatic zone. Though
having a very different fauna and flora. South
America presumably forms part of the same
geographical province so far as man is con-
cerned, though there is evidence for thinkinir
that he reached it very early. Until, however*
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more data are available for the pre-history of

the American Indian, thegreat moulding forces,

geographical or other, must be merely guessed
at. Much turns on the period assigned to the
first appearance of man in this region; for

that he is indigenous is highly improbable,
if only because no anthropoid apes are found
here. The rucial type, which, with the ex-

ception of the £sJkimo, and possibly of the
salmon-fishing tribes along the north-west
coast, is one for the whole continent, has a
rather distant resemblance to that of the
Asiatic Mongols. Nor is there any difficulty

in finding the immigrants a means of transit

from northern Asia. Even if it be held that
the land-bridge by way of what are now the
Aleutian Islands was closed at too early a date
for man to profit by it, there is always the
passage over the ice by way of Behring Straits

;

which, if it bore the mammoth, as is proved
by its remains in Alaska, could certainly bear
man.
Once man was across, what was the manner

of his distribution ? On this point geography
can at present tell us Uttle. M. Demolins,
it is true, describes three routes, one along the

Rockies, the next down the central zone of

prairies, and the third and most easterly by
way of the great lakes. But this is pure
hypothesis. No facts are adduced. Indeed,
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evidence bearing on distribution is very hard
to obtain in this area, since the physical type
is so uniform throughout. The best available
criterion is the somewhat poor one of the
distr'bution of the very various languages.
Some curious liiies of migration are indicated
by the occurrence of the same type of language
in widely separated regions, the most striking

example being the appearance of one linguistic

stock, the so-called Athapascan, away up in

the north-west by the Alaska boundary ; at
one or two points in south-western Oregon
and north-western California, where an abso-
lute medley of languages prevails ; and again
in the southern highlands along the line of
Colorado and Utah to the other side of the
Mexican frontier. Does it follow from this

distribution that the Apaches, at the southern
end of the range, have come down from Alaska,
by way of the Rockies and the Pacific slope,

to their present habitat ? It might be so in

this particular case ; but there are also those
who think that the signs in general point to
a northward dispersal of tribes, who before

had been driven south by a period of glacia-

tion. Thus the first thing to be settled is

the antiquity of the American type of man.
A glance at South America must suffice.

Geographically it consists of three regions.

Westwards we have the Pacific line of bracing
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highlands, running down from Mexico as far as
Chile, the home of two or more cultures of a
rather high order. Then to the east there is
the steaming equatorial forest, first covering
a fan of rivers, then rising up into healthier
hill-country, the whole in its wild state hamper-
ing to human enterprise. And below it occurs
the grassland of the pampas, only needing the
horse to bring out the powers of its native
occupants.

Before leaving this subject of the domesti-
cated horse, of which so much use has already
been made in order to illustrate how geographic
opportunity and human contrivance must help
each other out, it is worth noticing how an
invention can quickly revolutionize even that
cultural life of the nider races which is usually
supposed to be quite hide-bound by im-
memorial custom. When the Europeans first
broke m upon the redskins of North America,
they found them a people of hunters and
fishers, it is true, but with agriculture as a
second string everywhere east of the Missi
sippi as well as to the south, and on the whole
sedentary, with villages scattered far apart-
so that in pre-Conquest days they would seem
to have been enjoying a large measure of
security and peace. The coming of the whites
soon crowded them back upon themselves,
disarranging the old boundaries. At the same
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time the horse and the gun were introduced.

With extraordinary rapidity the Indian
adapted himself to a new mode of existence,

a grassland life, complicated by the fact that

the relentless pressure of the invaders gave
it a predatory turn which it might otherwise

have lacked. Something very similar, though
neither conditions nor consequences were quite

the "ime, occurred in the pampas of South
America, where horse-Indians like the Pata-
gonians, who seem at first sight the indigenous
outorop of the very soil, are really the recent

by-product of an intrusive culture.

And now let us hark back to southern Asia
with its two reservoirs of life, India and China,
and between them a jutting promontory
pointing the way to the Indonesian archi-

pelago, and thence onward farther still to

the wide-flung Austral region with its myriad
lands ranging in size from a continent to a
coral-atoll. Here we have a nursery of sea-

men on a vaster scale than in the Mediter-
ranean; for remember that from this point
man spread, by way of the sea, from ESiEister

Island in the Eastern Pacific right away to
Madagascar, where we find Javanese immi-
grants, and negroes who are probably Papuan,
v/hilst the language is of a ISIalayo-Polynesian

type.
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India and China each well-nigh deserve thestatus of geographical provinctS on their own

account. Each is an a,Sa of settlement a7donce there tt settlement, there is a cilltural
mfluencc w .ich co-operates with the environ-ment to weed out immigrant forms; as we see,
for example, m Egypt, where a characteristic
physical type, or rather pair of types, a coarserand a finer, has apparently persisted, despitethe constont mflux of other races, from thedawn of Its long history, ^ndia, howev^, and

tune are of such grea sxtent and comprisesuch diverse physical conditions, that they

veiy various broods of men to seek theirfortunes m the south-east.
Nor must we ignore the possibility of anearlier movement in the opposite dU^ionIn Indonesia, the home of the wang-uSm ^d

futhoHt
• '* '"^r^^' Pitheoanthr^uM^^y

authorities would place the original home Itthe human race. It will be ^se to toud,

oSii^o^
™«tters involving considerations of

TtuSeT^^T^^k**'** r^ kaleidoscopic of

2j1«^JTu ^^""^^e^^ continents which it

^l^^ **'*' ""^^y **^P »»ave a habit ofcabling away again. Let us therefori%^:fram from providing man with land-bridges
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(draw-bridges, they might almost be called),

whether between the Indonesian islands;

or between New Guinea, Australia and Tas-

mania; or between Indonesia and Africa by
way of the Indian Ocean. Let the curious

facts about the present distribution of the

racial types speak for themselves, the difficul-

ties about identifying a racial type being in

the meantime ever borne in mind.

Most striking of all is the diffusion of the

Negro stocks with black skin and woolly hair.

Their range is certainly suggestive of a
breeding-ground somewhere about Indonesia.

To the extreme west are the negroes of Africa,

to the extreme east the Papuasians (Papuans
and Melanesians) extending from New Guinea
through the oceanic islands as far as Fiji.

A series of connecting links is afforded by the

small negroes of the pygmy type, the so-called

Negritos. It is not known how far they
represent a distinct and perhaps earlier experi-

ment in negro-making, though this is the
prevailing view ; or whether the negro tjrpe,

with its tendency to infantile characters due
to the early closing of the cranial sutures, is

apt to throw off dwarfed forms in an occasional

way. At any rate, in Africa there are several

groups of pygmies in the Congo region, as well

as the Bushmen and allied stocks in South
Africa. Then the Andaman Islanders, the
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Semang of the Malay Peninsula, the Akct of
eastern Sumatra, the now extinct Kalangs of
Java, said to have been in some respects the
most ape-like of human beings, the Aetas of
the Philippines, and the dwarfs, vnth a
surprisingly high culture, recently reported
from Dutch New Guinea, are like so many
scattered pieces of hiunan \ i'cckage. Finally,
if we turn our gaze southward, we find that
Negritos until the other day inhabited
Tasmania; whilst in Australia a strain of
Negrito, or Negro (Papuan), blood is likewise
to be detected.

Are we here on the track of the original
dispersal of man ? It is impossible to say.
It is not even certain, though highly probable,
that man originated in one spot. If he did,
he must have been hereditarily endowed,
almost from the outset, with an adaptability
to different climates quite unique in its way.
The tiger is able to range from the hot Indian
jungle to the freezing Siberian tundra; but
man is the cosmopolitan animal beyond all
others. Somehow, on this theory of a sin^e
origin, he made his way to every quarter of
the globe; and when he got there, though
needing time, perhaps, to acquire the local
colour, managed in the end to be at home. It
looks as if both race and a dash of culture had
a good deal to do with his exploitation of
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geographical opportunity. How did the Aus-
tralians and their Negrito forerunners invade
their Austral world, at some period which, we
cannot but suspect, was immensely remote in
tmie ? Certain at least it is that they crossed
a formidable barrier. What is known as
Wallaces Ime corresponds with the deep
channel running between the islands of Bali
and Lombok and continuing northwards to
the west of Celebes. On the eastern side the
fauna are non-Asiatic. Yet somehow into
Australia with its queer monotremes and mar-
supials enter-d triumphant man—man and
the dog with him. Haeckel has suggested that
man followed the dog, playing as it were the
jackal to him. But this sounds rather absurd
It looks as if man had already acquired enough
seamanship to ferry himself across the zoo-
logical divide, and to take his faithful dog
with him on board his raft or dug-out. Until
we have facts whereon to build, however, it
would be as unpardonable to lay down the
law on these matters as it is permissible to
fill up the blank by guesswork.

It remains to round off our original survey
by a word or two more about the farther
extremities, west, south, and east, of this
vast southern world, to which south-eastern
Asia furnishes a natural approach. The
negroes did not have Africa, that is, Africa

H
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south of the Sahara, all to themselves. In
and near the equatorial forest-region of the
west the pure type prevails, displaying agri-

cultural pursuits such as the cultivation of
the banana, and, farther north, of millet,

that must have been acquired before the race
was driven out of the more open country.
Elsewhere occur mixtures of every kind with
intrusive pastoral peoples of the Mediterranean
type, the negro blood, however, tending to
predominate ; and thus we get the Fulahs and
similar stocks to the west along the grass-
land bordering on the desert ; the Nilotic folk
amongst the swamps of the Upper Nile; and
throughout the eastern and southern parkland
the vigorous Bantu peoples, who have swept
the Bushmen and the kindred Hottentots
before them down into the desert country in
the extreme south-west. It may be added
that Africa has a rich fauna and flora, much
mineral wealth, and a physical configuration
that, in respect to its interior, though not to
its coasts, is highly diversified; so that it

may be doubted whether the natives have
reached as high a pitch of indigenous culture
as the resources of the environment, considered
by itself, might seem to warrant. If the use of
iron was invented in Africa, as some believe, it

would only be another proof that opportunity
b nothing apart from the capacity to grasp it.
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Of the Australian aborigines something has
been said already. Apart from the Negrito
or Negro strain in their blood, they are usually
held to belong to that pre-Dravidian stock
represented by various jungle tribes in
southern India and by the Veddas of Ceylon,
connecting links between the two areas being
the Sakai of the Malay Peninsula and East
Sumatra, and the Toala of Celebes. It may
be worth observing, also, that pre-historic skulls
of the Neanderthal type find then- nearest
parallels m modern Australia. We are here
in the presence of some very ancient dispersal,
from what centre and in what direction it is
l.ard to imagine. In Australia these early
colonists found pleasant, if somewhat lightly
furnished, lodgings. In particular there were
no dangerous beasts; so that hunting was
hardly calculated to put a man on his mettle,
as in more exacting clhnes. Isolation, and
the consequent absence of pressure from
human intruders, is another fact in the situa-
tion. Whatever the causes, the net result
was that, despite a very fair environment,
away from the desert regions of the interior,
man on the whole stagnated. In regard to
material comforts and conveniences, the
rudeness of their life seems to us appalling
On the other hand, now that we are coming
to know something of the inner life and
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mental history of the Australians, a somewhat
different complexion is put upon the state i.l

their culture. With very plain living weiit
something that approached to high thinking;
and we must recognize in this case, as in others,'
what might be termed a differential evolution
of culture, according to which some elements
may advance, whilst others stand still, or even
decay.

To another and a very different people,
namely, the Polynesians, the same notion of
a differential evolution may be profitably
applied. They were in the stone-age when
first discovered, and lacked many useful arts.
On the other hand, with coco-nut, bananas'
and bread-fruit, they had abundant means of
sustenance, and were thoroughly at home in
their magnificent canoes. Thus their island-
life was rich in ease and variety ; and, whilst
rude in certain respects, they were almost
civilized in others. Their racial aflinities are
somewhat complex. What is almost certain
is that they only occupied the Eastern Pacific
during the course of the last 1500 years or so.
They probably came from Indonesia, mixing
to a slight extent with Melanesians on their
way. How the proto-Polynesians came into
existence in Indonesia is more problematic.
Possibly they were the result of a mix-
ture between long-headed immigrants from
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eastern India, and round-headed Mongols
from Indo-China and the rest of south-eastern
Asia, from whom the present Malays are
derived.

We have completed our very rapid regional
survey of the world; and what do we find ?
By no means is it ease after case of one region
corresponding to one type of man and to one
type of culture. It might be that, given
persistent physical conditions of a uniform
kind, and complete isolation, human life would
in the end conform to these conditions, or in
other words stagnate. No one can tell, and
no one wants to know, because as a matter
of fact no such environmental conditions occur
in this world of ours. Human history reveals
itself as a bewildering series of interpene-
trations. What excites these movements?
Geographical causes, say the theorists of one
idea. No doubt man moves for^-ard partly
because nature kicks him behind. But in
the first place some types of animal life go
forward under pressure from nature, whilst
others lie down and die. In the second place
man has an accumulative faculty, a social
memory, whereby he is able to carry on to
the conquest of a new environment whatever
has served him in the old. But this is as it
were to compound environments—a process
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that ends by making the environment co-
extensive with the world. Intelligent assimi-
lation of the new by means of the old breaks
down the provincial barriers one by one, mitil
man, the cosmopolitan animal by reason of
his hereditary constitution, develops a cosmo-
politan culture

; at first almost unconsciously
but later on with self-conscious intent, because
he IS no longer content to live, but insists on
living well.

As a sequel to this brief examination of the
geographic control considered by itself it would
be interesting, if space allowed, to append a
study of the distribution of the arts and crafts
of a more obviously economic and utilitarian
type. If the physical environment were all
in all, we ought to find the same conditions
evoking the same industrial appliances everx-
where. without the aid of suggestions from
other quari:ers. Indeed, so little do we know
about the conditions attending the discovery
of the arts of life that gave humanity its all-
important start-the making of fire, thetaming of animals, the sowing of plants, and
so on-that It is only too easy to misread ourmap. We know almost nothing of thosemovements of peoples, in the course of whicha given art was brought from one part of theworld o another Hence, when we find theart duly installed in a particular place, and
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utilizing the local product, the bamboo in the
south, let us say, or the birch in the north, as
it naturally does, we easily slip into the error
of supposing that the local products of them-
selves called the art into existence. Similar
needs, we say, have generated similar expedi-
ents. No doubt there is some truth in this
principle ; but I doubt if, on the whole, history
tends to repeat itself in the case of the great
useful inventions. We are all of us bom imi-
tators, but inventive genius is rare.
Take the case of the early palaeoliths of the

dnft type. From Egypt, Somaliland, and
many other distant lands come examples which
Sir John Evans finds " so identical in form
and character with British specimens that
they might have been manufactured by the
same hands." And throughout the palaeolithic
age in Europe the very limited number and
regular succession of forms testifies to the
innate conservatism of mau, and the slow
progress of mvention. And yet, as some
American writers have argued—who do not
find that the di:^mction between chipped
palaeoliths and polished neoliths of an alto-
gether later age applies equally well to the
New World—it was just as easy to have got
an edge by rubbing as by flaking. The fact
remains that in the Old World human inven-
tiveness moved along one channel rather than
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another, and for an immense lapse of time no
one was found to strike out a new line. There
was plenty of sand and water for polish-

ing, but it did not occur to their minds to
use them.
To wind up this chapter, however, I shall

glance at the distribution, not of any imple-
ment connected directly and obviously with
the utilization of natural products, but of a
downright oddity, something that might easily

be invented once only and almost immediately
dropped again. And yet here it is all over the
world, going back, we may conjecture, to very
ancient times, and implying interpenetrations
of bygone peoples, of whose wanderings per-
haps we may never unfold the secret. It is

called the " bull-roarer," and is simply a slat

of wood on the end of a string, which when
whirled round produces a rather unearthly
humming sound. Will the anthropo-gco-
grapher, after studying the distribution of
wood and stringy substances round the globe,
venture to prophesy that, if man lived his
half a million years or so over again, the
bull-roarer would be found spread about very
much where it is to-day ? " Bull-roarer "

is
just one of our local names for what survives
now-a-days as a toy in many an old-fashioned
corner of the British Isles, where it is also
known as boomer, buzzer, wliizzer, swish.
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and 8o on Without going farther afield we

r£L\Y K
'^' *"" "^^"^ functions whilh

rt seems to have ..ifilled amongst ruderpeoples. In Scotland it is. on the Ine h«5'
A herd-boy has been seen to swing HSl-roarer of his own making, with the result that

wid^^h r'" 'T ™""^"« frantically to-wards the byre. On the other hand, it is

Sr-TchS:'^'^-
**^^"^ ^ * "*^inne!

spell, a chann agamst thunder, the super-stition bem^ that like cures like, and whZvermakes a noise like thunder will be on^tenns. so to speak, with the real thund«
^^

As regards its uses in the rest of the world
It may be said at once that here and th^^ inGahcia in Europe, in the Malay PenhS nAsia, and amongst the Bushmen TrfricaIt IS used to drive or scare an-rals whrthe;tame or wild. And this, to mak^ a me^'^ess. may have been its earliest use. ifStmian contrivances can general^ dam
certain. As long as man hunted with vervinferior weapons, he must have depend^l^good deal on drives, that either fSlhcgame into a pitfall, or rounded them up soas to enable a concerted attack to be madeby the human pack. No wonder that ?hebull-roarer is sometimes used to bring luck in
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a mystic way to hunters. More commonly,
however, at the present day, the bull-roarer
serves another type of mystic purpose, its
noise, which is so suggestive of thunder or
wind, with a superadded touch of weirdness
and general mystery, fitting it to play a leading
part in ram-making ceremonies. From these
not improbably have developed all sorts of
other ceremonies connected with making
vegetation and the crops grow, and with
making the boys grow into men. as is done at
the initiation rites. It is not surprising, there-
fore to find a carved human face appearing
on the bull-roarer in New Guinea, and agaiSaway m North America, whilst in West Africa
It IS held to contain the voice of a very god
In Australia, too. aU their higher notions a^ut
a benevolent deity and about religious matters
in general seem to concentrate on this strancc
symbol, outwardly the frailest of toys, yet to
the spiritual eye of th .se simple folk a veritable
holy of holies.

And now for the merest sketch of its distri-

frnrl^'V w !,*?'^*'' ^^""^ are to be learnt

cH / 5^*^*>^ s valuable paper in The

/Li ^''"' E^«^and, Scotland. Ireland
and Wales have it. It can be tracked along
central Europe through Switzerland, Germany*
and Poland beyond the Ca^jathiaiis, where-upon ancient Greece with its Dionysiac
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mysteries takes up the tale.* In America
It 18 found amongst the Eskimo, is scattered
over thf nort;hem part of the continent down
to the Mexican frontier, and then turns up
afresh in central Brazil. Again, from the
Malay Penmsula and Sumatra it extends over
the great fan of darker peoples, from Africa,
west and south, to New Guinea, Melanesia,
and Australia, together with New Zealand
alone of PoI}mesian islands—a fact possibly
showing it to have belonged to some earlier
race of colonists. Thus in all of the great
geographical areas the bull-roarer is found,
and that without reckoning in analogous
implements like the so-called " buzz," which
cover further ground, for instance, the eastern
coastlands of Asia. Are we to postulate
many independent origins, or else far-reaching
transportations by migratory peoples, by the
American Indians and the negroes, for ex-
ample ? No attempt can be made here to
answer these questions. It is enough to h&ve
shown by the use of a single illustration how
the study of the geographical distribution of
inventions raises as many difficulties as it
solves.

Our conclusion, then, must be that the
anthropologist, whilst constantly consulting

» Moreover, in Europe it almost certainly goes back to
late-iialaeolithic times.
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CHAPTER V
LANGUAGE

The differentia of m'^a -the qiiality that
marks him off from the other animal kinds

—

is undoubtedly the powt • of articulate speech.
Thereby his mind itseli bcjc.^5es articulate.

If language is ultimately a creation of the
intellect, yet hardly less fundamentally is the
intellect a creation o! language. As fiesh

depends on bone, so does the living tissue of

our spiritual life depend on its supporting
framework of steadfast verbal forms. The
genius, the heaven-bom benefactor of human-
ity, is essentially he who wrestles with
" thoughts too deep for words," until at last

he assimilates them to the scheme of meanings
embodied in his mother-tongue, and thus
raises them definitely above the threshold of

the common consciousness, which is likewise

the threshold of the common culture.

There is good reason, then, for prefixing

a short chapter on language to an account
of those factors in the life of man that
together stand on the whole for the prin-

ciple of freedom—of rational self-direction.

Heredity and environment do not, indeed,

lie utterly beyond the range of our control.

As they are viewed from the standpoint of

I
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human history as a whole, they show eachm Its own fashion a certain capacity to meet

by tS' 1S^ "V"'»'™'"n«t. how are we,oy taking thought and takinir risks t«•chieve the bK«t.i.../i<,. n, • ' ^ "*

Such is the vif.i T, '*''""'*""'st«n<»» ?aucn IS the vital problem as it presents it<ipl»to «ny particular generation of mer
wJteTtT""'" '' " '" "«« *« «emy.y/c are out to conquer and enslav#» i> n
J"^"""^.

on the other ha„d!"sthei^pe,S^

lTJ^/a\r^---;^?^
retl/tsi^^tbl^''^^^-"-

'"

and,inLic,ua„r';rs?t'^„jtyrrr:^^

w order. But man's pr«-ogative is to
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dominate his world by the aid of intelligence

of a high order. Wiien he defied the ice-age

by the use of fire, when he outfaced and
outlived the mammoth and the cave bear,

he was already the rational animal, homo
sapiens. In his way he thought, even in those
far-off days. And therefore we may assume,
until direct evidence is forthcoming to the
contrary, that he likewise had language of an
articulate kind. He tried to make a speech,

we may almost say, as soon as he had learned

to stand up on his hind legs.

Unfortunately, we entirely lack the means
of carrying back the history of human speech
to its tirst beginnings. In the latter half of

the last century, whilst the ferment of Darwin-
ism was freshly seething, all sorts of specula-

tions were rife concerning the origin of

language. One school sought the source of

the earliest words in imitative sounds of the

type of bow-wow; another in interjectional

expressions of the type of tut-tut. Or, again,

as was natural in Europe, where, with the
exception of Basque in a corner of the west,

and of certain Asiatic languages, Turkish,

Hungarian and Finnish, on the eastern border,

all spoken tongues present certain obvious
affinities, the comparative philologist under-
took to construct sundry great families of

speech; and it was hoped that sooner or
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later, by working back to some linguistic
parting of the ways, the central problem would
be solved of the dispersal of the world's races.

These painted bubbles have burst. The
further examination of the forms of speech
current amongst peoples of rude culture has
not revealed a conspicuous wealth either of
imitative or of interjectional sounds. On
the other hand, the comparative study of
the European, or, as they must be termed in
virtue of the branch stretching through Persia
into India, the Indo-European stock of
languages, carries us back three or four
thousand years at most—a mere nothing in
terms of anthropological time. Iloreover amore extended search through the world,
which m many of its less cultured parts
furnishes no literary remains that may serve
to Illustrate linguistic evolution, shows endless
diversity of tongues in place of the hoped-
for system of a few families; so that half a
hundred apparently independent types must
be distinguished in North America alone,
i? or the rest, it has become increasingly clear
that race and language need not go together
at all What philologist, for instance,lLuld
ever discover, if he had no history to help
him, but must rely wholly on the examination
of modern French, that the bulk of the
population of France is connected by way of
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blood with ancient Gauls who spoke Celtic,
until the Roman conquest caused them to
adopt a vulgar form of Latin in its place.
The Celtic tongue, in its turn, had, doubtless
not so very long before, ousted some earlier
type of language, perhaps one allied to the
still surviving Basque; though it is not in the
least necessary, therefore, to suppose that the
Celtic-speaking invaders wiped out the previ-
ous inhabitants of the land to a corresponding
extent. Races, in short, mix readily; lan-
guages, except in very special circumstances,
hardly at all.

Disappointed in its hope of presiding over
the reconstruction of the distant past of man,
the study of language has in recent years
tended somewhat to renounce the historical—that is to say, anthropological—^method
altogether. The alternative is a purely formal
treatment of the subject. Thus, whereas
vocabularies seem hopelessly divergent in
their special contents, the general apparatus
of vocal expression is broadly the same every-
where. That all men alike communicate
by talking, other symbols and codes into which
thoughts can be translated, such as gestures,
the various kinds of writing, drum-taps!
smoke signals, and so on, being in the main
but secondary and derivative, is a fact of
which the very universality may easily blind
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us to its profound significance. Meanwhile,
the science of phonetics—having lost that
" guid conceit of itself " which once led it to
discuss at large whether the art of talking
evolved at a single geographical centre, or at
many centres owing to similar capacities of
body and mind—contents itself no^ a-days
for the most part with conducting an analytic
survey of the modes of vocal expression as
correlated with the observed tendencies of the
human speech-organs. And what is true of
phonetics in particular is hardly less true of
comparative philology as a whole. Its present
procedure is in the main analytic or formal.
Thus its fundamental distinction between iso-
lating, agglutinative and inflectional languages
is arrived at simply by contrastmg the differ-
ent ways in which words are affected by bein^
put together into a sentence. No attempt is
made to show that one type of arrar r->ruent
normally precedes another in time, or that it
is in any way more rudimentary—that is to
say, less adapted to the needs of human inter-
course. It is not even pretended that a given
language is bound to exemplify one, and one
alone, of these three types ; though the process
known as analogy—that is, the regularizing of
exceptions by treatmg the unlike as if it were
like—will always be apt to establish one system
at the expense of the rest.
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If, then, the study of language is to recover
Its old pre-eminence amongst anthropological
studies. It looks as if a new direction must be
pven to its inquiries. And there is much
to be said for any change that would brini?
about this result. Without constant help
from the philologist, anthropology is bound
to languish To thoroughly understand the
speech of the people under investigation is
the field-worker's master-key; so much so,
that the cntic's first question in determining
the value of an ethnographical work must
always be. Could the author talk freely with
the natives in their own tongue ? But how
IS the study of particular languages to be
pursued successfully, if it lack the stimulus
and inspiration which only the search for
general principles can impart to any branch
of science? To relieve the hack-work of
comp mg vocabularies and grammars, there
must e present a sense of wider issues in-
volvea, and such issues as may directly inter-
est a student devoted to language for its own
sake. The formal method of investigating
language, m the meantime, can hardly supply
the needed spur. Analysis is all very well
so long as its ultimate purpose is to subserve
genesis—that is to say, evolutionary history
If, however, it tries to set up on its own
account, it is in danger of degenerating into
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sheer futUity. Out of time and history is,m the long run, out of meaning and use
The philologist, then, if he is to help anthro-
pology, must himself be an anthropologist,
with a full appreciation of the importance of
the histoncal method. He must be able to set
each language or group of languages that
he studies in its historical setting. He must
seek to show how it has evolved in relation
to the needs of a given timj. In short, he
must correlate words with thoughts; must
treat language as a function oi the social life.

Here, however, it is not possible to attempt
any but the most general characterization of
primitive language as it throws light on the
workings of the primitive intelligence. For
one reason, the subject is highly technical

:

for another reason, our knowledge about most
types of savage speech is backward in the
extreme; whilst, for a third and most far-
reaching reason of all, many peoples, as we have
seen, are not speaking the language truly native
to their powers and habits of mind, but are
expressing themselves in terms imported from
another stock, whose spiritual evolution hasbeen larply different. Thus it is at most
possible to contrast very broadly and gener-
ally the more rudimentary with the more
advanced methods that mankind employs
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for the purpose of putting its experience
into words. Happily the caieful attention
devoted by American philologists to the
boriginal languages of their continent has

lesulted in the discovery of certain principles
which the rest of oiu: evidence, so far as it
goes, would seem to stamp as of world-wide
application. The reader is advised to study
the most stimulating, if perhaps somewhat
speculative, pages on language in the second
volume of E. J. Payne's History of the New
World called America ; or, if he can wrestle
with the French tongue, to compare the con-
clusions here reached with those to which
Professor L6vy-Bruhl is led, largely by the
consideration of this same American group of
languages, in his recent work, Les Fonctioris
Mentales dans les Soditis Infirieures (" Mental
Functions in the Lower Societies ").

If the average man who had not looked
mto the matter at all were asked to say what
sort of language he imagined a savage to have,
he would be pretty sure to reply that in the
first place the vocabulary would be very
small, and in the secona place that it would
consist of very short, comprehensive terms
-—roots, in fact—^such as "man," "bear,"
" eat," " kill," and so on. Nothing of the
sort is actually the case. Take the inhabitants
of that cheerless spot, Tierra del Fuego,
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whose culture is as rude as that of any people
on earth. A scholar who tried to put together
a dictionary of their language found that he
had got to reckon with more than thirty
thousand words, even after suppressing a
large number of forms of lesser importance.
And no wonder that the tally mounted up!
For the Fuegians had more than twenty words,
some containing four syllables, to express what
for us would be either " he " or " she " ; then
they had two names for the sun, two for the
moon, and two more for the full moon, each
of the last-named containing four syllables
and having no element in common. Sounds,m fact, are with them as copious as ideas are
rare. Impressions, on the other hand, are, of
course, infinite in number. By means of mow
or less significant sounds, then, Fuegian
society compounds impressions, and that
somewhat imperfectly, rather than exchanges
ideas, which alone are the currency of tnie
thought.

For instance, I-cut-bear's-leg-at-the-ioint-
with-a-flint-now corresponds fairly well with
the total impression produced by the par-
ticular act; though, even so, I have doubtless
selectively reduced the notion to something
I can comfortably take in, by leaving out a Jot
of unnecessary detail—for instance, that I was
hungry, m a hurry, doing it for the benefit
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of others as well as myself, and so on. Well,
American languages of the ruder sort, by
running a great number of sounds or syllables
together, manage to utter a portmanteau
word—'* holophrase " is the technical name
for it—into which is packed away enough
suggestions to reproduce the situation in all
its detail, the cutting, the fact that I did it,

the object, the instrument, the time of the
cutting, and who knows what besides. Amus-
ing examples of such portmanteau words
meet one in all the text-books. To go back
to the Fuegians, their expression mamihla-
pinaiapai is said to mean " to look at each
other hoping that either will offer to do
something which both parties desire but are
unwilling to do." Now, since exactly the same
situation never recurs, but is partly the same
and partly different, it is clear that, if the
holophrase really tried to hit off in each case
the whole outstanding impression that a
given situation provoked, then the same
combination of sounds would never recur
either; one could never open one's mouth
without coining a new word. Ridiculous as
this notion sounds, it may serve to mark a
do¥mward limit from which the rudest types
of human speech are not so very far removed.
Their well-known tendency to alter their
character in a remarkably short time is
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due larji^'ly to the fluid nature of primitive
utterance; it being fourid hard to detach
portions, capable of repeated use in an
unchanged form, from the composite vocables
wherein they register their highly concrete
experiences.

Thus in the old Huron-Iroquois language
eschoirhon means " I - have - been - to - the -

water," aetsanha " Go - to - the - water," onde -

quoha " There - is - water - in - the - bucket,"
daustantewacharet " There - is - water - in - the -

pot." In this case there is said to have been
a common word for " water," aw«i, which,
moreover, is somehow suggested to an ab-
original ear as an element contained in each
of these longer forms. In many other cases
the difficulty of isolating the common meaning,
and fixing it by a common term, has proved
too much altogether for a primitive language.
You can express twenty different kinds of
cutting; but you simply cannot say "cut"
at all. No woP'ier that a large vocabulary
is found necessary, when, as in Zulu, " my
father," "thy father," " his-or-her-father,"
are separate polysyllables without any element
in common.
The evolution of language, then, on this

view, may be regarded as a movement out
of, and away from, the holophrastic in the
direction of the analytic. When every piece
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in your play-box of verbal bricks can be
dealt with separately, because it is not joined
on in all sorts of ways to the other pieces, then
only can you compose new constructions to
your liking. Order and emphasis, as is shown
by English, and still more conspicuously by
Chinese, suffice for sentence-building. Ideally,
words should be individual and atomic!
Every modification they suffer by internal
change of sound, or by having prefixes or
suffixes tacked on to them, involves a curtail-
ment of their free use and a sacrifice of
distinctness. It is quite easy, of course, to
think confusedly, even whilst employing the
clearest type of languag

; , though in such a
case It is very hard to do so without beii c
quickly brought to book. On the other hand,
it IS not feasible to attain to a high degree of
clear thinking, when the only method of
speech available is one that tends towards
wordlessness—that is to say, is relatively
deficient in verbal forms that preserve their
identity in all contexts. Wordless thinking
is not in the strictest sense impossible; but its
somewhat restricted opportunities lie almost
wholly on the farther side, as it were, of a
clean-cut vocabulary. For the very fact
that the words are crystallized into permanent
shape invests them with a suggestion of
interrupted continuity, an overtone of un-
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utilized signiacance, that of itself invites themmd to play with the corresponding fringe
of meaning attaching to the concepts that
the words embody.

It would prove an endless task if I were to
try here to illustrate at all extensively the
stickiness, as one might almost call it of
primitive modes of speech. Person, number,
case, tense, mood and gender—all these, even
in the relatively analytical phraseology of
the m<»t cultured peoples, are apt to impress
themselves on the very body of the words
of which they qualify the sense. But the
meagre list of determinations thus producedm an evolved type of language can yield one
no Idea of the vast medley of complicated
forms that serve the same ends at the lower
levels of human experience. Moreover, there
are many other shades of secondary and
circumstantial meaning which in advanced
languages are invariably represented by dis-
tinct words, so that when not wanted they can
be left out, but in a more primitive toninie
are apt to run right through the very grammar
of the sentence, thus mixing themselves up
inextncably with the really substantial ele-
ments m th- thought to be conveyed. For
instance, in some American languages, things
are either animate or inanimate, and must
be distinguished accordingly by accompany-
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ing particles. Or, again, they are classed

by similar means as rational or irrational;

women, by the bye, being designated amongst
the Chiquitos by the irrational sign. Rever-

ential particles, again, are used to distinguish

what is high or low in the tribal estimation

;

and we get in this connection such oddities

as the Tamil practice of restricting the

privilege of having a plural to high-caste

names, such as those applied to gods and
human beings, as distinguished from the

beasts, which are mere casteless ** things."

Or, once more, my transferable belongings,
" my-spear," or " my-canoe," undergo verbal

modifications which are denied to non-trans-

ferable possessions such as " my-hand " ;
" my-

child," be it observed, falling within the

latter class.

Most interesting of all are distinctions of

person. These cannot but bite into the

forms of speech, since the native mind is

taken up mostly with the personal aspect

of things, attaining to the conception of a

bloodless system of "its " with the greatest

difficulty, if at all. Even the third person,

which is naturally the most colourless, because

excluded from a direct part of the conversa-

tional game, undergoes multitudinous leaven-

ing in the light of conditions which the

primitive mind regards as highly important,
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f'I**^'^?f
^« should banish them from our

5i"''theV '"-^^.-t™* "Sent"ilius the Abipones m the first place di,tinguished "he-present." eneha, and^«she

Cf" T^^ ^"^ "he-abseni" ^nd "st-
«tfU^ifK * P^sence by itself gave too

or"^sSi''w?''>^^^^^^ Sofif-h^!?or she were sitting, it was necessary to savhimha and haneha ; if they were waUd^aand in sight ehaha and ahahaJhZtAtwSand out of sight, ekaha and aAaAa- Tfthevwere lying down AVn^a and Cah^ J^Z
forms implying that there were othe« ?«volved as well. If «• he " oT^^hl'^ "'
alone in the matter, an entire^ d ff:rent"L"ofwords was needed. " he-sitting flfoner*becoming ynUara. and so forth. The Sst
ST'^^.**' Fuegian intereoui^e Wcalled more than twenty such sen^^f-
nouns into being

separate pro-

^
vciopea withm a society that hands
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on to a new generation the verbal experiments
that are found to succeed best. Payne shows
reason for believing that the collective " we **

precedes "I" in the order of Imguistic
evolution. To begin with, in America and
elsewhere, " we " may be inclusive and mean
"all-of-us," or selective, meaning " some-of-us-
only." Hence, we are told, a missionary must
be very careful, and, if he is preaching, must
use the inclusive " we " in saying " we have
sinned," lest the congregation assume that
only the clergy have sinned; whereas, in
praying, he must use the selective " we " ag
God would be included in the list of sinkers.
Sunilarly. " I " has a collective form amongst
some American languages, and this is ordi-
narily employed, whereas the correspondinff
selective form is used only in special cases.
Thus if the question be " Who will help ? "
the Apache will reply " I-amongst-others."
I-for-one"; but, if he were recounting his

own personal exploits, he says sheedah, " I-bv-
myself," to show that they were whoUy Ws
own. Here we seem to have group-consoious-
ness holding its own against individual self-
consciousness, as being for primitive folk on
the w^ he more normal attitude of mind.An i dlustration of the sociality en-
grame ' primitive speech is to be foundm the terms employed to denote relationship.

i

A,,
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" My-mother," to the chUd of nature, is som*^thing moj. than an ordinaT^ti^erSS
yours Thus, as we have already seen ther^
"fy be a special particle appIyiJ^gTo 'bf^relations as non-transferable possessions c2^

SSI: " we-fwo^^jn 'rr^« ^-"pec^'u«», we two, one to be used betwef^n

relabons, another for thp rerf „» i

No wonder that it is usuallv f«„«^ •

practicable by the EuA^^^ LveSer wT^Uc^ an anthropological t^£inrt^":^t^^:feom natives any coherent accoSnt^of tSSsystem of relationships: for his nuZi?l
apt to take the form of "Can * rf "' ^^

method " initiated hv nT^^ genealogical

scientific ^:J^ nJw nv^Sv'"^, "^
-t, mainly on the use o^I'^^^t^f^^^^
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procedure corresponding to the mental habits
of the simple folk under investigation. John,
whom you address here, can tell you exactly
whether he may, or may not, marry Mary
Anne over there; also he can point out his
mother, and tell you her name, and the names
of his brothers and sisters. You work round
the whole group—it very possibly contains
no more than a few hundred members at
most—and interrogate them one and all about
their relationships to this and that individual
whom you name. In course of time you have
a scheme which you can treat in your own
analytic way to your heart's content; whilst
against your system of reckoning aflfinity
you can set up by way of contrast the native
system; which can always be obteined by
asking each informant what relationship-
terms he would apply to the different members
of his pedigree, and, reciprocally, what terms
they would each apply to him.

Before closing this altogether inadequate
sketch of a vast and intricate subject, I
would say just one word about the expression
of ideas of number. It is quite a mistake
to suppose that savages have no sense of
number, because the simple-minded European
traveller, compiling a short vocabulary in
the usual way, can get no equivalent for our
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t^T^ »y from 5 to 10. The fact »that the numerical interest has taken a

toS ir-
'"""?<"•«'»« it»eM with other

fci^„ tT" """*'*'« "^d in lingui*"

Kiwai. at t^:^mlf of S^^^l^-^eitt;'

•Hole set of phrases in vogue, wherebv th,

rSi %«'Vfn moment could be concretely
2»<afled. To mdicate the action of two on

Zl" ";« P«t-">ey said r^fo.in tfeXn?4ir«*,; of many on many in the past «^
past^ omaro<fo, m the present amadurud,-

many on three in the past Mdurumo. oZ^^

ZfJ^ *%P«»nt, amabiduru^, oHStoon two ui the past, amabirumo, and ,o mMeanwhde words to serve the purp^ "}

h^. ""i'"/
"* "" the scarcer C^uw

^tnr '"' '"PP'y '" themselvT^excd^ent means not only of calculatinf b^hkewise of communicating, a number It ^.

byThe-r^f-'il- ^-^Pe---^
For the rest, it doesnot follow that themind
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faUs to appreciate numerical relations, because

t^^^*" *^i*' ^. '^^ '»'«*' ^ -ymboliringthem abstractly A certain high official, whenpresidmg over the Indian census, was infU»edby a subordinate that it was impossible to
elicit from a certain jungle tribe any account

Md sufficient reason that they could not countabove three. The director, who happenedto be a man of keen anthropological insiffhthad therefore hhnself to coie tfthe^!
Assembling the tribal elders, he placed astone on the ground, saying to one " This is

Jut»^«S*''h
""? '%

"'^^^^^^ "™« - yo-
w»J

he placed a second stone a littleway from the first. "And now whew^ !.

f^?rJ^ '''^V^*^ "P*"* ^' *he game, and

S thl wh r* *ir ''^ P^°"^ ^* » planof the whole settlement, which subsequent
verification proved to be both geographicallyand numericaUy correct and complete. Thh^story may serve to show how nature suppliesman ^th a ready reckoner in his faculty of
perception, whidi suffices well enough forthe affairs of the sunpler sort of life OneknoTra how a shepherd can take in the numbers
of a flock at a glance. For the higher fliirhti
of experience, however, cspeciaUy whenthe
unseen and merely possible has to be dealt
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^^JT^P**.""'^ ^""^ ^*y *0 concepts;maMTe consciousiicss must give w»v tothinfang by means of representations piee^
together out of elements rendered dEtby previous dissection of the total impressioiTm short, a concrete must give way to an

thmgs. Moreover, since thmking iTuttlcmore or less than, as Plato put it, a sU^t
eonv««.tion with oneself, I p^^'^Zanalytic l^iguage is to be more than half-wavon the ro«l to the analytic mode of inteUig^ce-the mode of thinking by disthict con^
K^Tu^^u" * "^""^ *° *J^s chapter, it mustbe that^ whereas it is the duty of thedvS
overlonfa of primitive folk to leave them^
old mstitutions so far as they arc not ^rectTJ
prejudicial to their gradual advancement S
culture, smce to lose touch with one'sWworld IS for the savage to lose heart altog^herand die; yet this consideration hardly a?pIiS

of an advanced people can be substituted itIS for the good of all concerned. It L r^^herthe f^n now-a-days amongst anthSo^
JKJogists to lay it down as an axifm tSHhetypical savage and the typical pe^t «5Europe stand exactiy on a^^ in^^t to^eir power of general intdSge^er^'b*!
power we are to understand sheefpotentSit7
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»»:

u. to say whether, under ideal conditions.

m the two cases prove the same or differentBut I am sure that the ordinary pe^aT^Europe whose society provideshto 2i thish^ of an analytic language, with L r^aJy!made mstrument for all the purposes ofSthmkmg. starts at an immensi adv^w
s^chShf T'*\^

''"""^^^ whoseSS&'
Bp^chishoophrastic. Whatever be his mentdpower, the former has a much better chanreof making the most of it under tLlS?e*
circumstances. '* Give them the word^sS

w^U carry us far. alike in the education ofchildren, and ,n that of the peoples ofTowerculture, of whom we have char^

CHAPTER VI
SOCIAL OROANIZATION

If an explorer visits a savace trib#» wi*k
intent to get at the true meani^of ?h^ir Mfeh« first duty, As every anthropologist wS teUhm,, IS to acquaint himself tLro^hlTUththe social organization in aU its fo™ ^reason for this is simply that only b^udylJg
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the ouUid^ of other people can we hope toamvc at what is going on inside them. "In-
stitutions will be found a convenient word
to express all the externals of the life of man
in society, so far as they reflect intelligence
and purpose. Similarly, the internal or sub-
jective states thereto corresponding may be
^Uectively described as - beliefs " Thus,
the field-worker's cardinal maxim can b^
phrased ^ follows

: Work up to the beliefsby way of the mstitutions.
Further, there are two ways in which agiven set of mstitutions can be investigated

and of these one so far as it is practicable,'
should precede the other. First, the institu'
Uons should be examined as so many wheelsm a social machine that is taken as if it werestandmg still You simply note the character-
istic make of each, and how it is placed in
relation to the rest. Regarded in this static
way. the institutions appear as "forms of
ocial organization." Afterwards, the machine
is supposed to be set going, and you contem»
piate the parts in movement. Regarded

" c'lJstomsT"^'^'
*^' institutions ap^ as

Li this chapter, then, something will be

^v.nl"''*
^^^ '°'™' °' "^"^ organization

prevaUmg amongst peoples of the lower
culture. Our interest will be confined to the
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ocial morphology. In subsequent ehapten
we shaU go on to what might be eaUed,
by way ol contrast, the physiology of sodal
life. In other words, we shall briefly consider
the legal and religious customs, together
with the associated beliefs.

How do the forms of social organization
come into being? Does some one invent
them ? Does the very notion of organization
imply an organizer ? Or, like Topsy, do they
simply grow ? Arc they natural crystalliza-
tions that take place when people are thrown
together ? For my own part, I think that,
so long as we are pursuing anthropology and
not philosophy—in other words, aie piedng
together events historically according as they
appear to follow one another, and are not
discussing the ultimate question of the rela-
tion of mind to matter, and which of the two
in the long run governs which—we must be
prepared to recognize both physical necessity
Aiid spiritual freedom as interpenetrating fac-
tors in human life. In the meantime, when
considering the subject of social organiza-
tion, we shall do well, I think, to keep asking
ourselves all along, How far does force of
circumstances, and how far does the force
of intelligent purpose, account for such and
such a net result ?

If I were called upon to firhibit the chief

i
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determinants of human life as a sinf^ ehain
of causes and effect*—« simplification of the
historical problem, I may say at once, which
I should never dream of putting forward
except as a convenient fiction, a device for
making research easier by providing it with
a central line—I should do it thus. Working
backwards, I should say that culture depends
on social organization ; social organization on
numbers; numbers on food; and food on
invention. Here both ends of the serks aie
represented by spiritual factors—^namely,
culture at the one end, and invention at the
other. Amongst the intermediate links, food
and numbers may be reckoned as physical
factors. Social organization, however, seems
to face in both directions at once, and to be
something half-way between a spiritual and
a physical manifestation.

In placing invention at the bottom of the
scale of conditions, I definitely break with
the opinion that human evolution is through-
out a purely *' natural " process. Of course,
you can use the word " natural " so widely
and vaguely as to cover everything that was,
or is, or could be. If it be used, however,
so as to exclude the " artificial," then I am
prepared to say that human life is pre-
eminently an artificial construction, or, in
other words* a woric of art ; the distinguishing
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mark of nian consisting ppeci«ely in the factthat he alone of the animals ig enable of

It is welJ no^-n how the invention ofmachine^ m the nud<Jle of the eighteenth
century brought about that .adustrial rev^
lution the social and political effects of which
are still developing at this hour. Well I
venture to put it fo^warH ^o . «,^« ^„. . . ,

^
,

^"-wara <is a, proposition
which applies to humar evoIutRa, so i ^kH3 our evidano. goes, hat history ,« thehistory of great avrentio, .. hoarse ,t i.^e th .t chmate and geo^^raph ^ co, .ti<mt
in geneml help to letenn.ne t .af and
quantity of th, ^>d-suppi^

, fo
instance, how rr n uch v -^ed ^y bem the art

.
f ag cult ;,re. yo jah t get comto grow on he sho. of fv . Arctic sel B^given the ndhil .n a . superior weaponi;

for mst^ce you need r, v.. allow yourselves
to be shoved away into uch an inhospitebler^on; &o w nch you presumably do nott^K vol.^t ly, ur!f K> indeed, the stateof your art^for ii .ti.,ce, yc ,r skiU in hunt-im? or taming the »indecr^ nclincs you ton ike a paradise oi e tundra.
suppose a granted, then, that a given

people s arts ad inve itions. whether directly
or^idir. tly roductive, are capable of aeeft«n av: rage yield of food, it is certain.
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as Malthus and Darwin would remind us,
that human fertility can be reckoned cm to
bring the numbers up to a limit bearing a
more or less constant ratio to the means of
subsistence.

At length we reach our more immediate
subject—namely, social organization. In what
sense, if any, is social organization dependent
on numbers ? Unfortunately, it is too large
a question to thrash out here. I may, how-
ever, refer the reader to the ingenious dassi-
fif ^tion of the peoples of the world, by refer-
t >ee to the degree of their social organization
awd culture, which is attempted by Mr.
Sutherland in his Origin and Growtii of the
Moral Instinct. He there tries to show that
a certain size of population can be correlated
with each grade in the scale of human evolu-
tion—at any rate up to the point at which
f U-hlown civiUzation is reached, when oases
?ke that of Athens under Pericles, or Florence
d«r the Medici, would probably cause him

trouble. For instance, he makes out
t. the lowest savages, Veddas, Pygmies,
m.. o on, form groups of from ten to forty;
whereas those who are but one degree less
backward, such as the Australian natives,
average from fifty to two hundred; whilst
most of the North American tribes, who repre-
sent the next stage of general advuice, run
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from a hundred up to five hundred. At thi«
point he takes leave of the peoples he would
dass as " savage," their leading characteristic
from the economic point of view being that
they lead the more or less wandering life of
hunters or of mere "gatherers." He then
goes on to arrange similariy, in an ascending
series of three divisions, Jie peoples that he
terms "barbarian." Economically they are
either sedentary, with a more or less developed
agriculture, or, if nomad, pursue the pastoral
mode of life. His lowest type of group,
which mdudes the Iroquois, Maoris, and so
forth, ranges from one thousand to five thou-
sand? next come loosely organized states,
such as Dahomey or Ashanti, where the
nmnbers may reach one hundred thousand;
whilst he makes barbarism culminate in more
firmly compacted communities, such as are
to be found, for example, in Abyssinia or
Madagascar, the population of which he places
at about half a million.

Now I am very sceptical about Mr. Suther-
land s statistics, and regard his bold attempt
to assign the worid's peoples each to their
own rung on the ladder of universal culture
as, m the present state of our knowledge, no
more than a clever hypothesis; which some
keen anthropologist of the future might find
It weU worth his while to put thoroughly to
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the test. At a guess, however, I am disposed
to accept his general principle that, on the
whole and in the long run, during the earlier
stages of human evolution, the complexity
and coherence of the social order follow upon
the size of the group; which, since its size,
in turn, follows upon the mode of the economic
life, may be described as the food-group.

Besides food, however, there is a second
elemental condition which vitally affects the
human race; and that is sex. Social organi-
zation thus comes to have a twofold aspect.
On the one hand, and perhaps primarily, it
is an organization of the food-quest. On the
other hand, hardly less fundamentally, it is
an organization of marriage. In what follows,
the two aspects will be considered more or
less together, as to a large extent they over-
lap. Primitive men, like other social animals,
hang together naturally in the hunting pack,
and no less naturally in the family; and at
a very rudimentary stage of evolution
there probably is very little distinction
between the two. When, however, for some
reason or other which anthropologists have
still to discover, man takes to the institution
of exogamy, the law of marrying-out, which
forces men and women to unite who are
members of more or less distinct food-groups,
then, as we shall presently see, the matri-

i

I,
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monial aspect of social organization tends to
overshadow the politico-economic; if only
because the latter can usually take care of
itself, whereas to marry a perfect stranger
is an embarrassing operation that might be
expected to require a certain amount of

arrangement on both sides.

To illustrate the pre-exogamic stage of
human society is not so easy as it may seem

;

for, though it is possible to find examples,
especially amongst Negritos such as the
Andamanese or Bushmen, of peoples of
the ridest culture, and living in very small
communities, who apparently know neither
exogamy nor what so often accompanies it,

namely, totemism, we can never be certain
whether we are dealing in such a case with
the genuinely primitive, or merely with the
degenerate. For instance, the chapter on
the forms of social organization in I^ofessor
Hobhouse's Morals in Evolution starts off

with an account of the system in vogue
amongst the Veddas of the Ceylon jungle,
his description being founded on the excellent
observations of the brothers Sarasin. Now
it is perfectly true that some of the Veddas
appear to afford a perfect instance of what if

sometimes called "the natural family." A
tract of a few miles square forms the beat of
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thf"CI? '*' '"^^^' '*»" «' fi^« »t most,wnicu, for the most part, sinfflv ni- .« ,.^'
wander i.u„d wLg/ fi^ g^^^^'honey and digging up the wild y;mf! whStthey IJcewise take shelter together in shllW
thTV^r."

roof, apiece of sWn to ,Sj^Zthough this IS not essential-and. that most

CLr.r °' ""' * ^^' represenrap^

Now. under these circumstances, it is not

S^ttT; T^'^'i! ^13** *^« reiatlnsWps

tI^^J^ ;.
^'^''P '^'*"*^ **« decidedly doseIndeed, the correct thing is for the chil^!!;of a brother and sister to man-v • thni k

J^o Ll^' ^T' ^- thT^^ldt^^^^
tw. •

" '''* °' *^*» sisters. And vetthere is no approach to promiscuity but n^the contrary, a very strict mrogLy i^dehties bemg as rare as thev ireA.^
':::tLaT ^'^^^^ eii^^v^omt s^
t^hT !u' l"'*'^"

*° Professor Hobhouse andto the authonties whom he follows- but fhil^clans are dismissed as having buHhe ,lLt^ !!
organization and very few f„nnf-

**!"*
enti.^ new light. ho7ev!rhasTe^rthrot

ft now turns out ' hat sLTof'^Te^fc^exogamous-that is to say. are obltge^ 1^
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custom to marry outside their own clan—
though others arc not. The question then
anses, Which, for the Veddas, is the older
system, marrymg-out or marrying-in ? Seeinir
what a miserable remnant the Veddas are I
cannot but believe that we have here the cise

i,*u u
^""^y exogamous people, groups of

which have been forced to marry-in, simply
because the alterative was not to marry at
all. Of course, it is possible to argue that in
so doing they merely reverted to what was
once everywhere the primeval condition ofman. But at this point historical science
tans off into mere guesswork.

We reach relatively firm ground, on the
other hand, when we pass on to consider the
social organization of such exogamous and
totemic peoples as the natives of Australia,
rhe only trouble here is that the subject is
too vast and complicated to permit of a hand-
ling at once summary and simple. Perhaps
the most useful thing that can be done for
the reader m a short space is to provide him
with a few elementary distinctions, applyini?
not only to the Australians, but more or less
to totemic societies in general. With the
help of these he may proceed to grapple for
himself with the mass of highly interesting
but bewildenng details concerning social
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organization to be found in any of the Ie«ling first-hand authorities. For instanJ fc^Australia he can do no better than 4^^'^hro fascjating works of Messrs. S^^dG lien on the Central tribes, or the Sotes iui-

graphs to ch«.se fro,nj:o„"^ fj^
institution. Or, it he IS content to allow aom»one else to collect the material for h7m ?
best plan will be to consuK D^ F^?'monumental treatise, Totemi«n o«d sL^ '

which epitomizes the known f2rt. » Ti''

!L 'F^i
'""'»' organization s, prKlvand on the face of it, identical with W^„^

organization. Before p.oceedinrfurth«T»
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some one is allowed by law to adopt a child
as if it were his own. Now, under civilized
conditions, though there is, as we have just
seen, such an institution as adoption, whilst,
again, there is the case oi the illegitimate
child, who can claim consanguinity, but can
never, in English law at least, attain to kin-
ship, yet, on the whole, we are hardly conscious
of the difference between the genuine blood-tic
and the social institution that is modelled
more or less closely upon it. In primitive
society, however, consanguinity tends to be
wider than kinship by as much again. In
other words, in the recognition of kinship one
entire side of the family is usually left clean
out of account. A man's kin comprises either
his mother's people or his father's people, but
not both. Remember that, by the law of
exogamy, the father and mother are strangers
to each other. Hence, primitive society, as it
were, issues a judgment of Solomon to the
effect that, since they are not prepared to
halve their child, it must belong body and
soul either to one party or to the other.
We may now go on to analyse this one-

sided type of kinship-organization a little
more fully. There are three elementary
principles that combine to produce it. They
are exogamy, lineage and totemism. A word
must be said about each in turn.
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Exogamy pr«»sent3 rj^ difficulty until you
try to account for its oi-igin. It simply means
marrying-out, in contrast to endogamy, or
marrying-in. Suppose there were a villagccom-
poscd entirely of Mclntyres and Mclntoshes,
and i pposc that fashion compelled every
Mc, e to marry a Mcintosh, and every
Mcjiii .1 a Mclntyre, whilst to marry an
outsider, say a McBean, was bad form for
Mclntyres and Mclntoshes alike; then the
two clans would be exogamous in respect to
each other, whereas the village as a whole
would be endogamous.
Lineage is the principle of reckoning

descent along one or other of two lines--
namely, the mother's line or the father's
The former method is termed matrilineal.'
the latter patrilineal. It sometimes, but by
no means invariably, happens, when descent
IS counted matrilineally, that the wife stays
with her people, and the husband has the
status of a mere visitor and alien. In sucha case the marriage is called matrilocal;
otherwise it is patrilocal. Again, when th.;
matnlocal type of marriage prevails, as like-
wise often when it does not, the wife and her
people, rather than the father and his people,
exercise supreme authority over the childw^
Ihis » known as the matripotestal, as con-
trasted with the patripotestal, type of famUy.
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When the matrilineal, matrilocal and matri-
potestal conditions are found together, we
hare mother-right at its fullest and strongest.
Where we get only two out of the three, or

""^^I .*n^
^* ^y '^^^^' "^o*** authorities

would still speak of mother-right ; though itmay be questioned how far the word mother-
nght, or ihe corresponding, now almost dig-
carded, expression, "the matriarchate," can
be safely used without further explanation
smce It tends to imply a right (in the legal
sense) and an authority, which in these cir-
cumstances is often no more than nominal.
Totcmism, in the specific form that has todo with kinship, means that a social group de-pends for Its identity on a certain intimate and

exclusive relation in which it stands towardsan animal-kind. or a plant-kind, or, mo«
rarely, a class of inanimate objects, or. verv
rarely, something that is individual and not akind or dacs at all. Such a totem, in the first
place, normally provides the social group with
Its name. (The Boy Scouts, who call them
selves Foxes, Peewits, and so on, according to
their different patrols, have thus reverted to avery ancient usage.) In the second place, thisname tends to be the outward and visible
sign of an inward and spiritual grace thatsomehow flowing from the totem to the totem

'

itcs, sanctifies their communion. They are
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" all-one-fiesh " with one another, as certain
of the Australians phrase it, because they are
" all-one-flesh " with the totem. Or, again,
a man whose totem was ngaui, the sun, said
that his name was ngaui and he ** was

"

ngaui ; though he was equally ready to put
it m another way, explaining that ngaui
*' owned " him. If we wish to express the
matter comprehensively, and at the same
time to avoid language suggestive of a
more advanced mysticism, we may perhaps
describe the totem as, from this point of
view, the totemite's "luck."
There is considerable variation, however,

to be found in the practices and beliefs of a
more or less religious kind that are associated
with this form of totemism; though almost
always there are some. Sometimes the totem
IS thought of as an ancestor, or as the common
fund of life out of which the totemites arebom and mto which they go back when they
die. Sometimes the totem is held to be a
very present help in time of trouble, as when
a kangaroo, by hopping along in a special way
warns the kangaroo-man of impending danger'
Sometimes, on the other hand, the kangaroo-
naan thinks of himself mainly as the helper
of the kangaroo, holding ceremonies in order
that the kangaroos may wax fat and multiply.
Again, almost invariably the totemite shows
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some respect towards his toi m .*#,.-• •

»uch M deepen, forTmti^'r?'"'"'f»»'»8.

eff^onU^Lt'XtU."*"'*-'*

cip»e::^:--^.^-:-vi:.^X''t^

X"^4L.*^rnl-„£H^-
matters is extremelv riskv I!5 I

*''*^'*'

that r^L^^yi^:- ^^^'^ "« i:^""*'-
looking into the Cts P?1i

*" """"*" ^
totemifm. whetlw ttevl" 1''' "'^"y "«»
or not, tend in p4cti« ^ ^ ""^J." "f*'"*"
together. SecondlT i?e^*? "il^"^

'''°»«'y

system of reckoS dSi T.^'
°"*-™?*''

independent o, th?otr^„"pSpi"^j«-
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If, instead of c5onsulting the evidence that

IS to hand about the savage world as it exists
to-day. y ,1 read some book crammed fuU
with theones about social origins, you prob-
ably come away with the impression that
totcmic society is entirely an affair of clans.
i>ome such notion as the following is precipi-
tated m your mind. You figure to yourselftwo smaU food-groups, whose respective beats
»re, Jet us say, on each side of a river. Forsome unknown reason they are totemic. one
group calling itself Cockatoo, the other calling
Itself Crow, whilst each feels in consequent
that Its members are " aU-one-flesh '* in some
mysterious and moving sense. Again, forsome unknown reason each is cxogamous,
so that matnraonial alliances are bound totake place across the river. Lastly, each has
mother-nght of the fall-blown Ld. -^
Cockatoo-girls and the Crow-girls abide eachon their own side of the river, where they are
visited by pari:ners from across the water ; whowhether they tend to stay and make th^m^

ttiraJ^n"?-'
"' "" ™^-^y intermittent Tntheir attentions, remain outsiders from thetotemic point of view and are treated as such.
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The children meanwhile, grow up in theCc^katoo and Crow quarter respeSti^i^

tX ^?!'^^^ <^' Crow.. If they n^ to

never S^^*f!;^?H

but perhaps her brother'^

sZ mif *l
' however-administers the

c^cet for L.^ ^ ^r*""
"P' ^^^y ^^ their

people; fighting when they fight, thouirh it

toibTd ti*''
'**^«r'» P«>Me; shkringiftlL*^It «id the 8]^,ls of the chase; inheriting

ftajded on from one generation to another-and. ast but not least, taking part in tlLtotem.c mysteries that disclose^ tVVhe d^
Cr^w^r^r"^"**^

*^' *^'"« * Cockatoo or ICrow, as the case may be

^^7f iu""^
* P^f""^ ^^ *be original elan

^^ L^.l**"^''^
^^^^'-^'"^ organization i«veiy pretty and easy to kes.p in one', headAnd when one is simply guying .' outl^efirst begmmngs of things, there i, .,;>.-^

to be said for starting from so: .. h^^i^
abstract and simple concept, which r Jt^lwards elabomted by additions and qu^i c^-

to matching the complexity of the real fa^Such speculations, then. a,4 quite pei^L^'^and even necessary in their plac^ To •iojust.ce. however, to the facts about uZ^Z
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iocirty, as known to us by actual observation,
It m^Muns to note that the clan is by no means
the Mily form of social oqfwiization that it
displays.

The clan, it is true, whether matrilineal
or patrilineal, tei Is ",\ the totemic level of
society to eclipse rh^. family. The natural
family, of course—that is to say, the more or
less permanent association of father, mother
and children, is always there in some shape
and to some extent. But. so long as the
one-sided method of counting descent prevails
and is reinforced by totemism, the family
cannot attain to the dignity of a formally
recognized institution. On the other hand
the totemic clan, of all the formally recognized
groupmgs of society to which an individual
belongs m virtue of his birth and kinship,
is, so to speak, the most specific. As the
Australiwi puts it, it makes him what he

IS. His social essence is to be a Cockatoo
or a Crow. Consequently his first duty is
towards his clan and its members, human
and not-human. Wherever there are clans
an 1 8f> Jong as there is any totemism worthy
of hie name, this would seem to be the genenU

Besides the specific unity, however, pro-
vided by the clan, there are wider, and, as it
were, more generic unities into which a man is
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born, in totemic society of the complex type
that IS found in the actual world of to-day.

First, he belongs to a phratry. In Aus-
tralia the tribe—a term to be defined pre-
sently—is nearly always split up into two
exogamous divisions, which it is usual to call
phratries.1 Then, in some of the AustraUan
tnbes, the phratry is subdivided mto two,
and, in others, into four portions, between
which exogamy takes place according to a
curious criss-cross scheme. These exogamous
subdivisions, which are peculiar to Australia
are known as matrimonial classes. Dr. Frazer
thmks that they are the result of deliberate
arrangement on the part of native statesmen;
and certainly he is right in his contention
that there is an artificial and man-made look
about them. The system of phratries, on
the other hand, whether it carves up the tribe
into two, or, as sometimes in North America
and elsewhere, into more than two primary
divisions, under which the clans tend to group
themselves in a more or less orderiy way.
has all the appearance of a natural develop-
ment out of the clan-system. Thus, to revert
to the unaginary case of the Cockatoos and
trows practising exogamy across the river
It seems easy to understand how the numbers*

' Froni a Greek word meaning "brotherhood " wlitoK
WM*ppl.edto«very8imikrin8titatio™ ' '*
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on both sides might increase until, whilst

remaining Cockatoos and Crows for cross-

river purposes, they would find it necessary

to adopt among themselves subordinate dis-

tinctions; such as would be sure to model
themselves on the old Cockatoo-Crow principle

of separate totemic badges. But we must
not wander off into questions of origin. It

is enough for our present purpose to have
noted the fact that, within the tribe, there

ar^ normally other forms of social grouping
into which a man is bom, as well as the clan.

Now we come to the tribe. This may be
described as the political unit. Its constitu-

tion tends to be lax and its functions vague.
One way of seizing its nature is to think of

it as the social union within which exogamy
takes place. The intermarrying groups natur-
ally hang together, and are thus in their

entirety endogamous, in the sense that
marriage with pure outsiders is disallowed
by custom. Moreover, by mingling in this

way, they are likely to attain to the use of
a common dialect, and a conunon name,
speaking of themselves, for instance, as " the
men,*' and lumping the rest of humanity
together as "foreigners." To act together,
however, as, for instance, in war, in order
to repel incursions on the part of the said
foreigners, is not easy without some definite
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vefTl^t'l*
^,,4"«*'^ia. where the«. i,very l,tt.e war. this organization is mostlywanting. In North America, on the Xr

hke tribes, we find regular tribal officers, and

YeTinT?*f l^ * P^"***'*^ constitutionYet in Australia there is at least one occasionwhen a sort of tribal gathering takes place-namely when their elaborate^ceremoSes forthe mitiation of the youths is being held.
It would seem, however, that these cere-

tTan tribS' V'^'r "^*' '""''^^"^^ ^*'^'
than tribal. So similar are the customs andbeliefs over wide areas, that grouD7\dth
aipparently little or nothing else'LTmrnon
will assemble together, and take part inproceedings that are something like a Pan"Anglican Congress and a World's Fair rolled

IribV"'- ^?' '^l
'"""^'^^'^ *yP« ot inter-tnbal association the term "nation "

is some-times applied. Only when there is defiX
Denization, as never in Australia, and only
occajiionally in North America, as am^2
the Iroquois, can we venture to describe it ma genuine "confederacy."

«^ it as

No doubt the reader's head is already in

si„r!li
'
^""^^^ '>^" perpetrated end^ew

sins of omission and. I doubt not. of commi"
sion as well, in order to simplify the glorhus
confusion of the subject of theW^ial orgLn"-
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ration prevailing in what is conveniently but
loosely lumped together as totemic society.
Thus, I have omitted to mention that some-
times the totems seem to have nothing to
do at all with the social organization; as,
for example, amongst the famous Aninta
of central Australia, whom Messrs. Spencer
and Gillen have so carefully described. I
have, again, refrained from pointing out that
sometimes there are exogamous divisions
some would call them moieties to distinguish
them from phratries—which have no clans
grouped under them, and, on the other hand,
have themselves little or no resemblance to
totemic clans. These, and ever so many
other exceptional cases, I have simply passed
oy.

An even more serious kind of omission is
the following. I have throughout identified
the social organization with the kinship
organization—namely, that into which a man
is bom in consequence of the marriage laws
and the system of reckoning descent. But
there are other secondary features of what
c«i only be classed as social organization,
which have nothing to do with kinship. Sex
for instance, has a direct bearing on social
status. The men and the women often form
markedly distinct groups; so that we are
almost reminded of the way in which the male
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and the female linnets go about in separate

flocks as soon as the pairing season is over.

Of course, disparity of occupation has some-
thing to do Mrith it. But, for the native mind,
the difference evidently goes far deeper than
that. In some parts of Australia there are

actually sex-totems, signifying that each sex

is all-one-flesh, a mystic corporation. And,
all the savage world over, there is a feeling

that woman is uncanny, a thing apart, which
feeling is probably responsible for most of the
special disabilities—and the special privileges

—that are the lot of woman at the present

day.
Again, age likewise has considerable in

fluence on social status. It is not merely a
case of being graded as a youth until once for

all you legally " come of age," and are enrolled

amongst the men. The grading of ages is

frequently most elaborate, and each batch
mounts the social ladder step by step. Just
as, at the university, each year has apportioned
to it by public opinion the things it may do
and the things it may not do, whilst, later on,

the bachelor, the master, and the doctor
stand each a degree higher in respect of

academic rank; so in darkest Australia, from
youth up to middle age at least, a man will

normally undergo a progressive initiation

into the secrets of life, accompanied by a

?(1
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steady widening in the spheie of his social
duties and rights.

Lastly, locality affects status, and in-
creasingly as the wandering life gives way to
stable occupation. Amongst a few hundred
people who are never out of touch with each
other, the forms of natal association hold their
own against any that local association is
likely to suggest in their place. According
to natal grouping, therefore, in the broad
sense that includes sex and age no less than
kinship, the members of the tribe camp, fight,
perform magical cerenK>nies, play games, are
initiated, are married, and are buried. But
let the tribe increase in numbers, and spread
through a considerable area, over the face
of which communications are difficult and
proportionately rare. Instantly the local
group tends to become all in all. Authority
and initiative must always rest with the men
on the spot

; and the old natal combinations,
weakened by inevitable absenteeism, at last
cease to represent the true framework of
the social order. They tend to Unger on, of
course, in the shape of subordinate institu-
tions. For instance, the totemic groups
cease to have direct connection with the mar-
nage system, and, on the strength of the
ceremonies associated with them, develop
mto what are known as secret societies. Or
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again, the clan is gradually orenhadowed by
the family, so that kinship, with its rights and
duties, becomes practically limited to the
nearer blood-relations; who, moreover, begin
to be treated for practical purposes as kins-
men, even when they are on the side of the
family which lineage does not officially

recognize. Thus the forms of natal associa-
tion no longer constitute the backbone of
the body politic. Their public importance
has gone. Henceforward, the social unit is

the local group. The territorial principle
comes more and more to determine affinities

and functions. Kinship has dethroned itself

by its very success. Thanks to the organizing
power of kinship, primitive society has grown,
and by growing has stretched the bu*th-tie
until it snaps. Some relationships become
distant in a local and territorial sense, and
thereupon they cease to count. My duty to-
wards my kin passes into my duty towards
my neighbour.

Reasons of space make it impossible to sur-
vey the further developments to which social

organization is subject under the sway of
locality. It is, perhaps, less essential to insist

on them here, because, whereas totemic society
is a thing which we civilized folk have the
very greatest difficulty in understanding, we
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all have direct insight into the meaning ta a
territorial arrangement ; since, from the village
community up to the modem state, the same
fundamental type of social structure obtains
throughout.

Besides local contiguity, however, there is
a second principle which greatly helps to
shape the social order, as soon as society is
sufficiently advanced in its arts and industries
to have taken firm root, so to speak, on the
earth's surface. This is the principle of
private property, and especially of private
property in land. The most fundamental
of class distinctions is that between rich and
poor. That between free and slave, in com-
munities that have slavery, is not at first
sight strictly parallel, since there may be a
class of poor freemen intermediate between
the nobles and the slaves; but it is obvious
that in this case, too, private property is really
responsible for the mode of grading. Or
sometimes social position may seem to depend
primarily on industrial occupation, the Indian
caste-system providing an instance in point.
Smce, however, the most honourable occupa-
tions in the long run coincide with those that
pay best, we come back once again to private
property as the ultimate source of social
rank, under an economic system of the more
developed kind.

m
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In thU brief sketch it has been impossiUe

to do more than hint how social organizatimi

is relative to numbers, which in their turn

are relative to the skill with which the food-

quest is carried on. But if, up to a certain

point, it be true that the structure of society

depends on its mass in a more or less physical

way, there is to be borne in mind another

aspect of the matter, which also has been

hinted at as we went rapidly along. A good
deal of intelligence has tluroughout helped

towards the establishing of the social order.

If social organization is in part a natural

result of the expansion of the population, it

is partly also, in the best sense of the word,

an artificial creation of the human mind,
which has exerted itself to devise modes of

grouping whereby men might be enabled to

work together in larger and ever larger wholes.

Regarded, however, in the purely external

way which a study of its mere structure

involves, society appears as a machine—^that is

to say, appears as the work of intelligence

indeed, but not as itself instinct with intelli-

gence. In what follows we shall set the social

machine moving. We shall then have a betto:

chance of obtaining an inner view of the

driving power. We shall find that we have to

abandon the notion that society is a machine.

It is more, even, than an organism. It is a
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communion of souls—souls that, as so many
independent, yet interdependent, manifesta-
tions of the life-force, are pressing forwardm the search for individuality and freedom. ^

CHAPTER VII

LAW
The general plan of this little book beinff

to start from the influences that determine
man s destiny in a physical, external, necessary
sort of way, and to work up gradually to the
spmtual, internal, voluntary factors in human
nature—that strange " compound of clay and
flame —it seems advisable to consider law
before religion, and religion b^^fore i.orality
whether in its collective or indi. ? «i aspect
for the following reason. There i» more shee^
constramt to be discerned in law than in
religion whilst religion, in the historical sense
which Identifier it with organized cult, is more
coercive in its mode of regulating life than
the moral reason, which compels by force of
persuasion.

To one who lives under civilized conditions
the pl^ the strong arm of the law "
inevitably suggests the policeman. Apartfrom policemen, magistrates, and the soldiers

I
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who in the last resort mutt be called out to

enforce the decreea of the community, it

might appear that law could not exist. And
certainly it is hard to admit that what is known

as mob-law is any law at all. For historical

purposes, however, we must be prepared to

use the expression "law" rather widely.

We must be ready to say that there is law

wherever there is punishment on the part of a

human society, whether acting in the mast,

or through its representatives. Punishment

means the infliction of pain on one who it

judged to have broken a social rule. Con-

versely, then, a law is any social rule to the

infringement of which punishment is by usage

attached. So long as it is recognized that a

man breaks a social rule at the risk of pwn,

and that it is the business of everybody, or of

somebody armed with the common authority,

to make that risk a reality for the offender,

there is law within the meaning of the term at

it exists for anthropology.

Punishment, however, is by its very nature

an exceptional measure. It is only because

the majority are content to follow a social

rule, that law and punishment are possible at

all. If, again, every one habitually obeys the

social rules, law ceases to exist, because it is

unnecessary. Now, one reason why it is hard

to find any law in primitive society it because,
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in a general way of speaking, no one dreams
of breaking the locial rules.

Custom is king, nay tyrant, in primitive
society. When Captain Cook asked the chiefs
of Tahiti why they ate apart and alone, they
simply replied, " Because it is right." And so
it always it with the ruder peoples. " 'Tis
the custom, and there's an end on*t " is their
notion of a sufficient reason in politics and
ethics alike. Now that way lies a rigid con-
servatism. In the chapter on morality we
shall try to discover its inner springs, its

psychological conditions. For the present,
we may be content to regard custom from the
outside, as the social habit of conserving all

traditional practices for theur own sake and
regardless of consequences. Of course, changes
are bound to occur, and do occur. But they
are not supposed to occur. In theory, the
social rules of primitive society are like ** the
law of the Medes and Persians which altereth
not."

This absolute respect for custom has its

good and its bad sides. On the one hand, it

supplies the element of discipline; without
which any society is bound soon to fall to
pieces. We are apt to think of the savage as
a freakish creature, all moods—at one moment
a friend, at the next moment a fiend. So he
might be, if it were not for the social drill

^11
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imposed by his customs. So he is, if yoa
destroy his customs, and ncpect him neverthe-

less to behave as an educated and reasonable

being. Given, then, a primitive society in a

healthy and uncontaminated condition, its

members will invariably be found to be on the

average more law-abiding, as judged from the

standpoint of their own law, than is the case

in any civilized state.

But now we come to the bad side of custom.

Its conserving influence extends to all tradi-

tional practices, however unl^asonable or

perverted. In that amber any fly is apt to

be enclosed. Hence the whimsicalities of

savage custom. In PrimiHve Culture Sir E.

Tyler tells a good story about the Dyaks of

Borneo. The white man*8 way of chopping

down a tree by notching out V-shaped cuts

was not according to Dyak custom. Hence

any Dyak caught imitating the European

fashion was punished by a fine. And yet so

well aware were they that this method was an

improvement on their own that, when they

could trust each other not to tell, they wotrid

surreptitiously use it. These same Dyaks, it

may be added, are, according to Mr. A. R.

Wallace, the best of observers, " among the

most pleasing of savages." They are good-

natui^, mild, and by no means bloodtMrsty

in the ordinfuy relations of life. Yet they are
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well known to be addicted to the horrid
practice of head-hunting. " It was a custom,**
Mr. Wallace explains, " and as a custom was
observed, but it did not imply any extra-
ordinary barbarism or moral dchnquency."
The drawback, theh, to a reign of pure

custom is this: Meaningless injunctions
abound, since the value of a traditional practice
docs not depend on its consequences, but
simply on the fact that it is the practice ; and
this element of irrationality is enough to
perplex, till it utterly confounds, the mind
ci^Mible of rising above routine and reflecting
on the true aims and ends of the social life.

How to break through " the cake of custom,**
as Bagehot has called it, is the hardest lesson
that humanity has ever had to learn. Cus-
toms have often been Ivc^en up by the clash-
ing of different societies ; but in that case they
merely crystallize again into new shapes. But
to break through custom by the sheer fwce
of r^lection, and so to make rational progress
possible, was the intellectual feat of one
people, the ancient Greeks; and it is at least
highly doubtful if, without their leadership,
a progressive civilization would have existed
to-day.

It may be added in parenthesis that customs
mayling» on indefinitely, after losing, through
one cause or ano^er, their place amongst th«
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ital interests of the community. They are,

or at any rate seem, harmless ; their function

is spent. Hence, whilst perhaps the humbler
folk stOl take them more or less seriously, the
leaders of society are not at pains to suppress
them. Nor would they always find it easy to
do so. Something of the primeval man lurks
in us all ; and these '* survivals,'* as they are
termed by the anthropologist, may often in
large part correspond to impulses that are by
no means dead in us, but rather sleep; and
are hence liable to be reawakened, if the
environment happens to supply the appro-
priate stimulus. Witness the fact that sur-

vivals, especially when the whirligig of social

change brings the uneducated temporarily
to the fore, have a way of blossoming forth

into revivals; and the state may in conse-

quence have to undergo something equivalent
to an operation for appendicitis. The study
(d so-called survivals, therefore, is a most
important branch of anthropology, which can-
not unfortunately in this hasty sketch be given
its due. It would seem to coincide with the
central interest of what is known as folk-lore.

Folk-lore, however, tends to broaden out till

it becomes almost indistinguishable fnnn
general anthropology. There are at least two
reasons for this. Firstly, the survivals of

custom amongst advanced nations, such as
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the ancient Greeks or the modem British, are

to be interpreted mainly by comparison with

the similar institutions still flourishincr amongst

ruder peoples. Secondly, all thcs^ ruder

peoples themselves, without exception, have

their survivals too. Their customs fall as

it were into two layers. On top is the live

part of the fire. Underneath are smouldering

ashes, which, though dying out on the whole,

are yet liable here and there to rekindle into

flame.

So much for custom as something on the

face of it distinct from law, inasmuch as it

seems to dispense with punishment. It re-

mains to note, however, that brute force lurks

behind custom, in the form of what Bagehot

has called " the persecuting tendency." Just

as a boy at school who happens to offend

i^wist the unwritten code has his life made
a burden by the rest of his mates, so in the

primitive community the fear of a rough

handling causes " I must not " to wait upon
" I dare not." One has only to read Mr.

Andrew Lang's instructive story of the fate

of " Why Why, the first Radical," to realize

how amongst savages—^and is it so very

different amongst ourselves ?—^it pays mudi
better to be respectable than to play the moral

hero.
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Let us pass on to examine the beginnings of
purativc law. After aU, even under the sway
of custom, casual outbreaks axe liable to
occur. Some one's passions will prove too
much for him, and there will be an accident.
What happens then in the primitive society ?
Let us first consider one of tl^ very un-
organized conmiunities at the bottom of the
evolutionary scale; as, for example, the little
Negritos of the Andaman Islands. Their
justice, explams Mr. Man, in his excellent
account of these people, is administered by
the simple method of allowing the aggrieved
party to take the law into his own hands.
This he usually docs by flinging a burning
faggot at the offender, or by discharging an
arrow at him, though more frequently near
him. Meanwhile all others who may be
present are apt to beat a speedy retreat*
carrymg off as much of their property as their
haste will allow, and remaining hid in the
jungle imtil sufficient time has elapsed for
the t^-iarrel to have blown over. Sometimes,
however, friends interpose, and seek to deprive
the disputants of their weapons. Shouk^ how-
«^v«er, one of them kill the other, Eothmg is
necessarily said or done to him by the rest.
Yet ctmscience makes cowards of us all ; so
that the murderer, from prudential motives^
will not unconmionly absent himself until he
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judges that the indignation of the victim's

friends has sufficiently abated.

Now here we seem to find want of social

structure and want of U')i going togetibier as

cause and effect. The ** friends *' of whom
we hear need to be organiased into a police

f^' . If we now turn to totemic society, with

its elaborate dan-system, it is quite another

story. Blood-reyenge ranks amongst the fore-

most of the clansman's social obligations.

Over the whole world it stands out by itself

as the type of all that law me'-ns for the

savage. Within the clan, indeed, the maxim
of blood for blood does not hold ; though there

may be amyther kind of punitive law put into

force by the totemites against an erring

brother, as, for instance, if they slay <me of

their number for disregarding the ^o^mic
rule and consorting with a woman who is

all-one-flesh with him. But, between dans of

the same tribe, the system of blood-revenge

requires strict reprisals, according to the

prindple that some one on the other si^,

though not necessarily the actual murderer,
must die the death. This is known as the
principle of collective responsibility; and one
of the most interesting problems relating

to the evolution of early law is to work
out how individual responsibility gradually
develops out of collective, until at length.
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even as each man does, so likewise he
suffers.

The collective method of settling one's
grievances is natural enough, when men are
united into groups bound together by the
closest of sentimental ties, and on the other
hand there is no central and impartial
authority to arbitrate between the parties.
One of our crew has been killed by one of your
crew. So a stand-up fight takes place. Of
course we should like to get at the right man
if we could ; but, failing that, we arc out to
kill some one in return, just to teach your crew
a lesson. Comparatively early in the day,
however, it strikes the savage mind that then
are degrees of responsibility. For instance,
some one has to call the avenging party to^
gether, and to lead it. He will tend to be a
real blood-relation, son, father, or brother.
Thus he stands out as champion, whilst the
rest are in the position of mere seconds,
-^rrespondingly, the other side wiU tend to
'jrust forward the actual offender into the

f fficc of counter-champion. There is direct
evidence to show that, amongst Australians,
Eskimo, and so on, whole groups at one time
met in battle, but later on were represented
by chosen individuals, in the persons of those
who were principals in the affair. Thus we
arrive at the duel. The transition is seen in
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such a cuit(»n as that of the Port Lincoln
black-fellows. The brother of the murdered
man must engage the murderer; but any one
on either side who might care to join in the
fray was at liberty to do so. Hence it is but
a step to the formal duel, as found, for instance,

amongst the Apaches of North America.
Now the legal duel is an advance on the

collective bear-fight, if only because it brings

home to the individual perpetrator of the
crime that he will have to answer for it.

Cranz, the great authority on the Eskimo of
Greenland, naively remarks that a Green-
lander dare not murder or otherwise wrong
another, since it might possibly cost him the
life of his best friend. Did the Greenlander
know that it would probably cost him his own
life, his sense of responsibility, we may sur-

mise, might actually be quickened. On the
other hand, duelling is not a satisfactory way
of redressing the balance, since it merely gives
the powerful bully an opportunity of adding a
second murder to the first. Hence the ordeal
maiks an advance in legal evolution. A good
many Australian peoples, for example, have
reached the stage of requiring the murderer
to submit to a shower of spears or boomerangs
at the hands of the aggrieved group, on the
mutual understanding that the blood-revenge
ends here.
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Lucidly, howerer, for the murderer, it often
takes time to bring him to book; and aagiy
passions are apt in the meanwhile to subside.
The ruder savages are not so bloodthirsty as
we are apt to in^aglne. War has evolved hke
everything else; and with it has evolved the
man who likes fighting for its own sake. Sob
in place of a life for a hfe, e^'mpensation—

" pacation,** as it is technically termed—-
comes to be reeogniaed as a reasonable quid
pro quo. Constantly we find custom at the
half-way stage. If the murderer is caught
soon, he is killed; but if he can stave off the
day of justice, he escapes with a fine. When
private property has developed, the system of
blood-fines becomes most elaborate. Amongst
the Iroquois the numslayer must redeem him-
self from death by means of no less than sixty
presents to the injured kin ; one to draw the
axe out of the wound, a second to wipe
the blood away, a third to restore peace to
the land, and so forth. According to the colleo-
tive principle, the clansmen on one side share
the price of atonement, and on the other side
must tax themselves in order to make it up.
Shares are on a scale proportionate to degrees
of relationship. Or, again, further nice calcu-
lations are required, if it is sought to adjust
the gross amount of the payment to the degree
of guilt. Hence it is not surprising that, when
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a more or less barbarous people, such as the
Anglo-Saxons, <»me to require a written law.
It should be almos' itirely taken up by
regulations about bloou *ines. that had become
too eomphcated for the people any longer to
keep m their heads.
So far we have been considering the law of

blood revenge as purely an affair between the
clans concerned; the rest of the tribal public
keeping aloof, very much in the style of the
Andamanese bystanders who retire into the
jungle when there is a prospect of a row.
But with the development of a central
authonty, whether in the shape of the rule ofmany or of one, the public control of the blood-
feud be^ns to assert itself; for the good reason
tl»t endless vendetta is a dissolving force,
which the larger and more stable type of
•ociety cannot afford to tolerate if it is to
imrvive. The following are a few instances
lUustrative of the transition from private topubhc jurisdiction, in North America ica.
and elsewhere, w* fed the chief or chiefs
pronouncing sentence, i t the chm or familv
left to carry it out as h.^ they can. Again,
the km may be entrusted »ith t,,e function of
pumshment, but oblige rry it out in theway prescribed by thi *r,rities; as, for
instance, m Abyssinia, liere the neiwst
relation executes the mans .yer in the presence
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of the king, usmg exactly the lune land cweapon as that with which the muider wa
committed. Or the right of the kin tpunwh dwindles to a mere form. Thui ii
Afghanistan the elders make a show of handmf over the criminal to his accusers, who must
however, comply strictly with the wishes athe '';^mbly; whilst in Samoa the offendeiwas bound and deposited before the familj
as rf to signify that he lay at their mercy.^

«id the ^ef saw to the rest. Finally, the
state, m the perwm of its executive officer.,
both convicts and executes.
When the state is represented by a single

ruler, crime tends to become ai offenceagamst "the king's peace "-or, in Ste

majesty." Henceforward, the casy-goinir
system of gettmg off with a fine is 7iL^^,«id murder is punished with , utmwt

the oW days of its independence, there m^
.^X !!?

* ^^^^^ o' ^^^^^ty displaySm the admmistrati, u of ju. ice, but Tt a^
^^J""";? Y^ Tu^

^*° ^«" effectively pr^^d^oy the hiw than it was, say, in mediiSwU

affords the typical instance of the develop-
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ment of a legal sanction in nrimih,,y^cr forms. howevM- ^ttiFT*^^^ society.

passing notice.
reserve a more or less

•^^t;XtXn^"^P-P^-.
lew grave than n^anZuaht^r^ *"^^ * *«^
"nanslaughter is a »«f i*

*"'* especialjJ as
quarrelstbouVwoLT. ^^'^^J^ence of i^

^l -urcesVSeT^f!^^ °- <>' '^
With a single interesHnl i .**^®«« ^o^d.
m the devefopmenroJ th*.f

**P**''"* ^^^ «*«««
«« exactly fh?^!t t^'tS^'^in^^"^
examined. Wholekhis fjZ""u

"^ ^^'eady
duelling is substituted |L**?"* ^ Then
^ay to the ordeal. Then ^^S

''"/"^« «f»^«»

Jas long wavered betwtn d^fh
'^^P^^^^^ty

ftjes become the mle^^fom, \?"^ * ^^'
allowed to settle the maTter%f «»« *^«^
«««munity comes to Ske '

5*^"*^^^^'' <*e
offence, severer measm-p!

"^^^'^^^ of the
noticeable differen^^trS^ fTl'' '^^^ <>««
« the following. VVh!^*^° developments
offence against tL cWef's'w"i^'r, ^ ^
«?cj» a criminal offend l^ ??*J^^y'" and as
^th which primitivr£;lf"J*7; ^^ *^«ft.
»t as an offence aaainsT 1 ^ associate
'^^ain a purely dvH affa?^^^'

'' ""^ ^
S^ple. accorLg to S^U^ '^^* for
d«tu»ction very dearlj

^«clean. draws this
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It remains to add as regards adultery that,
so far, we have only been considering the
punishment that falls on the guilty man.
The guilty woman's fate is a matter relating
to a distinct department of primitive law.
Family jurisdiction, as we find it, for instance,
in an advanced community such as ancient
Rome, meant the right of the pater familiasy
the head of the house, to subject his familia,
or household, which included his wife, his
children (up to a certain age), and his slaves,

to such domestic discipline as he saw fit.

Such family jurisdiction was more or less

completely independent of state jurisdiction;
and, indeed, has remained so in Europe until
comparatively recent times.

What light, then, does the study of primitive
society throw on the first beginnings of family
law as administered by the house-father ? To
answer this question at all adequately would
involve the writing of many pages on the
evolution of the family. For our present
purpose, all turns on the distinction between
the matripotestal and the patripotestal family.
If the man and the woman were left to fight
it out alone, the latter, despite the " shrewish
sanction " that she possesses in her tongue,
must inevitably bow to the principle that
might is right. But, as long as marriage is

matrilocal—that is to say, allows the wife to
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remain at home amongst male defenders ofher own clan-she can safely lord it over her
steanger husband; and there can scarcely beadulteij on her part, since she can always
obtain divorce by simply saying, Go I Thinisgrow more complicated when the wife lives

^r.?*
her husband's people, and, neverthe-

less, the system of counting descent favoursher side of the family and not his. D^IXmere fact that descent is matrilineal tend tomiply on the whole that the mother's kin take

%^^ ^^'""^ '"^^"^^^ '"^ h«'' and are more
effective m protecting her from hurt, whether
undeserved or deserved ? It is no ^yproblem to settle. Dr. Steinmetz. however
in his important work on The BvoltUion ofPunzshmerUiin German), seeks to showThTt
under mother-right, in all its forms taken
together, the adulteress is more likelTto
escape with a light penalty, or with none at Jfthan under father-right. Whatever be thevalue of the statistical method that he em
ploys, at any rate it makes out the deathpenalty to be inflicted in only a third of Ws

SU"Serthe'Ltr^'
^>'^*^"^' ^"* - -^-t

We must be content with a mere glance atother types of wrong-doing which, wWlstsooner or later recognized by the la^ ^ the
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community, affect its members in their
individual capacity. Theft and slander are
cases in point.

Amongst the ruder savages there cannot be
much stealing, because there is next to nothing
to steal. Nevertheless, groups ore apt to
quarrel over hunting and fishing claims;
whilst the division of the spoils of the chase
may give rise to disputes, which call for the
interposition of leading men. We even occa-
sionally find amongst Australians the formal
duel employed to decide cases of the violation
of property-rights. Not, however, until the
arts of life have advanced, and wealth has
created the two classes of "haves" and " have-
nots," does theft become an offence of the
first magnitude, which the central authority
punishes with corresponding severity.

As regards slander, though it might seem a
slight matter, it must be remembered that the
savage cannot stand up for a moment against
an adverse public opinion ; so that to rob
him of his good name is to take away all tiiat
makes life worth living. To shout out. Long-
nose I Sunken-eyes f or Skin-and-bone I usu-
ally leads to a fight in Andamanese circles,
as Mr. Man informs us. Nor, again, is it
conducive to peace in Australian society to
sing as follows about the staying-powers of
a fellow-tribesman temporarily overtaken by
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European liqucNr :
'* Spirit like emu—as a

whirlwind—pursues—layv violent hold on
travelling—uncle of mine (this being par-

ticularly derisive)—tired out with fatigue

—

throws himself down helpless.** Anmngst
more advanced peoples, therefore, slander

and abuse are sternly checked. They con-
stitute a ground for a civil action in Kafir law

;

whilst we even hear of an African tribe, the
Ba-Ngindo, who rejoice in the special institu-

tion of a peace-maker, whose business is to
compose troubles arising from this vexatious
source.

Let us now turn to another class of offences,

such as, from the first, are regarded as so
prejudicial to the public interest that the
commimity as a whole must forcibly pat them
down.

Cases of what may be termed military
discipline fall under this head. Even -«i^n
the functions of the commander are unde-
velc^d, and war is still *' an affair of armed
mobs,'* shirking—a form of crime whi^ to
do justice to primitive society, is rare—is

promptly and effectively resented by the host.
Amongst American tribes the coward's arms
are taken away from hii.; ; he is made to eat
with the dogs ; or perhaps a shower of arrorws
causes him to "run the gauntlet.** The

1
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traitor, on the other hand, is indvitably slatn
without mercy—tied to a tree and shot, or, it
may be, literally hacked to pieces. Naturally,
with the evolution of war, these spontaneous
outbursts of wrath and disgust give way to a
more formal system of penalties. To trace
out this development fully, however, would
entail a lengthy disquisition on the growth of
tangship in one of its most important aspects.
If constant fighting turns the tribe into some-
thing like a standing army, the position of
war-lord, as, for instance, amongst the Zulus,
is boimd to become both permanent and of
all-emoracing authority. There is, however,
another side to the history of kingship, as the
following considerations will help to make
clear.

Public safety is construed by the ruder
type of man not so much in terms of freedom
from physical danger—unless such a danger
the onset of another tribe, for instance? is
actually imminent—as in terms of freedom
from spiritual, or mystic, danger. The fear of
UMuck, in other words, is the bogy that
haunts him night and day. Hen-^ his life
IS enmeshed, as Dr. Frazer puts it, in a net-
work of taboos. A taboo is anything that
one must not do lest ill-luck befall. And ill-
luck IS catching, like an infectious disease.
If my next-door neighbour breaks a taboo.
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and brings down a visitation <m himself,

depend upon it some of its unpleasant conse-
quences will be passed on to me and mine.
Hence, if some one has committed an act that
is not merely a crime but a sin, it is every one's
concern to wipe out that sin ; which is usually
done by wiping out the sinner. Mobbish
feeling always inclines to violence. In the
mob, as a French psychologist has said, ideas
neutralize each other, but emotions aggrandize
each other. Now war-feeling is a mobbish
experience that, I daresay, some of my readers
have tasted; and we have seen how it leads
the unorganized levy of a savage tribe to make
short work of the coward and traitor. But
war-fever is a mild variety of mobbish ex-
perience as compared with panic in any form,
and with superstitious panic most of all.

Being attacked in the dark, as it were, causes
the strongest to lose their heads.
Hence it is not hard to understand how it

comes about that the violator of a taboo is

the central object of communal vengeance in
primitive society. The most striking instance
of such a taboo-breaker is the man or woman
who (Us/egards the prohibition against marri-
•^<?e within the kin—in other words, violates

i; law f.f exogamy. To be thus guilty of
incest is to incite in the community at large
a horror which, venting itself in what Bagehot

III
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calls a " wild spasm of wild justice," involves
certain death for the offender. To interfere
with & grave, to pry into forbidden mysteries,
to eat forbidden meats, and so on, are farther
examples of transgressions liable to be thus
punished.

Falling under the same general category of
sin, though distinct from the violation of
taboo, is witchcraft. This consists in traffick-
ing, or at any rate in being supposed to
trafiic, with powers of evil for sinister and
anti-social ends. We have only to remember
how England, in the seventeenth century,
could work itself up into a frenzy on this
account to realize how, in an African society
e\en of the better sort, the " smelling-out »»

and destroying of a witch may easily beocmie
a general panacea for quieting the pubUc
nerves.

When crimes and sins, affairs of state and
affaii^ of chiurch thus overlap and commingle
in primitive jurisprudence, it is no wonder if
the functions of those who administer the law
should tend to display a similai- fusion of
aspects. The chief, or king, has a ** divine
right," and is himself in one or another sense
divine, even whilst he takes the lead in regard
to all such matters as are primarily secular.
The earliest written codes, such as the Mosuc
Books of the Law, with their strange medley
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of injunctions concerning things profane and
sacred, accurately reflect the politico-religious

character of all primitive authority.
Indeed, it is only by an effort of abstraction

that the present chapter has been confined
to the subject of law, as distinguished from
the subject of the following chapter, namely,
religion. Any crime, as notably murder, and
even under certain circumstances theft, is

apt to be viewed by the ruder peoples either
as a violation of taboo, or as some closely
related form of sin. Nay, within the limits of
the clan, legal pTuiishment can scarcely be said
to be in theory possible; the sacredness of the
blood-tie lending to any chast ^ment that
may be inflicted on an erring kinsman the
purely religious complexion of a sacrifice, an
act of excommunication, a penance, or what
not. Thus almost insensibly we are led on to
the subject of religion from the study of the
legal sanction; this very term "sanction,"
which is derived from Roman law, pointing in
the same direction, since it originally stood
for the curse ^ich was appended in order to
secure the inviolability of a legal enactment.
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CHAPTER VIII

RELIGION

»(••How can there be a History of Religions?
once objected a French senator. " For either
one believes in a religion, and then everything
in it appears natural ; or one does not believe
in it, and then everything in it appears
absurd 1

'*

This was said some thirty years ago, when
it was a question of founding the now famous
chair of the General History of Religions at
the CoUfege de France. At that time, such
chairs were almost unheard of. Now-a-days,
the more important universities of the world,*
to reckon them alone, can show at least
thirty.

What is the significance of this change ? It
means that the parochial view of religion is
out of date. The religious man has to be a
man of the world, a man of the wider world,
an anthropologist. He has to recognize that
there is a " soul of truth " in other religions
besides his own.

It will be replied—and I fully realize the
force of the objection—^that history, and
therefore anthropology, has nothing to do
with truth or falsehood—^in a word, with value.
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In strict theory, this is so. Its business is to

describe and generalise fa(*t ; and religion from
first to last might be pure illusion or even
delusion, and it would be fact none the less on
that account.

At the same time, being men, we all find it

hard, nay impossible, to study mankind im-
partially. When we say that we are going to

play the historian, or the anthropologist, and
to put aside for the time being all considera-

ti(m of the moral of the story we seek to unfold,

we are merely undertaking to be as fair all

round as we can. Willy nilly, however, we
are sure to colour our history, to the extent,

at any rate, of taking a hopeJFul or a ^oomy
view of man's past achievements, as bearing

on his present condition and his future

prospect*.

In the same way, then, I do not believe

that we can help thinking to ourselves all the
time, when we are tracing out the history of

world-religion, either that there is " nothing
in it ** at all, or that there is ** something in

it," whatever form it assume, and whether it

hold itself to be revealed (as it almost always
does) or not. On the latter estimate of

rdigi<m, however, it is still quite possible to
judge tiiat one form of religion is infinitely

higher and better than another. Rdigion,
regarded historically, is in evoluti(m. Use
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best form of religion to which we can attain is
inevitably the best for us; but. as a worse
form preceded it, so a better form, we must
all .w and even desire, may foUow. Now.
frankly I am one of those who take the mur-
sympathetic view of historical religion; and
1 say so at once, in case my interpretation of
the facts turn out to be coloured by this
sanguine assumption.
Moreover, I think that we may easily

exaggerate the differences in culture ani
more especially, in religious insight and under-
standing that exist between the ruder peoples
and ourselves. In view of our common hope
and our common want of knowledge, I would
rather identify religion with a general strivmir
of humanity than with the exclusive pr^
tension of any one people or sect. Who
knows, for instance, the final truth aboutwhat happens to the soul at death ? I am
quite ready to admit, indeed, that some of
us can see a little farther into a brick waU
than, say. Neanderthal man. Yet when I
find facts that appear to prove that Neander-
tha^ man buried his dead with ceremony,
and to the best of his means equipped them
for a future life, I openly confess that I would
rather stretch out a hand across the ages and
Ijeet him as my brother and fellow-pilorim
than throw in my lot with the self-righteous

\l
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{<^k who §eem to imagine this world and tht
next to have been created tot their exclusive
benefit.

Now the trouble with anthropologists is to
find a working definition of religion on which
they can agree. Christianity is religion, all

would have to admit. Again, Mahomedanism
is religion, for all anthropological "^ses.

But, when a naked savage ** duices god—^^«rhen the spoken part of the riten con -

sists, as amongst the south-easter jtra
lians, in shouting "Daramulun I Da mt**
(the god's name), so that we cann« gure
whether the dancers are indulging i pray^
or in an incantation—is that rclig u ? C^,
worse still, suppose that no sort e^ , er» n
god can be discovered at the b k of lire

performance—which consists, let «i say, oii

amongst the central Australians, '
i solenmly

rubbing a bull-roarer on the stonM«di, ^ ig^
its mystic virtues may cause he *^« ti*

become "good" and "glad" and "st^^ ^**

(for that is his own way of describi^ tM
spiritual effects)—^is that religion, ii. *

seoae that can link it historically with, m>,

thm Christian type of religion ?

No, say some, these low-class dealingi vJth
tiie unseen are magic, not religion. The rude
folk in question do not go the right way about
putting themselves mto touch with the »ncg*»»t

,
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They try to put pressure on the unseen, to
oontTol it. They ought to conciliate it. by
bowing to its will. Their methods may be
earnest, but they are not propitiatory. There
IB too much " My will be done " about it
alL

Unfortunately, two can play at this game of
e»-parte definition. The more unsympathetic
type of historian, relentlessly pursuing the
due afforded by this distinction between
control and conciliation, professes himself
able to discover plenty of magic even in the
higher forms of religion. The rite as such
—say, churchgoing as such—appears to be
reckoned by some of the devout as not without
a certain intrinsic efficacy. ** Very well " says
tiWs school, "then a good deal of averaoe
Christianity is magic."
My own view, then, is that this distinction

wiU only lead us into trouble. And, to my
mind, it adds to the confusion if it be further
laid down, as some would do, that this sort
of dealing with the unseen which, on the face
of It, and according to our notions, seems
rather mechanical (being, as it were, an effort
to get a hold on some hidden force) is so far
from being akin to religion that its true
aiBnity is with natural science. The natural
sciemce of to-day, I quite admit, has in part
evolved out of experiments with the occult-

i
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jurt M Uw. line art. and almost every other

SulfuT-o^S^
»«3«rt. have like^^Z^'lut jurt io long and io far as it was occult

natural science. Besides, much of our naturol

S^i^L^^ "P ^"' ^' straightfS
attempts to carry out mechanicid work^
industrial hne»-to smelt iron, let us sav"but since thes inw ftiA*. « ^ ^»

tr^e-secr-.
' at^^^pS^'or^ys'J:^^:^

uncSLnv ButZ.""* * *^*®"^^"« ^^**^ theuncanny. But because science then, as ev*.nnow sometimes, was thought by the i^otl^t

powew of evd. rt does not follow that then ornow^^he^true affinity of science must ^^'^i^^

Magic and religion, according to the view Iwould support, belong to the saLe depLTmrntof human experience-one ofX twn ^ !

of mental twil^ «*«•««, the region

o "*'•• ">' dealing with the
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saponormal—^bad and good, of course, mt as
we may happen to judge them» biA as the
society concerned judges them. Sometimes,
indeed, the people themselves har^y know
where to draw the line between the two; and,
in that case, the anthropologist cannot weM
do it for them. But every primitive society

thinks witchcraft bad. Witchcn^t consists

in leaguing oneself with sapemormiU powers
of «vil in order to effect selfish «iitd anti-sociid

ends. Witchcraft, then, is genuine magic

—

black magic, of the devirs colour. On the
other hand, every primitive society also

distinguishes certain salutary ways of dealing

with supernormal powers. All these ways
taken together constitute religion. For the
rest, there will always be a mass of more or
less evapmrated beliefs, going with practices
that have more or less lost their hold gb
the community. These belong to the folk-

lore which every people has. Under this or
some closely related head must also be set

down the mass of mere wonder-tales, due
to the play of fancy, and without direct

bearing on the serious pursuits of life.

The world to which neither magic nor
religion belongs, but to which physical science,

the knowledge of how to deal mechanically
with material things, does belong wholly, is

the workaday worid, the region of normal,
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oommonpJaoe, calculable feappetmffs. Withour telescopes and microsc^ we^ ^J^^

IJ^w / ^u ^'^nsequeirtly. ^ must duly•Mow for the fact that there is for hhn wwell as for us. a "natural," that is tT^T^nnal and ^rkaday ^M;^^ iL'^hIt be iar narrower in extent thaa ours Th^

~und an7irlr^^,^^^^^
and happy as a child.

«*reiess

«sis. Birth and de.th^ SU^^' "'

has been replaced bv the i^JJ^A- ®^P^**<^

unexpected; th^ we a^ ^^li"'?'^ ^"^
world of the uiSnJwn A^^^°*^ ''**® *he

of the unknowrwe ";„,i''^
'''

*l!^
^rf<«

until, somehow confix
^^^serably abide

PcLuT ^' *^**""aence is restored
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it is shaken by crisis. Men do not seek crisis

;

they would always run away from it, if they
could. Crisis seeks them; and, whereas the
feebler folk are ready to succumb, the bolder
spirits face it. Religion is the facing of the
unknown. It is the courage in it that brings
comfort.*

We must go on, however, to consider religion
sociologically. A religion is the effort to face
jrisis, so far as that effort is organized by
society in some particular way. A religion is

congregational—that is to say, serves the ends
of a number of persons simultaneously. It is

traditional—that is to say, has served the ends
of successive generations of persons. There-
fore inevitably it has standardized a method.
It involves a routine, a ritual. Also it involves
some sort of conventional doctrine, which is,

as it were, the inner side of the ritual—^its

lining.

Now in what follows I shall insist, in ihe first

instance, on this sociological side of religion.
For anthropological purposes it is the sounder
plan. We must altogether eschew tha*
" Robinson Crusoe method " which consists in
reconstructing the creed of a solitary savage,

' The conrage involved in ell live religitm normaUv
coexists with a certain modesty or humility. I have tried
to work out this point elsewhere in • short study entitled
The Birth o/HumUity (in Th* Threihold of Bdigion, 1914).
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who is supposed to evolve his religion out of hismner consciousness
: "The mountain frowns,

therefore it is alive "; " I move about in my
dreams whilst my body lies still, therefore Ihave a soul," and so on. No doubt some-body had to think these things, for they are
thoughts. But he did not think them Tt

thought them out together; nay, whole ages
of living and thmking together have gone tomakethemwhattheyare. So a social method
IS needed to explain them.
The religion of a savage is part of his custom •

nay, rather, it is his whole custom so far w^tappeare sacred-so far as it coerces him bvway of his imagination. Between him and

hi hi^ «'':*"' ^' stand-by, his faith andh« hope. Bemg thus the sole source of Wsconfidence, his custom, so far as his imagination
plays about it. becomes his " luck." We mav
IS regarded as lucky, is a religious rite,

c.
^nce the conservatism inherent in religion.Nothing." says Robertson Smith, "apS

SstS?'^ "Thf?r *°
I*^^

-nserJa'St
insnnci^s. The history of reliirion " «««-
exclaimed Dr. Frazer, "is a long^WernDt t^

a"^^d'th^' T°V^*^ -- reUtto'L^Sa sound theory for absurd practice." At firrt
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sight one is apt to see nothing I»it tke
absurdities in savage custom and religieu.

After all, these are what strike us most*
being the curiosity-hunters that we all are
But savage custom and religion must be
taken as a whole, the bad side with the
good. Of course, if w« have to do with
a primitiTe society on the down-grade

—

tmd
very few that have been " civiliaaded/* ai
John Stuart MiU terms it, at the hands •!
the white man are not on the down-grade—^its disorganized and debased custom no
longer serves a vital function. But a healthy
society is bound, in a wholesale way, to
have a healthy custom. Though it may go
about the business in a queer and roundabout
fashion, it must hit off the g-neral require-
ments of the situation. Therefore I shall not
waste time, as I might easily do, in piling
up instances of outlandish " superstitions,"
whether horrible and disgusting, from our
more advanced point of view, or merely droll
and silly. On the contrary, I would rather
make it my working assumption that, with
all its apparent drawbacks, the religion of a
human society, if the lattear be a going coneerBk
is always something to be respected.

In considering, however, the relation of
religion to custom, we are met by the apparent
difficulty that, whereas custom implies " Do,"
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tlie pnrmhng note of primitive •eligion wouldseem rather to consist in " Do ^t." But
there IS really no antagonism between them

hLi^'-X:^*- t «»« oW Gi^ek proverbbas It, There is only one way of going fightbut there are infinite ways of goingZo!g''*
Hence, a nice observance of custom of it^lfmvolv^ endless taboos. Since a given lineof

^±'l;Vr^^*
**^^^ **^^ - thafaltci^t^e

course of behaviour must be unlucky. Thei*

^'^**'l*"P''"^ '^*-^- positiv^ cus^oSor ntes. which cause something to be done, andnegative customs or rites, which cause some-thing to be kft undone, that the latterap^more exclusively to the imagination forE
sanction and are thei^fore more conspicuo^ly

fl fK 9^.* P^"* °^ ^^^^'*>"- " Why should
1 do this ? is answered well-nigh sufflcientlv

iUsTlT^' ?r"" 'I
''^ ^'^'*^-' ^^^itisnght. It seems hardly necessary to add.Because it will bring luck." But « \Vhv

meet^ ?„''?h
^ ^^"^^^^"g ^^^ instead?^

meets, n the primitive society, with themvanable answer. "Because, if y^u ^, som^!thing awful will happen to us aU.» Whatprecise shape the ill-luck will take need not

tefthe
:,^^/"^^-*-/-thergars'^^^^^^^
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To understand more clearly the difference

between negative and positive types of custom« associated with religion, let JTexamine Ssome detail an example of each. It will bewell to select our cases from amongst those that

f^n ^'^t,^"^*0"l^«"d
the religiofto be qu^

of one and the same fact. Now nothing ^uldbe more commonplace and secular a customthan that of providing for one's dinner. Yetfor primitive society this custom tends to behkewise a „te-a rite which may. howevei!be mainly negative and precautionary, o^mainly positive and practical in charactii, aswe shall now see.

The Todas, so well described by Dr. Rivers

luf^iT^l
community, less than a thousand

aJl told, who have retired out of the stre^ of
«^^e world into the fastnesses of the Nilgir
Hills m southern India, where they spend asafe but decidedly listless life. They are^n a

anfrTth^^^T"*^''.^*^'"'^''^*^^^^ A?any rate, their religion is not such as to makethem more enterprising. Gods they may b^said toW none. The bare names of certaS^
deities of the hiU-tops are retained, butwheXrthese were once the honoured gods of theTodas or. as some think, those of a former

than substance about them now. The real
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leligioii of the people centres round a dairy-ntual. From a practical and economic poStof view, the work of the dairy consists in^^n-

«^n^.Tf
buttermilk which constitute theiJ

?f i^L •
1^*- ^'°"' * '^"«^«^ point of view.

It consists m converting something they darenot eat into something they can eat
^ """^

Many, though not all, of their buffaloes are^red. and their milk may not be 2i^,The reason why it may not be drunk anthropo^
Agists may cast about to discover, but t^Todas themselves do not know. All that they

Sn^ ^^/^ concerned to know, is thatthings would somehow all go wrong, if any onewere foolish enough to commit Inch a s^nSo m the Toda temple, which is a dair^, th^Toda pnest. who is the dairyman, sets aboutrendering the sacred products har^nS T^edairy has two compartments—one sacred theo*her profane. In the first are s^red Sesacred vessels into which the milk is pla^when It comes from the buffaloes, and in wh^
ihe'hin "'^^ ^""' '^^ buttermilk^th
the help of some of the previous brew tWshaving meanwhile been put by in an e7i^iln;
sacred vessel. In the secondLm^artS^
profane vessels, destined to receive VhTbutS

transferred from the sacred vessels with the
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^l^l TiP*«™^ vessel, which ttMidi«^Iy on the Ime between the two comp^
menta. This transference, being carried ^Stothe acco«^anixne..t ol all sorts oi reverentiS^stores and utterances. «jeure. s«eh7«^
faaation of the sacred substance as is wit£Sthe evil consequences that would othcrSibe entailed. Thus the ritual is esSS^
S^rS^- ^ *^^- ^ the hinge oflK
And the tendency of such a negative tvne

sacred office, must observe tabooi with^
Li; ?!J"^*u*^ ^"****«- He must a^
all contact with the dead. He is limited tocertain kinds of food; which, moreover, mJ2be prepared ma ^rtain way. and comm^ma certam place. His drink, again.Ta^cial^k which must be poured oui 4hP^scnbed ormula^. He is inaccessible toordinary folk save on certain days anS Scertain ways, their mode of apprwwh, th«S
salutations, his greeting in reply.T^*^S
regulated with the utmost ni<ity.^Z.
^\^r V"^""^}

^'^' HemJtnever^
l^a ; i^*"

"^^ °*^'' ^ ^"««ed to grow

Ih^HH
^°*^/^ °" ^^ so forth. Such^S.

abilities indeed, are wont to circumscribe theWe of all sacred persons, and can be matched
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Jwm every part of the world. But they may
fiuriy be cited here, as hdping to ffll in the
picture of what I have called the precautionaw
or negative type of religious rituaL

-*!!"^i'^' ^^^ ^ something rotten in the
rtate of Toda religion. The dairymen rtnS
^;.^rSI ^ I^ *^'*''*'^y ^ **« pcrform-
*nce of their duties, as weU as vague and
maocurate in their accounts of what ought tobe done. Indeed, it was hard to find pirsons
wiUing to undertake the office. Ritualdutietmrotvmg uncomfortable taboos were apt to
be thrust on youngsters. The youngSers.
being youngsters, would probably violate tiM
teboos; but anyway that was their lookKMt
^Jxwa evasions to fictions is but a step. Btmeewhen an unclean person approached the darey-man. the latter would simply pretend not to
•eehim. Or the rule that he must not enter a

'S r**'".*'"
"^^""^ ^^*^^'*' ^o"W be circum-

vented by simply removing from the dwelling
toe three emblemsof womanhood, the pounder
the sreve, and the sweeper; whereupon his*" feee was saved." Now wherefore Tth^
fejdc of earnestness ? Dr. Rivers thinks thattoo much ritual was the re-son. I agree - butwould venture to add, "too much^eg^ti^
ntual." A religion that is all dodging mw?produce a sneaking kind of worr» ^o^rNow let us turn to another type J primitive
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whjpon tuat is equally identified with the food-qu«j^ but jllied to its positive and i^e
ftinctions. which it seeks tHielp out M««!
Spencer and GiUen have given us a mostmmute account of certain ceremonies of theArunta, a people of central Australia. Thesewremonies they have named Intichiuma. and

^l^^Zf P'Tu^^y »*^*^^' «»°"«h there kreiwon to beheve that the native word for them
f reaUy something different. Their purpow
IS to make the food-animals and food-pl^
multiply and prosper. Each animal or pl«S

totem. (Totemism amongst this very remark-
able people has nothing to do either withexogamy or with lineage; but that is a 7v^ject into which it i. impossible to go here.)^e ntes vary considerably from totem tototem, but a typical case or two may S
The witchetty-grub men, for instance, want

t ff^^^to multiply, that there may be ple^X Sona ril^ •

^*- 1° *^^y .^end the^way along a certam path which tradition
declares to have been traversed ^Zgreat leader of the witchetty-grubs of th^days of long ago. (These were grubs teai^!formed mto men, who became by reiniaJSi
ancestor of the present totemites.) The pathbnngs them to a place in the hiUs wheiSXre
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is » big stone iurrounded by many gniAU

the httle stones are its eggs. So first they tap
the big stone, chanting an invitation to it to
toy eggs. Then the master of the ceremonies
rubs the stomach of each totemite with the

m^& "" '*'™' " ^»« '»" "t»
Or, again, the Kangaroo men repair to a

f^ B "*?K ^^.?"»; ^* *• • piSHre^ue
PT; V,.

***® "^® **' » water-hole that is
rfieltered by a tall gum-tree rises a curiously
gnarled and weather-beaten face of quartzite
rock. About twenty feet from the base a
ledge juts out. When the totemites hold
their ceremony they repair to this ledge.For here m the days of long ago the ancestS

I^A.Tu^'^ reincarnated in them cookedand ate kangaroo food; and here, moreoveTthe kangaroo animals of that time deposited
their spmt-parts. First the face of the ro^kbelow the ledge is decorated with long rt^of red ochre and white gypsum, to repnSthe red ftir and white boneVof iheS^It IS m fact, one of those rock-pain^^'

Seifca^^^'^e;"'** "'»f
""^^^ ^^ ^"rar caves. Then a number of men. skvseven or eight, mount upon the W« ^^

o^^ '^ »"« solenSTchantsXut^
prospective mcre«e of the kanga«„, th^
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lopen reins in their arms, so that tbe Mood
lows ^wn freely upon the eeremonial atone.
This is the first part of the rite. The aeoowl
part is no less interesting. After the blood-
letting, they hunt until they kill a kangaroo.
Thereupon the old men of the totem eat a
little ol the neat; then they smear some of
the fat on the bodies of all the party; finally,

they divide the flesh amongst them. After-
wands, the totemites paint their bodies mith
stripes in ioatation of the design upon thero^
A seccmd hunt, followed by a second sacm-
m^ital meal, concludes the whole ceremony.
That their meal is sacramental, a sort of
eommunion service, u proved by the fact
that hencefmth in an ordinary way they
allow themselves to partake of katigaroo meat
at most but very sparingly, and of oeitaia
portions of the flei^ not at aU.

One noofe example of these rites may be
cited, in order to bring out the earnestness
of this type of religion, which is eoncemed
with doing, instead of mere not-doing. There
is none of the Toda perfunctoriness here. It
will be enough to glance at the commence-
ment of the ritual of the h(niey-ant totemites.
The master of the oeremoniM places his hand
as if he were shading his eyes, and gazes
intently in the direction of the saoed place
to wiiich they are about to repair, i^ he
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doM •<>» the tt&b kned, formli^ a rtniglit

line behind him. la this pontion they Temain

tot eonM time, ^Hulst the leader ohanta in

a tubdued tome. Then all stand up. Hie
oampany mutt now stait. Hie leader, who
hae fallen to the rear, that he may manihal

the eolumn in perfect line, gives the signal.

Then they move off in single file, taking a
direct course to the holy ground, marching
in perfect jilenoe, and with measured step,

as if something of the profouadest impck
were about to take place.

I make no apology for describing thes

prooeedings at some length. It is necessary

tomy argument to oemvey the impression that
tht essentiiUs of religion are present in these
iqpparently godless observances of the ruder

peoi^s. They arise directly out of cnstom
—in this case the hunting custom. Their
immediate des^ is to provide these people
with their daily bread. Yet their appeal to
tiie imaginatimi—whieh in religion, as in

aeioice, art, and philosophy, is the impidse
that presides over all progress, all creative
evolution—is such that the food-<|uest is

charged with new and deeper meaning. Not
bread alone, but something even more sus-
taining to the life of man, is suggested by these
tangled and obscure solonnities. They are
penetrated by quickenings ot sacrifice, prayer.
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and communion. They bring to bear on the

need of the h^ux' all the promise of that

miraculous >'a?t, which rot only cradled the

race, but stil. yields it th< . stock of reincarnated

soul-force th « ; °nables i - to survive. If, then,

these rites are part and parcel of mere magic,

most, or all, of what the world knows as

religion must be mere magic. But it is better

for anthropology to call things by the names
that they are known by in the world of men

—

that is, in the wider world, not in some comer
or coterie of it.

In order to bring out more fully the second

point that I have been trying to make, namely,

the close interdependence between religion

and custom in primitive society, let me be

allowed to quote one more example of the

ritual of a rude people. And again let us

resort to native Australia, though this time

to the south-eastern corner of it; since in

Australia we have a cultural development on
the whole very low, having been as it were

arrested through isolation, yet one that turns

out to be not incompatible with high icligion

in the making.
Initiation in native Australia is the equiva-

lent of what is known amongst ourselves as

the higher education. The only diiicrence is

that, with them, every one who is not judged
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utterly unfit is duly initiated; whereas, with
us, the higher education is offered to some who
are unfit, whilst many who are fit never have
the luck to get it. The initiation-custom is

intended to tide the boys over the difficult

time of puberty, and turn them into respon-
sible men. The whole of the adult males assist
in the ceremonies. Special men, however, are
told off to tutor the youth—a lengthy business,
since it entails a retirement, perhaps for six
months, into the bush with their charges ; who
are there taught the tribal traditions, and are
generally admonished, sometimes forcibly,
for their good. Further, this is rather like a
retirement into a monastery for the young
men, seeing that during all the time they are
strictly taboo, or in other words in a holy
state that involves much fasting and mortifi-
cation of the flesh. At last comes the time
when their actual passage across the thresh-
old of manhood has to be celebrated. The
rites may be described in one word as im-
pressive. Society wishes to set a stamp on
their characters, and believes in stamping
hard. Physically, then, the lads feel the force
of society. A tooth is knocked out, they are
tossed in the air to make them grow tall, and
so on—writes that, whilst they may have
separate occult ends in view, are completdy
at one in being highly unplea^euit.
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Spiritual means of education, however, are

always more effective than physical, if designed

and applied v~^th sufficient wisdom. The bull-

roarer, of which something has been already

said, furnishes the ceremonies with a back-

ground of awe. It fills the woods, that sur-

round the secret spot where the rites are held,

with the rise and fall of its weird music, sug-

gestive of a mighty rushing wind, of spirits

in the air. Not until the boys graduate as

men do they learn how the sound is produced.
Even when they do learn this, the mystery of

the voice speaking through the chip of wood
merely wings the imagination for loftier

flights. Whatever else the high god of these

mysteries, Daramulun, may be for these

people—and undoubtedly all sorts of trains

of confused thinking meet in the notion of

him—^he is at any rate the god of the bull-

roarer, who has put his voice into the sacred
instnmient. But Daramulun is likevrise

endowed with a himian form; for they set

up an image of him rudely shaped in wood,
and round about it dance and shout his name.
Daramulun instituted these rites, as well as

all the other immemorial rites of the assembled
tribe or tribes. So when over the heads of

the boys, prostrated on the ground, are

recited solemnly what Mr. Lang calls " the

ten commandments," that bid them honour
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the elders, respect the marriage law, and so
on, there looms up before their minds the
figure of the ultimate law-giver ; whilst his
unearthly voice becomes for them the voice
of the law. Thus is custom exalted, and its
coercive force amplified, by the suggestion
of a power—m this case a definitely personal
power—that " makes for righteousness,'* and,
whilst beneficent, is full of terror for offenders.

And now it may seem high time to pass on
from the sociological and external view that
has hitherto been ta':en of primitive religion
to a psychological view of it—one that should
endeavour to disclose the hidden motives,
the spiritual sources, of the beliefs that under-
lie and sustain the customary practices. But
precisely at this point the anthropological
treatment of religion is apt to prove unsatis-
factory. History can record that such and
such is done with far more certainty than tha*^
such and such a state of mind accompanies and
inspires the doing. Besides, the savage is no
authority on the why and wherefore of his
customs. " However else would a reasonable
being think of acting ? " is his suflicient reason,
as we have already seen. Not but what the
higher minds amongst savages reflect in their
own way upon the meaning of their customs
and rites. But most of this reflection is nomore

ml

': I
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than an elaborate ** justification after the
event." The mind invents what Mr. Kipling
would call a " Just-so story " to account for

something already there. How it might have
come about, not how it did come about, is all

that the professed explanation amounts to.

And when it comes to choosing amongst mere
possibilities, the anthropologist, instead of

consulting the savage, may just as well

endeavour to do it for himself.

Now anthropological theories of the origin

of religion seem to me to go wrong mainly
because they seek to simplify too much.
Having got down to what they take to be a
root-idea, they straightway proclaim it the

root-idea. I believe that religion has just as

few, or as many, roots as human life and
mind.
The theory of the origin of religion that

may be said to hold the field, because it is

the view of the greatest of living anthropolo-

gists, is Sir E. Tylor*s Uieory of animism.

The term animism is derived from the Latin

anima, which—^like the conesponding word
spirittis, whence our " spirit "—signifies the

breath, and hence the soul, which primitive

folk tend to identify with the breath. Sir E.

Tylor*s theory of animism, then, as set forth

in his great wcH-k, Primitive Ctdture, is thi^
" the belief in spiritual bdngs ** will do as a
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definition of religion taken at its least; which
for him means the same thing as taken at ifc;

earliest. Now what is a " spiritual being " ?
Clearly everything turns o' that. Sir E. Tylor*s
general treatment of the subject seems to
lay most of the emphasis on the phantasm.
A phantasm (as the etymology of the word
shows) is essentially an appearance. In a
dream or hallucination one sees figures, more
or less dim, but still having "vaporous
materiality." So, too, the shadow is something
without body that one can see; though the
breath, except on a frosty day, shows its subtle
but yet sensible nature rather by being felt
than by being seen. Now thew can he no
doubt that the phantasm plays a considerable
part in primitive religion '-^ well as in those
fancies of the primitive mind that have never
found their way into religion, at all events
into religion as identified with organized eutt).
Savages see ghosts, though probably not more
frequently than we do; they have vivid
dreams, and are much impressed by their
dream-experiences; and so on. Besides, the
pliantasm forms a very convenient half-way
house between the seen and the unseen; and
there can be no doubt that the savage often
says breath, shadow, and so forth, when he
is trying to think and mean somethinc
immatefial altogether.

ir. I
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But animism would seem sometimes to be

used by Sir E. Tylor in a wider sense,namely, as

" a doctrine of universal vitality." In dealing

with the myths of the ruder peoples, as, for

example, those about the sun, moon, and stars,

he shows how " a general animation of nature
**

is implied. The primitive man reads himself

into these things, which, according to our

science, are without life or personality. He
thinks that they have a different kind of body,

but the same kind of feelings and motives.

But this is not necessarily to think that they

are capable of giving off a phantasm, as a

man does when his soul temporarily leaves

him, or when after death his soul becomes

a ghost. There need be nothing ghost-like

about the sim, whether it is imagined as a

shining orb, or as a shining being of human

shape to whom the orb belongs. There is

not anything in the least phantasmal about

the Greek god Apollo. I think, then, that

we had better distinguish this wider sense

of animism by a different name, calling it

*' animatism," since that will serve at once to

disconnect and to connect the two conceptions.

I am not sure, however, how far we ought

to press this *' doctrine of universal vitality."

Does a savage, for instance, when he is ham-

mering at a piece of flint think of it as other

than a "thing," any more than we should ?
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I doubt it. He may say " Confound you I " if

it suddenly snaps in two, just as we might do.

But though the language may seem to imply

a " yon," he would mean, I believe, to impute

to the tiint just as much, or as little, of person-

ality as we should mean to do when using

similar language. In other words, I believe

that, within the r.orld of his ordinary work-

a-day experience, he recognizes both things

and persons; wit»iout giving a thought, in

either case, to the hidden principles that make
them be what they are, and act as they do.

When, on the other hand, the thing, or the

person, falls within the world of supernormal

experience, when they strike the imagination

as wonderful and wonder-working, then there

is much more reason why he should seek to

account to himself for the mystery in, or be-

hind, the strange appearance. Howitt, who
knew his Australian natives intimately, cites

the following as " a good example of how the

native mind works." To the black-fellow his

club or his spear are part and parcel of his

ordinary life. There is no "medicine," no
" devil," in them. If they are to be made
supematurally potent, they must be specially

charmed. But it is quite otherwise with his

spear-thrower or his bull-roarer. The former

for no obvious reason enables him to throw
his spear extraordinarily far. (I have myself
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Been an Australian spear, with the hdp of
the spear-thrower, fly a hundred and fifty

yards, and strike true and deep at the end of
its flight.) The latter emits the noise ol
thunder, though a mere chip of wood on the
end of a string. These, then, are in them-
selves *' medicine." There is " virtue " in, <»
behind, them.

Is, then, to attribute " virtue " the same
thing, necessarily, as to attribute vitality ?

Are the spear-thrower and the bull-roarer
inevitably thought of as alive ? Or are they,
as a matter of course, endowed with soul or
spirit ? Or may there be also an impersonal
kind of " virtue," " medicine," or whatevn
the wonder-working power in the wonder-
working thing is to be called ? Now there is

evidence that the savage himself, in speaking
about these matters, sometimes says power,
sometimes vitality, sometimes spirit. But
the simplest way of disposing of these questions
is to remember that such fine distinctions as
these, whii h theorists may seek to draw, do
not appeal at all to the savage himself. Fov
him the only fact that matters is that, whereas
some things in the world are ordinary, and
can be reckoned on, other things cannot be
reckoned on, but are wonder-working.

Moreover, of wonder-working things, some
are good and some are bad. To get all the
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good kind of wonder-workers on to his side,

so as to confound the bad kind—^that is what
his religion is there to do for him. ** May
blessings come, may mischiefs go!" is the
import of h is religious striving, whether anthro-
pdogists class it as spell or as prayer.

Now the function of religion, it has been
assumed, is to restore confidence, when man
is mazed, and out of his depth, fearful of the
mysteries that obtrude on his life, yet com-
pelled, if not exactly wishful, to face them
a' d wrest from them whate v er help is in them.
This function religion fulfils by what may be
described in one word as " suggestion." How
the suggestion works psychologically—how,
for instance, association of ideas, the so-called

"sympathetic magic," predominates at the
lower levels of religious experience—is a
difficult and technical question which cannot
be discussed here. Religion stands by when
there is something to be done, and suggests
that it can be done well and successfully;
nay, that it is being so done. And, when the
religion is of the effective sort, the believers
respond to the suggestion, and put the thing
through. As the Latin poet says, " they can
because they think they can."
What, from the anthropological point of

view, is the effective sort of religion, the sort
that survives because, on the whole, those
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whom it helps survive ? It is dangerous to

make sweeping i^ncralizations, but there is

at any rate a good deal to be said for classing

the world's religions either as mechanical and
ineffective, or as spiritual and effective. The
mechanical kind offers its consolations in the

shape of a set of implements. The *' virtue
"

resides in certain rites and formularies. These,

as we have seen, are especially liable to harden

into mere mechanism when they are of

the negative and precautionary type. The
spiritual kind of religion, on the other hand,

which is especially associated with the positive

and active functions of life, tends to read

will and personality into the wonder-working

powers that it summons to man's aid. The
will and personality in the worshippers are in

need not so much of implements as of more
will and personality. They get this from a

spiritual kind of religion ; which in one way or

another always suggests a society, a com-

munion, as at once the means and the end of

vital betterment.

To say that religion works by suggestion is

only to say that it works through the imagi-

nation. There is good make-believe as well as

bad; and one must necessarily imagine and
make-believe in order to will. The more or

less inarticulate and intuitional forces of the

mind, however, need to be supplemented by
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the power of articulate reasoning, if the will

is to make good its twofold character of a
faculty of ends that is likewise a faculty of the

means to those ends. Suggestion, in short,

must be purged by criticism before it can
serve as the guide of the higher life. To
bring this point out will be the object of the

following diapter.

CHAPTER IX

MORALITY

Space is running out fast, and it is quite
impossible to grapple with the details of so
vast a subject as primitive morality. For
these the reader must consult Dr. Wester-
marck*s monumental treatise, The Origin
and Development of the Moral Ideas, which
brings together an immense quantity of facts,

under a clear and comprehensive scheme of
headings. He will discover, by the way, that,
whereas customs differ immensely, the emo-
tions, one may even say the sentiments, that
form the raw material of morality are much
the same everywhere.
Here it will be of most use to sketch

the psychological groundwork of primitive
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morality, as contrarted with morality of the

more advanced type. In pursuance of the

plan hitherto followed, let us try to move yet

another step on from the purely exterior view

of human life towards our goal ; which is to

appreciate the true inwardness of human life

—so far at least as this is matter for anthro-

pology, which reaches no farther than the

historic method can take it.

It is, of course, open to question whether

either primitive or advanced morality is

sufficiently of one piece to allow, as it were, a

conioosite photograph to be framed of either.

For our present purpos" , however, this expe-

dient is so serviceable tc o be worth risking.

Let us assume, then, that there are two main

stages in the historical evolution of socie^,

as considered from the standpoint of the

psychology of conduct. I propose to term

them the synnomic and the syntelic phases

of society. "Synnomic" (from the Greek

nomos, custom) means that customs are

shared. "Syntelic" (from the Greek teto#,

Old) means that ends are shared.

The synnomic phase is, from the psychor

logical point of view, a kingdom of habit ; the

syntelic phase is a kingdom of reflection. The

former is governed by a subconscious selectios

of its standards of good and bad ; the latter

by a conscious selection of its standards. It
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remains to show very briefly how such a

di&renoe comes about.

The outstanding tect about the sytinomic

life of the ruder peoples is perhaps tlUs—that

there is hardly any privacy. Of course, many
other drawrbacks must be taken into account

also—no wide-thrown communications, no

anal^'tic language, no writing, no books, and

so on; but j)erha^ being in a crowd aH the

time is the worst drawback of all. For, as

I^sraeli says in Sybil, gregariousness is not

association. Constant herding and huddling

together hinders the development of person-

ality. That independence of character whi'.;h

is the prime condition of syntelic society

cannot mature, even though the germs be

there. No one has a chance of withdrawing

into his own soul. Therefore the individual

docs not «cperience that silent conversation

with self which is reflection. Instead of

turning inwards, he turns outwards. In

short, he imitates.

But how, it may be objected, does evolution

take place, if every one imitates every one else ?

Certainly, it looks at first sight like a vicious

circle. Nevertheless, there is room for a
certain progress, or at any rate for a certain

process of change. To analyse its pisycho-

logical springs would take us too long. If a
phrase will do instead of an explanation, we
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may sum them up, with the brilliant French
psychologist Tarde, as ** a cross-fertilization

of imitations." We need not, however, go
far to get an impression of how this process
of change works. It is going on every day
in our midst under the name of ** change of
fashion.*' When one purchases the latest

thing in ties or straw hats, one is not uming
at a rational form of dress. If there is

progress in this direction, it is subconscious.

The underlying spiritual condition is not
inaptly described by Dr. Lloyd Morgan as ** a
sheep-through-the-gapishness.

"

From a moral point of view, this lack of

capacity for private judgment is equivalent

to a want of moral freedom. We have seen
how relatively external are the sanctions of

savage life. This does not mean, of course,

that there is no answering judgment in the
mind of the individual when he follows his

customs. He says, '* It is the custom

;

therefore it is right." But this judgment can
scarcely be said to proceed from a truly
judging, that is to say, critical, self. The man
watches his neighbours, taking his cue from
them. His judgment is a judgment of sense.

He does not look inwards to principle. A
moral principle is a standard that can, by
means of thought, be transferred from one
sensible situation to another sensible situation.
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The general law, and its application to the
situation present now to the senses, are
considered apart, before being put together.
Consequently, a possible application, however
strongly suggested by custom, fashion, the
action of one's neighbours, one's own impulse
or prejudice, or what not, can be resisted, if it

appear on reflection not to be really suited to
the circumstances. In short, in order to be
rational and " put two and two together,"
one must be able to entertain two and two
as distinct conceptions. Perceptions, on the
contrary, can only be compared in the lump.
Just as in the chapter on language we saw
how man began by talking in holoplu'ases, and
only gradually attained to analytic, that is,

separable, elements of speech, so in this
chapter we have to note the strictly parallel

development from confusion to distinction
on the side of thought.

Savage morality, then, is not rational in
the sense of analysed, but is, so to speak,
impressionistic. We might, perhaps, describe
it as the expression of a collective impression.
It is best understood in the light of that
branch of social psychology which usually
goes by the name of " mob-psychology."
Perhaps mob and mobbish are rather unf<»-
tunate terms. They are apt to make us think
of the wilder explosions of collective feeling—
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panics, blood-mania, dancing-epidemics, and
so on. But, though a savage society is by gi

no means a mob in the sense of a welter-
*

ing mass of humanity that has for the time

being lost its head, the psychological con-

siderations applying to the latter apply also

to the former, when due allowance has been

made for the fact that savage society is

organized on a permanent basis. The differ-

ence between the two comes, in short, to this,

that the mob as represented in the savage

society is a mob consisting of many successive

generations of men. Its tradition constitutes,

as it were, a prolonged and abiding impres^on,

which its conduct thereupon expresses.

Savage thought, then, is not able, because

it does not try, to break up custom into

separate pieces. Rather it plays round the

edges of custom; religion especially, with its

suggestion of the general sacredness of custom,

helping it to do so. There is found in primi-

tive society plenty of vague speculation that

seeks to justify the existing. But to take

the machine to bits in order to put it together

differently is out of the reach of a type of

intelligence which, though competent to

grapple with details, takes its principles for

granted. When progress comes, it comes by

stealth, through imitating the letter, but

refusing to imitate the spirit ; until by means
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of iegal fictkxis, ritual substitutions, and so

on, the new takes the place of the old without

any one noticing the fact.

Freedom, in the sense of intellectual free-

dom, may periiaps be said to have been bom
in one place and at one time—namely, in

Greece in the fifth and fourth centuries b.c'

Of course, minglings and dashings of peoples

had prepared the way. Ideas begin to count
as soon as they bree^ away from their local

context. But Greece, in teaching the world
the meaning of intellectual freedom, paved a
way towards that most comprehensive form
of freedom which is termed moral. Moral
freedom is the will to give out more than you
take in; to repay with interest the cost of

your social education. It is the will to take
thought about the meaning and end of human
life, and by so doing to assist in creative

evolution.

CHAPTER X
MAN THE INDIVIDUAL

By way of epilogue, a word about indi-

viduality, as displayed amongst peoples of

* Political freedom, which is rather a different matter, ia

perhapa pre-eminentlj the discovery of E^land.
Q
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the ruder type, will not be out of place.

There is a real danger lest the anthropologist

should think that a scientific view of man is to

be obtained by leaving out the human nature

in him. This comes from the over-anxiety

of evolutionary history to arrive at general

principles. It is too ready to rule out the

so-called ** accident,'* forgetful of the fact that

the whole theory of biological evolution may
with some justice be described as ** the happy
accident theory." The man of high indi-

viduality, then, the exceptional man, the man
of genius, be he man of thought, man of feeling,

or man of action, is no accident that can be

overlooked by history. On the contrary, he

is in no small part the history-maker; and,

as such, should be treated with due respect

by the history-compiler. The " dry bones "

of history, its statistical averages, and so on,

are all very well in their way ; but they corre-

spond to the superficial truth that history

repeats itself, rather than to the deeper truth

that history is an evolution. Anthropology,

then, should not disdain what might be termed
the method of the historical novel. To study
the plot without stud3ring the characters will

never make sense of the drama of human
hfe.

It may seem a truism, but is perhaps worth
recollecting at the start, that no man or woman

IL
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lacks individuality altogether* even if it

cannot be regarded in a particular case as a
high individuality. No one is a mere item.

That useful figment of the statistician has no
real existence under the sun. We need to

supplement the books of abstract theory with

much sympathetic insight directed towards

men and women in their concrete selfhood.

Said a Vedda cave-dweller to Dr. Seligmann

(it is the first instance I light on in the first

book I happen to take up) :
** It is pleasant

for us to feel the rain beating on our shoulders,

and good to go out and dig yams, and come
home wet, and see the fire burning in the cave,

and sit roimd it." That sort of remark,
to my mind, throws more light on the anthro-

pology of cave-life than all the bones and
stones that I have helped to dig out of our
Mousterian caves in Jersey. As the stock

phrase has it, it is, as far as it goes, a *' human
document.** The individuality, in the sense

of the intimate self-existence, of the speaker

and his group—for, characteristically enough,

he uses the first person plural—^is disclosed

sufficiently for our souls to get into touch.

We are the nearer to appreciating human
history from the inside.

Some of those students of mankind, there-

fore, who have been privileged to live amongst
the ruder peoples, and to learn iLeir language

I
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well, and really to be friends with some of

them (which is hard, since friendship impUes

a certain sense of equality cm both sides),

should try their hands at anthropological

biogn^hy. Anthropology, so far as it relates

to sav^^es, can never rise to the height of the

most illuminating kind of history until this

is done.

It ought not to be impos«Ue for an in-

telligent white man to enter sjnmpathetically

into the mental outlook of the native man of

affairs, the more or less practical and hard-

headed legislator and statesman, if only

complete confidence could be established

between the two. That there are men of

outstanding individuality who help to make
political history even amongst the rudest

peoples is, moreover, hardly to be doubted.

Thus Messrs. Spencer and Gillen, in the

introductory chapter of their work on the

Central Australians, state that, after observing

the conduct of a great gathering of the natives,

they reached the opinion that the changes

which undoubtedly take place from time to

time in aboriginal custom are by no means
wholly of the subconscious and spontaneous

sort, but arc in part due also to the influence

of individuals of superior ability. ^ At this

gathering, for example, some of the oldest

men were of no account; but, on the other
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hftnd, others not so old as they were, bot

more learned in ancient lore or more lualled

in matters of magic, were looked up to by
the others, and they it was who settled every-

thing. It must, however, be understood that

we have no definite proof to bring forward

of the actual introduction by this means of

any fund£unental change of custom. The
only thing that we can say is that, after care-

fully watching the natives during the perform-

ance of their ceremonies and endeavouring as

best we could to enter into their feelings, to

think as they did, and to become for the time

being one of themselves, we came to the con-

clusion that if <Hie or two of the most powerful

men settled upon the advisability of intro-

ducing some change, even an important one,

it would be quite possible for this to be agreed

upon and carried out.'*

This passage is worth quoting at length if

only for the admirable method that it dis-

closes. The policy of " trying to become for

the time being cne of themselves " resulted in

the book that, of all first-hand studies, has

done most for modem anthropology. At the

same time Messrs. Spencer and Gillen, it is

evident, would not claim to have done more
than interpret the external signs of a high

individuality on the part of tiiese prominent
natives. It still remains a rare and alnK>6t
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unheard-of thing for an anthropologist to be
on such friendly terms with a savage as to get

him to talk intimately about himself, and
reveal the real man within.

There exist, however, occasional side-lights

on human personality in the anthropological

literature that has to do with very rude
peoples. The page from a human document
that I shall cite by way of example is all the
more curious, because it relates to a type of

experience quite outside the compass of

ordinary civilized folk. Here and there,

however, something like it may be found
amongst ourselves. My friend Dr. L. P.

Jacks, for instance, in his story-book, Mad
Shepherds^ has described a rustic of the north
of England who belonged to this old-world
order of great men. For men of the type in

question can be great, at any rate in low-level

society. The so-called medicine man is a
leader, perhaps even the typical leader, of

primitive society; and, just because he is, by
reason of his calling, addicted to privacy and
aloofness, he certainly tends to be more
individual, more of a '* character," than the
general run of his fellows.

I shall slightly condense from Howitt's
Native Tribes of SotUh-East Australia the man's
own story of his experience of initiation.

Howitt says, by the way, " I feel strongly
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assured that the man believed that the events

which he related were real, and that he had

actually experienced them " ; and then goes

on to talk about "subjective realities." I

myself offer no commentary. Those inter-

ested in psychical research will detect hypnotic

trance, levitation, and so forth. Others,

versed in the spirit of William James* Varieties

of Religious Experience, will find an even deeper

meaning in it all. The sociologist, meanwhile,

will point to the force of custom and tradition

as colouring the whole experience, even when

at its most subjective and dreamlike. But

each according to his bent must work out

these things for himselfc In any case it is

well that the end of a book should leave the

reader still thinking.

The speaker was a Wiradjuri doctor of the

Kangaroo totem. He said :
" My father is a

Lizard-man. When I was a small boy, he

took me into the bush to train me to be a

doctor. He placed two large quartz-crystals

against my breast, and they vanished into

ne. I do not know how they went, but I

felt them going through me like warmth.

This was to make me clever, and able to bring

things up." (This refers to the medicine-man's

custom of bringing up into the mouth, as if

from the stomach, the quartz-crystal in which

his " virtue " has its chief material embodiment
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or fymbol; being likewise useful, as we see

later on, for hypnotizing purposes.) ** He also

gave me some things like quartz-crystals in

water. They locked like ice, and the water
tasted sweet. After that, I used to sre things

that my mother could not see. When out

with her I would say, * What is out thare like

men walking ? * She used to say, * Child,

there is nothing.' These were the ghosts

which I began to see."

The account goes on to state that at puberty
our friend went through the regular initiation

for boys; when he saw the doctors bringing

up their crystals, and, crystals in mouth,
shooting the " virtue *' into him to make him
** good." Thereupon, being in a holy state like

any other novice, he had retired to the bush
in the customary manner to fast and meditate.

" Whilst I was in the bush, my oid fathn
came out to me. He said, * Come here to me,*

and then he showed me a piece of quartz-

crystal in his hand. When I looked at it, he
went down into the ground ; and I saw him
come up all covered with red dust. It mads
me very frightened. Then my father saic,

' Try and bring up a crj t^ai.' I did try, and
brought one up. He then said, ' Come with

me to this place.* I saw him standing by a hole

in the f "o jid, leading to a grave. I went
inside and saw a dead man, who rubbed me all

l^^vv^
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oTcr to make mc dever, and gave me iome

crystals. When we came out, my father

pointed to a tig«-8nake, saying, * That is your

familiar. It is mine also.' There was a

string extending from the tail of the snake to

us—one of those strings which the medicine-

men bring up out of themselves. My father

took hold of the string, and said, * Let us

follow the snake.* The snake went through

several tree-trunks, and let us through them.

At last we reached a tree with a great swdling

round its roots. It is in such traces that

Daramulun lives. The snake went down into

the ground, and came up inside the tree, which

was hollow. We followed him. There I saw

a lot of little Daramuluns, the sons of Baiame.

Afterwards, the snake took us into a great

hole, in which were a number of snakes. These

rubbed themselves against me, and did not

hurt me, being my familiars. They did this

to make me a clever man and a doctor.
** Then my father said, * We will go up to

Baiame's Camp.* [Amongst the Wiradjuri,

Baiame is the bigh god, and Daramulun is his

son. What 'little Daramuluns* may be is

not very clear.] He got astride a thread, and

put me on another, and we held by each other's

arms. At the end of the thread was Wombu,
the bird of Baiame. We went up through the

clouds, and on the other side was the sky We
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went through llie place where the doctors go
through, and it kept opening and shutting

very qui'^kly. My father swd that, if it

to«chr t doctor when he was 'oing through,

it wo.id hurt his spirit, and when he returned

home he would sicken and die. On the other

tpde we -^av Baiame ..ting in hi^ c{unp. He
WHS a V *rv' ;^reat *){} man with a long beard.

H* 4it with his i iis under him, and from his

shoulders di ided

to the sfc abt

numr>ers le

people vi

toten .]

" \ r i] time, anu .vhile I was in tl»

bmtu ^ begin to bring crystals up; but I

bef i^ very ill, and cannot do anything

^wo great quartz-crystals

him. There e also

s of Baiame, ai of his

rds md beasts. [The

!f
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By G. L. Strachkv. " It is difficult to i{?"8|"« !?<>* !,^"' •"'=°""' "*

French Literature could be eiven in no imall pages. -Tk* Ttmts.

39. ARCHITECTURE ,„,..,„ u ...

By Prof.W.R.LET«ABY. (Over forty lUuitrations.) "Delightfully bright

reading."—CAwftVwi World. ..^^t ^rrAr
4, r^NaiTSH LITERA TURE : MEDIEVAL
By Prof. W. P. Kk.. M.A.. " Prof,

f^"'' 1«"<''^'«JK^?"<V^«,Y;J;;™'^'*•
able, and hU style is effective, simple, yet never dry. -Th4 Atketutum.

THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Smith, M.A

45

From the

ByL.P«AKSAurSM.TH, M.A. '\f>',;-^°ll':^^^.^%ltL%)^!^^'"''
streams that make the great river of the English speech, -uauf lyt^'-

C2 GREAT WRITERS OF AMERICA
By Prof. J. Ekskin. and Prof. W P. T«ent. "An 'dmimbl. wmn«y. from

FhmWin to Mark Twain, enlivened by a dry humour. -AtA*mrum.

63. PAINTERS AND PAINTING
By Sir Freokrick Wkdmork. (With 16 half-tone illustrations.)

Primitives to the Impressionists.

64. ng JOHNSON AND HIS CIRCLE
By John Bailey, M.A. "A most delightful tss^y."-Clirutian WcrU.

65 THE LITERATURE OF GERMANY
Bv Professor J. G. Robertson, M.A., Ph.D. .."Unf" "« •»«1"'^» -^""^

rrLfmenrS><- ubject shows life and continuity. "-Atktnaum.

70 THE VICTORIAN AGE IN LITERATURE
-
By G. K. Chestekton. " No one will put it down «i*°"» » ""»« «»''»''"«

Mken a tonic or received a series of electric shocks. - Th* Tmis.

71 THE WRITING OF ENGLISH.
Bv W T Brewstee, a.m.. Professor of Englbh in Columbia Univwiity.

" Wible. ^d n^ov^r-rigidiy conventional. "-JI/<.«cA««rr Guard.am.

75 AArr.TKNT ART AND RITUAL.
•

By Jan. E. Harrison, LL.D., D.Utt. " Charming in style and learned in

manner."—i>«<r Newt.mannar. —um,.f ^..~:
. _, _

76. nrrRrPTDES AND HIS AGE
- ^ _ " .. T» 1 :.. tin S" R A-- 1

87

«a^ly inthe right place. . . . Euripides has come mto his own. -Tht Natim,

rNAVCRR AND HIS TIMES
By Grace E. Hadow.
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89. WILLIAM MORRIS:
INFLUENCE

By A. Glutton Bkocx.

Q3. THE RENAISSANCE
By Edith Sicmbl.

9S- ELIZABETHAN LITERATURE
By J. M. Robertson, M.P.

7. MODERN GEOGRAPHY
9 Dr Marion Nbwbigin. (Illustrated^ "Geography, jpin : what a dttU,

5i^ study that was wont to be I . . . tiut Miss'^IanonrTewbieniiiyettjltt
^. I .. '.k •!.. A..k •n>1 KInnH of romantic interest. —UMUy I

tedious Study that was woni 10 lie 1 . . . «"•'.'".""*—•-" ^'V-'^VT/II-Ii*
diy bones with the fiesh and blood of romantic intere3t."-X>«/j' TtUgra^k.

Q. THE EVOLUTION OF PLANTS
^6y t)r b. H. ^coTT, M.A.. y.k.S.. late rfon. l^eeper ofthejodrelj l^boratonr,

Kei: (fSiV illust;.ted.)
" Dr Scott's candid and famihw style makM t&,

difficult subject both fascfnatinn and easy."-C«r*«#rx' ChrtmcU.

17. HEALTH AND DISEASE
~
By W. Lbshe Mackbnzib, M.D., Local Government Board, Edinbargh.

18. INTRODUCTION TO MATHEMATICS
" Bv A N Whitbhbad. Sc.D., F.R.S. (With Diagrams.) "Mr Whitdiead

hidisK^ wi* conspicuotU success the ta-.lt he fs so exceptionally quaWled

t"undtrutT For he is one of our great authorities upon th« foundatioitt <d

the iiaitacit."—WtstminsUr GoMtttt.

19. THE ANIMAL WORLD
Bv Professor F. W. (^amblb, F.K.S. With Introduction by Sir Oliver Mf«.
(Manyl^trations.) "A fascinating and suggestive survey.' -Jf»r»iv ''•«'•

20 . EVOLUTION
•

By Professor J. Arthor Thomson and Professor Patrick Gbbdm. A
many^oloured and romantic panorama, opening up, hke no overbook w«

K/a rational vision of worldKievelopment."-^/4»5w/ NewfUtttr.

22. CRIME AND INSANITY
BvDrC.A.MERCiER. ''FurnUhMmuch valuableinfpnnationfrOTSoneoOTpy-

ing the highest position among medico-Iegal psychologists. —Asylmm Wtwt.

28. PSYCHICAL RESEARCH
"
Rv ^tr W. F. Barrett, P.R.S., Professor of Physics, Royal Coli«E* of

Science Dublin, 1873-19 o. "What he has to.sa^ on thought-reiami.

hSim,"elefithy?cry.lal.vi5ion. spiritualism, divinings. and «) on. wdl&
read with avidity."—/>««</« Ccuritr.

"Original
No bett«

31. ASTRONOMY
fey A. k. HiNKS. M.A., Chief Assistant, Cambridge Observatory

in thought, eclectic in substance, and critical in treatment. . .

little book is »yi\ab\:"—Sckm>l World.

32. TNTROnUCTION TO SCIENCE
~
Bvt Arthur Thomson. M.A., Regius ProfesKJr ofNatural.Histoijr, Ab«d«BB

Un«l5!^ " Professor'Tho«ion's"delightful Uterary st^-le is *•»! known ; and

herl^d^ourses freshly and easily on t&e methods of sqence.and itt rdaUooa
here he discourses tresn y ana easily °^y^^?^"^^}ri^;X,^j-;"Z;^
with philosophy, art, religion, and practical life. -Abtrd*€nJ<mmml,

4



^ft CLIMATE ^'^^.^^^^^ff , « s E Pr~5dent of A.

M M««o«»>ot»»' f~J?rJ™^uS2S^i th.W. of the mov.«.nt.

of the atmoipnere mnu «• i— "~-

''^HEiiwcl^L^loTPHYSIOLOGY

^ll^mo-y- THE STVVlOL^mm

ci THE ^^f^- riMCr OF THE EARTH

wtiet this takes a high place."- /•** >lM«»«r*wf.

fe'^i:*;!!?'c^JSuk^XlU'i^ong''^^^
classics of popuUr

3iaieDOt."—M»nc>usttr Gnardtmn.

72. PJ'^^'^

J

1-1 -Hs nilustrated.) "Professor Farmer ha«
6y i;»jof. J. b. ! ARMER. ^/Sc. F-R^S.

('^'^^™^,,„{ hysiologY, and also to

78 THE OCEAN „ _. _ ^
-A General Account o( the Science of the Sea. By Sir John Mor«ay. K.CB..

F.R.S. (Colour plates and other illustrations.)

^^-^4f^r« Harris M D.. DSc. (Illustrated.) A despiption. in
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8& SEX
Uv Praf.TATmcit G' : oES mnd Prof. J. Akthuh Thom»oh, LL.D. (IHo

U. THE GROUTI/ OF EUROPE
By Prof. GliBHVii.LB Coie. Villus.) ^^

Philosophy and T(eligion

IS. MOHAMMEDANISM
6y trof. U. S. Margohouth, M'.A., D.Litt. "Thif generous »hillmg'i

worth of wiiidom. ... A deiicate, humorous, »nd mont reiponnble tractaU

by an illuminative |wofe»»or."—Z»««V>'VI/<ii/. ^ _ -. _ ,,,,

4a THE PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHY
by tke rion. feuRTRANu Russell, F.R.S. "A book that the 'man In the

street ' will recognise at once to be a boon. . . . Consistently lucid and non-

technical throughout."—CAmriis* Wt>rU.

47. BUDDHISM
'fiyMrskHvsbAViDS, M.A. "The author prewnts very attracthrely as well

as very learnedly the philo«>phy of Buddhism. —Da.ily Neiut.

CO. NONCONFORMITY: Its ORIGINand PROGRESS
by Wncxpal W. fa. Selbie, M.X. ''The historical part U brilliant in iu

insight, clarity, and proportion."—CAmtf««i World.

54. ETHICS
by G. E. Moore, M.A., Lecturer in Moral Science in Cambridge UnivCTsity.

" A verj- lucid though closely reasoned outline of the logic of good conduct.

'^THE MAKING OF THE NEW TESTAMENT
"by Prof. B. W. Bacon, LL.D., D.D. "Professor Bacon has boldly, and

wisely, Ulcen his own line, and has produced, ns a result, an extraordinarily

vivid, stimulating, and lucid haaVr—MtMchesttr Guardian.

60. MISSIONS: THEIR RISE and DEVELOPMENT
By Mrs CreightonI "Very interestingly done. . . . Iu style is simple,

direct, unhackneyed, and should find appreciation where a moie fervently

piotu style of writing repels."- Methodist Rtcordtr.

68. COMPARATIVE RELIGION
~BvProf.J.EsTLiN(!:AKPi'NTER,D.Litt.,PrincipalofManchesterCoIlege,Oxford.

"Puts into the reader's hand a wealth of learning and independent thought.

iZ" Â 'history of freedom of THOUGHT
"By I B buRV, Litt.D., LL.P , Regius Professor of Modem History at

Cambridge. "A little masterpiece, which every thinking man wUl enjoy.

— Tht Ohstrvtr.

84. LITERATURE OF THE OLD TESTAMENT

56

90

E, D.D., LL.D., of Harvard. A detailed examination

ne DouKs ui luc N_>.<. Testament in the light of the

THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND
By Prof. George Mo ,«., t-..^, ^^.y- "•"—;—— ;-

of the books of the Ol.t 1 estament m the light of the most recent research.

ly Canon fi. W. Watson, Regius Profe.ssor of Ecclesiastical History at

Oxf«>rrf- -.„„
04. RELIGIOUS DEVELOPMENTBETWEEN THE

OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS
By Canon K. H. Charles, D.D. , D.Litt.
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I. PARLIAMENT

^^•'^^';^ii^orLVZroi Common. «nc Bnehof •Co«.«.»«on.

r^lir^'rvOCK EXCHANGE

^•^'lirWhin whtel^et. no hiiU''coS^.m.n.."-il/»»^^L,^-

6. TRL^tf NATIONALITY
"ByM».J.R.O«««N. "A. glowing- It Ul«n.«l. No book couM b. mow

.^" f̂kEsdaALIST MOVEMENT
B,J.R*M«TM*cpoHAUD.M.P. " Admirably «>.pt«J for the purpoM of

exposition."—?'**/««««•

lu^ONSERVATISM

part of fhis book."-J*'«*«iV«/«-C«#««. _,,^^„ ,,

24 r^£ EVOLUTION OF INDUSTRY
BvD. H. MACO..OOH. MA., Professor o|

'l°^-"^;;i'^^ri;,"u'£V'^ofit'b^'a
ofLeeds. " A volume so dispassionate in »""» m»y

?!JSa/ *^

interested in the present state of unrest. -Ab*rdt*n Jtmmal.

26. AGRICULTURE
ByProf.W.SoM«.v,LU«.F.L.S. " !».»•'£« «**"'*5*/W:^'°^
at the University accessible to the practical farmer. -Atk*n<tum.

30 ELEMENTS OF ENGLISH LAW
R» W M Gkldakt. ma., B.C.L., Vinerian Professor of Englirfi Law at

O^f^d. •' oTnui^ra ver^clear account of the.elementary principles und.

l^rSie rules of English Uy>."-Sc»ts L»w Ttmt,.

18 THE SCHOOL : An Introdrntion to the Study ofEdiuatton.

By J. j. ^HDiAY. M.A., Ph.D.. Profes«,r of E'l"'*'^"?
>. ^,^",Si

lllLiv«rutv " An amaiinBly comprehensive volume. . . . It is a remaricaDio

SrflSe. dU.inTuiJhe'd'^ln.iJ^p.. striking phra.«,logy as well as .U

Inclusiveness of subject-matter."—Aftfrmv Po"-

SQ. ELEMENTS OF POLITICAL ECONOMY
Kv S T Chapman. M.A., Profess- of PoHtica! Economy jn M^hester

Univi;raiv
" Us rmiwrtwice is not to be measured by its price. Probably

SS ^t r«ent cri^iS «po«tion of the analytical method m economic

•denca"—<7AMr«(>' Htrmld.

H



69- THE NEWSPAPER Bjr O. BiNNSV Drnm^ M.A. nBai>
intad.) TbattwtMcoaMajrtaateftlM

ocgawhation of ih* iMwtpBpw pwiii at howl and abread.

77. SHELLEY, GODWIN, AND THEIR CIRCLk
Bjr H. N. BRAiuroao.M.A. "Mr BniManlilMtdMi vividly tb«iniiMR 4af
tlM Frtnch Rtvolatioa on SlMilty'iaad Godwia'i Entlaad; and Um ckare aad
Mi«n|th of kit vejfim aaka hit boA aa anthaatie eoaitribitnea to liMnMi<«.'—

80. CO-PARTNERSHIP AND PROFIT-^HAR.VG
ByANimiN Williams, M.A.—"A JndicioaibBtanlhiuiaMic UMory, with oMwii
btanatinii •pacuiation oa tiM fotur* of Co-fiartnanhip."—CAWfMm WtHd.

8i. PROBLEMS OF VILLAGE LIFE
By B. N. BaNNarr, M.A. Diacnaaaa lb* hading aipactii of tha Britiah land

pfoUam, incladinr housing,maU botdlngi, niralaadit,and the minimnm wag*.

83. COMMOS SENSE INLAW ^^- P- Vii.ocaAi>orr.

8s. UNEMPLOYMENT By Prof. A. C Pioou, M.A.

In Preparation
AltCtMNT SGYPT. By F. Ll. GaippiTM, M.A.

THE ANCIBNT EAST. By D. G. Hogarth, MJL, T.B.A.

^ ^HORT HISTORYOFEUROPE. By HaaBaar Fisheb, LL.D.

THE BYZAHTItfE EMPIRE. By Norman H. Bavnks.

THE REFORMA TION. By Presidaat Lindsav, LL.D.

A SHORT HISTORY OF RUSSIA. By Prof. Milyoskov.

MODERtr TURKEY. By D. G. Hocartm, HA.
FRANCE OF TO-DAY. By Albert Thomas.

HISTORY OF S( ^LAND. B«- Prof. R. «!. Rait, M.A.

HISTORY AHD LITERA'^URa OF SPAIT^. By J. FrrtMAtmiCB-
Kbllv, F.B.A., Litt.D.

LATIN LITERATURE. .
i^.'.?. T. S. Phillu ,«.

ITALIAN ART OF THE ' AiSr VCE. y Rooaa E. Far.

LITERARY TASTE. By' .»: ;a» ^fc;cr>M8».

SCANDINAYIANHISTOR r -^..'TJiJ ATURE. ByT.CSMOir.
THE MINERAL WORLD, i' ' . T H. Holland, K.C.I.E., D Se.

A HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY . i*y CL«Mairr Waaa, M.A
POLITICAL THOUGHT IN ENGLAND: Ft»m Bmcmt U -' *«« By

G. P. GoocH, M.A.
POLITICAL THOUGHT IN ENGLAND! Fr»m Btntkom fJ.S. MUL

By Prof. W. L. Davidson.

POLITICAL THOUGHT IN ENCl.U.'D: Frrm Hfr'-r-f S^tnetr U
T9.4my. By Ernest Barkbr, M.A

THE CRIMINAL AND THE COM i tJNITY. By Viscount St. Cybbs.

THE CIVIL SERVICE. By Grahafi Wallas, M.A.

THE SOCIAL SETTLEMENT. By Jake Addams and R. A. Woooa.

GREA T INVENTIONS. By Prof. J. L. Mtbbs, M.A., F.S.A-

TOWN PLANNING. By Ravmomd Unwin.

London: WILLIAMS AND NORGATE
And 9fall Bo0kih»pi andB«^ Ms.
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